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IBM CONFIDENTIAL 

FOREWORD 

The Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) Program was announced by 

President Johnson on August 25, 1965. This program represents the 

initial effort by the Department of Defense to determine the military 

effectiveness of man in space. as compared to previous programs by NASA, 

which have been oriented toward civilian scientific achievements and that 

man could abide in space. 

The scope of the MOL Program is such that it is ·known to involve three 

regions, eight districts and nineteen branch offices, where IBM has 

either contractors and/ or Governmental groups which have a part of or 

influence on the systems and equipment decisions. In addition, the 

Federal Systems Division (FSD) has major study contracts and imple-

mentation capabilities in both the space and ground-based areas. The 

anticipated special systems requirements will place heavy loads on the 

Systems Development Division, while unique maintenance responsibilities 

will require close Field Engin.eering (FE) Division attention. 

A MOL Project Office has been established within the DP Division, in 

order to provide major assistance and guidance in DP's' sale and 

installation of ground-based computer systems. as well as to provide a 

common Data Processing Division interface to FSD, SDDand FED. The 

project reports to Mr. C •. E. McKittrick in the IBM Federal Region and 

iii 



o may be addressed to: 

MOL Project 
IBM Corporation 

IBM CONFIDENTIAL 

9045 Lincoln Boulevard 
Los Angeles~ California 90045 

Representatives of "the various IBM Divisions" working in the MOL area" 

will all be located in a central office area. This joint effort will serve to 

optimize the IBM Corporation's response to MOL's requirements. 

The purpose of this notebook is to communicate with the various IBM 

locations concerned with MOL. Prompt and timely information and 

action is essential. The project notebook will be updated weekly. Your 

constant inputs and corrections are essential if IBM is to make maximum 

use of its resources. You will be asked to make sales calls to checkl 

verifyl sample sales and technical problem areas for other IBM locations. 

Others will do the same for you" if you ask via the Project Notebook. 

iv 

w. B. Gibson" Director" 
MOL Program. 
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SALES STATUS SUMMARY 

Satellite Control Facility, Space Systems Division, U.8. Air Force 

All sources of information at SSD have told us the RFP is written, signed 
and ready for release. Latest indications are that it will be released on 
or about August 1. 

Shared memory Model 441 s will be bid for the Remote Sites, and the 9020 
still appears to be the best system for the Bird Buffer area. A final 
determination cannot be made on the Bird Buffer, however, until the RFP 
is received. 

Mission Simulator 

The Model 65 with a front-end 44 has been selected for the MisSion Simulator. 
Originally I only one copy will be ordered for installation at Douglas. The 
decision to order a second copy for installation at the Western Test Range 
will be delayed until later this year I pending resolution of funding problems. 

Airborne Computer 

IBM has been selected to furnish a 4 Pi computer compatible with the 
360 Model 44 for the on-board computer. A 360 Model 44 is being shipped 
to General Electric, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, in September for their use 
in developing programs for MOL experiments. 

Western Test Range 

The Consolidated Telemetry Control Center proposal was delivered July 18, 
with a price of 1.933 million dollars. The system consisted of four FSD
built pre-processors (AMeS) tied into a 360 Model 44. We consider this 
proposal very responsive technically; however I it is roughly $250,000 greater 
in price than the customer has programmed for this system. There are five 
other competitors who submitted bids; however, we have not been able to 
determine equipments nor prices proposed. 

Martin 

The proposal was delivered July 5 to Martin-Denver for a System/360 Model 
44 and two FSD-built pre-processors (AMCS). Martin is currently involved 
in a study funded by the Air Force to define a more active checkout system 
than DIMAC. This effort is going on in parallel with the evaluation of the 
proposals received for DIMAC. A decision will be made within approximately 
30 days whether to contract for DIMAC or issue another RFP for this more 
active system. 

Section: IBM Management Summary Page 1 
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Est. Customer 
Delivery Date 
,Required 

9/66 

4 Q 66 
7/67 
12/67 
1/68 
4/68 
5/68 
6/68 
6/68 
7/68 

2 Q 67 

4/67 

4/67 
11/67 

2 Q 67 
2 Q 67 
4 Q 67 
2/67 

2/67 

2 Q 67 
2 Q 67 

Airborne Corllputer Support 

SCF Checkout 
SCP Reraote Sj.te s 
SCt' Remote Sites 
SCF Remote Sites 
SCP Remote Sites 
SCF Remote Sites 
SCP Remote Sites 
SCP Renlote 8i te s 
SCP Remote Sites 

SCP Bird Buffer 

Douglas Mission Simulator 
(Alternate to 2 Mod. 65' s: 
Douglas Ivlission Simulator 
Second Increment Mis sion Sim. 

\:V·::.1R Range Control 
\V'fR Range Cc.·ntrol 
WTR Range Control 
W'rR CcnsoUdated Telemetry 

Checkout System 
WTR Consolidated T01emetry .. 

Checkout Syntem 

Martin Vohlcle Checkout 
Marti!1 Vehicle Checkout 

Section: IBM Ma.nagelnent Summary 
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Model 44 

Model 40 & 2250 
Duplexed Mod. 44' s 
Duplexed Mod. 44' s 
Duplexed IvIod. 44' s 
Duplexed Mod. 44' s 
Triplexed Mod. 44 I s 
Ttiplexed Mod. 44 I S 

Triplexed Mod. 44' s 
Duplexed 1'.10d. 44 I s 

Triplex 9020 

Two Model 65's 
()rle l\tTodel 75) 
One l'v1odel 44 
One Model t1 ,1 & 

T'wo J\'Iodc:l 65' s 

~,·1o~.el 65 
Thft:..;) 1800' s 
T,,:..']o MtJdel 65' s 
Oile :vlodal 44 

Four ?SD A\1CS 

Cne MG:'~31 44. 
Three PSD AMeS 

Page 2 

DPOW' 
Status 

FSD arranged 

Sub. 3/66 
Sub. 3/66 
Sub. 3/66 
Sub. 3/66 
Sub. 3/66 
Sub. 3/66 
Sub. 3/66 
Sub. 3/66 
Sub. 3/66 

Sub. 3/66 

Sub. 3/66 

Sub. 3/66 
Sub. 3/66 

Not Sub'te 
Not Sub't.) 
Not Sub't. 

Not Sub't. 

6/10/66 
(replaces Page 3 
5/6/66) 



"MISSILES AND ROCKETS" - January 17, 1966 

C
"" 

I OAR To Use Own Vehiclesfor OVShots 
Low batting average in program to date underscores risk' of launching 

satellites as secondary payloads; eleven launchings planned for J 966 "" 

EL SEGUNDO, CALIF.-When Titan 
III-C failed to insert Orbiting Vehicle 
2-3 into orbit it lowered the Air Force 
Office of Aerospace Research ratio of 
successful orbital missions from one in 
four to one in five in 1965-and drove 
home the fact that it is risky to launch 
satellites as secondary payloads on 
booster development flights. 

This year the situation is expected 
to change. OAR will make greater use 
of its own satellite launchers starting 
with the twin OV 1 satellite launch 
scheduled for Jan. 20. 

by Rex Pay 

Five types of Orbiting Vehicles are 
used in the Aerospace Research Satellite 
Program, which provides Air Force lab
oratories with a low-cost means of carry
ing instruments into space. In 1965, 
ARSp· supported launching of 139 
sounding rockets, seven space probes 
carried by Scouts and A tlas ICBM's, 
and five satellites. In 1966, 11 satellites 
arc planned. Total OAR budget is about 
$10 million per year. 

Decision on Titan Launch Expected 

Vandenberg MOL Rumor Discounted 
Air Force spokesmen say there is no truth to rumors at 

Cape Kennedy that the budget squeeze on the Manned Orbit
ing Laboratory (MOL) (M/R, Dec. 13, p. 7) will upset 
launch complex construction at Vandenberg AFB, resulting 
in an increase in the number ,of launches planned from the 
Cape. Speculation was that the Air Force had agreed to 
accept some polar orbit or payload weight restrictions rather 
than delay the entire program. This was denied. Air Force 
says, however, that it st ill plans to launch at least the first 
one or two MOL flights from the Cape, beginning late this 
year (M/R, Jan. 3, p. 7). 

UTe Awaits New 120-in. Awards 
United Technology Center still is awaiting further .con

tracts for its 120-in. -solid motor. Two 12Q-in. programs are 
planned, but neither has been given the go-ahead. One 
is for the seven-segment ,motor to be used in West Coast 
launches of the Manned Orbiting Laboratory. The other is 
for a two, or possibly three, segment strap-on for Titan 
III-D. Me'amVhile, UTC has been forced to layoff another 
200 workers. This brings employment down to less than 
1,500 from 3,100 some 18 months ago. 

c 

AN AIR FORCE decision is ex
pected within the next two weeks re
garding the future launch schedule 
of the Titan III-C. 
,- The booster's third stage-the 

Transtage-and attitude-control sys
tem (ACS) have both experienced 
malfunctions in the past two flights 
which have resulted in failure of the 
launch vehicle to complete those mis
sions that come close to demonstrat
ing Titan's full capability (M/R, Jan. 
3, p. 14). 

Both failures have occurred in 
the final phase of the mission, when 
the Transtage was to place payloads 
into a near-synchronous altitude 
(18,200 n. mi.) orbit. 

The most recent failure, during 
the Dec. 21 flight, has now been 
traced to faulty valve operation as
sociated with operation of the N5 
rocket in the Transtage ACS. 

The valve, according to the Air 
Force, 'leaked either fuel, or oxidizer, 
resulting in complete loss of one of 
these fluids. The ACS then became 
inoperative, causing the stage to tum
ble and rendering the guidance sys
tem ineffective. As of late last week, 

. the AirForce still had hot pinpointed 
the' cause of the valve failure. 

During the past week, Titan 

Section: IBM Management Summary 

III-C program officials met on the 
West Coast to attempt to determine 
the extent of the Titan's problems 
and generate a recommendation re
garding the next scheduled launch, 
which is to place the first eight satel
lites of the Initial Defense Satellite 
Communicatiol1s Program into the 
same 18,200-n. mi. orbit. The flight 
was originally set for mid-March. 

While the Air Force recommen
dation is still awaited, sources close 
to the IDSCP program told MISSILES 
1-ND ROCKETS that it is "probably not 
wise to gamble with the entire IDSCP 
payload until a complete success has 
been achieved, including the near· 
synchronous altitude maneuver." This 
involves the transfer by the Transtage 
from Earth orbit to the 18,200-n. mi. 
altitude and circularization of the 
orbit at that altitude with a change in 
the orbital plane of about 26 degrees 
to a position over the equator. 

Program sources say a com
promise solution may be reached in
volving use of a laboratory qualifica
tion model of the IDSCP satellite 
dispenser aboard the next Titan 
III-C, carrying perhaps a smaller 
number of satellites. It is still ex
pected that the launch will come 
this spring. 

T 5 
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AVIATION WEEK 
1/24/66 

t> illternational Business 'Jaehines has beeB selected to develop the data 
managlllcnt subsystem for USAF's manned mhiting laboratory, based on a 
recent proposal cvaluation by Douglas Aircraft, prime labobtory contractor. 
Sperry R'llld's Univac Di\,. ran a close second ill thc evaluation. 

1/28/66: 

This is unverified and unapproved as yet by the Air Force .. 
However I if FSD win can be consolidated with the Air Force I 
this will be of significant assistance in getting the ground
based business. 

2/4/66: 

Late evening I Friday I January 28, FSD was notified by the Air Force 
that there was to be a further three-month competitive evaluation between 
IBM and Sperry Rand. This is to commence immediately and each 
party will be funded for approximately $400 1000. 

Section: IBM Management Summary 2 ags o· 
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MISSILES AND ROCKETS 
January 10, 1966 

LOS ANGELES TIMES 
approx. 1/15/66 

u.s. SATELLITE PLAN 
FOR A-DEFE .. NSE TOLD I 

WASHINGTON ~ .-: De.lof Starbird's testimony was. 
fense officials plan to use made available outside the 
high-flying communications hearing. 
satellites in case of nuclear Starbird said work is un- , 
attack, senators 1 ear ned der way ol1ah adVanced de-
Tuesday. fense communications 8YS-; 

L G 
tern "coming into. being: 

. t. . en. Alfred D. Star- about 1970." J 

bIrd, dIrector of the Defense Its circuits; he 'saM, will be j 
Communications Age n c y, designed "for vital command 1 
provided details for the Sen- and control functions under' 
ate Space Committee behind a situation of nuclear at
closed doors. tack." He said such a system 

ReFU~~~c Dack on MOL' Team Secrec~ surrounds. much would have ~ ~'a higher gua
m the mIlitary satellIte pro- rantee of survlvabildty" than 
gram but a censored version other means. Republic Aviation Div. of Fairchild Hiller Corp., one of 

the origillal members of the General Electric team which 
bid on tile Air Force Manned Orbiting Laboratory, is back 
on the project. GE, which is responsible for MOL experi
ments, has retained Republic for technical consulting services 
on planning of the experiments. 

c 
FY '67 Defense Budget 

May Rern~Yn $60 BiUuon 
REQUEST FOR an additional $12-

13 billion in Fiscal Year 1966 to cover 
the cost of the war in Vietnam does not 
mean, in the view of Dept. of Defense 
officials, that the FY '67 DOD budget 
request will now be less than the $60-
billion program which has been antic
ipated. 

Reasoning behind this stems from the 
tact that the actual annual cost of the 
war is now tagged at at least $10 billion 
by both DOD and Congressional ob
servers, . and that the FY '67 defense 
request, if the specific Vietnam costs 
could be set aside for accounting pur
poses, would still total about $50 bil
lion. 

The DOD caution agai~st assuming 
that the larger-than-expectedFY '66 
supplemental request will mean a 
smaller.;.than-expected FY '67 budget is 
viewed suspiciously by some veteran 
political observers, particularly on the 
Republican side. It is felt by some that 
the Administration would like very 
much to prepare the people and the 
Congress for a $60-billion budget and 

then come in with something smaller 
that will have smoother sailing through 
the Congress. 

It had been widely held that the sup
plemental would fall in the area of $5-
7.5 billion, an assessment mostly based 
upon refinements of estimates made 
originally by Sen. John Stennis 
(D-Miss.), of the Senate Armed Serv
ices Committee. Actually, Stennis, along 
with Sens. Russell CD-Ga.) and Salton
stall CR-Mass.) predicted last August 
that the cost of the war in Vietnam 
woyld hit the $10-billion-a-year level, 
and that the Administration would have 
to present the bill for this in January 
in the form of a second FY '66 supple-

. mental. The Senators made their re
marks while openly critical of DOD's 
failure to submit a bill for the whole 
figure at that time, rather than just the 
initi~l $1.7-billion bill which easily 
passed. 

Separate treatment-As matters 
now stand, most observers believe the 
supplemental will go to the Congress 
during the first week of the session, 

Section: IBM Management Summary 
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I v/hich begins Jan. 10, and not as a 
I J/!ackage along with the FY '67 budget, 
llVhiCh is still expected to be presented 

on Jan. 24 or 25. Submission of the 
supplemental prior to the budget is 
also apt to drain off some of the attacks 
Congressmen are certain to make upon 
the preparedness and fiscal posture of 
the DOD in connection with the FY '67 
budget. 

. Funds coming from the new sup
plemental will finance a wide range of 
DOD projects; however, the largest 
items are expected to be for COllven'
tional munitions, helicopters, and tacti
cal aircraft. The press on munitions 
manufacturers, accustomed to a much 
slower pace until this year, is enormous, 
according to industry spokesmen. 
Orders are not going to firms other than 
those who are already in the business' 
and are producing. , 

As of late last week, DOD officials \ \ 
said that the final version of the FY '67 
defense budget still had,,' not been 
decided. The casualty list because of 
the rising war costs is, however, ex
pected to include' both N ike-X and the 
AF's Manned Orbiting Laboratory pro
grams. Nike-X has reportedly been. 
stripped of all production money and 
will continue at the R&D level, and 
MOL funding is now believed to be less 
than half of that requested by the Air 
Fo~e. g 

3 F sr" 
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editorial ... 

MISSILES & ROCKETS -- January 31, 1966 

A Big, Risky Budget 

TAKE FIRST THE CASE of the Manned Orbiting 
Laboratory. A year ago, we were assured en

thusiastically that MOL finally was getting under 
way as a major Air Force project, one which had 
been determined to be important to the nation's 
welfare and which would receive substantial funding. 
Now, a high defense official cautions us of the tech
nical difficulties inherent in MOL and advises 
"prudence" in proceeding with it. MOL funding 
therefore will not go up as planned but will remain 
at the same level. The fact is that MOL is so far 
within the state of the art that by next year the 
state of the art may be out of sight and MOL, as 
designed, will be as obsolescent as Dyna-Soar. . 

FISCAL '67 BUDGET: 

AT A GLANCE 

DEFENSE 
FY '67 funds of $150 million for development are for below original plan; stretchout 
likely; new construction funds provided for Vandenberg AFB. 

Section: IBM Management Summary i a; •• 
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Special Report: FY 1967 Budget 

$30.03 Billion for the Industry 
Actual DOD and NASA expenditures will be $1.741 billion above 

tOfal for FY 1966, although obligational authority will decline 

Manned Orbiting Laboratory, a budget casualty, will 
have to get along with about the same amount of fund
ing for FY '67 as in FY '66 instead of an anticipated 
increase. Carry-over funds, however, will make it pos
sible to actually spend some $250 million on MOL in 
FY'67. • 

missiles and rockets, Jbnuary 31, 1966 

Missiles Gain, Space Suffers at DOD 

While MOL authorizations will re
main the same, actual expenditur~s in 
FY '67 will increase substantially. 

The remainder of the milita.ry space 
expenditure is for construction, which 
does include funds for MOL work at 
Vandenberg AFB, ancillary costs, and 
probably for the unpublicized procure
ment and RDT&E on military recon
naissance satellites. 

The space spending will also include 
RDT &E funds for the replenishment 
launch of the initial military com
munications satellite system to be in 
service in 1967 and for a start on the 
more advanced system (see special 
report-po 58). 

Section: IBM Management Summary 

Construction-Included within the 
new military construction program re
quest are Army funds for additional 
Nike-X construction at various Pacific 
island radar and missile sites, MOL 
construction at Vandenberg AFB, addi
tional silo construction for the Minute
man force and "for increasing the 
reliability and survivability of ballistic 
missile facilities." The Navy is also re
questing construction funds for new 
missile development facilities at Patrick 
AFB, Fla. • 

missiles and rockets, January 31, 1966 
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AAP / MOL Cooperation Studied 
A NASA-DOD coordinating 

group, set up to handle X ASA's 
Apollo Applications program and the 
Air Force's Manned Orbiting Lab
oratory, is working on identification 
of experiments for the two space pro
grams and mutual use of facilities . 

. Dr. John S. Foster, director of 
Defense Research and Engineering, 
is . co-chairman of the six-member 
maImed space flight policy commit
tee, along with NASA Deputy Ad
ministrator Dr. Robert Seamans. 
Other members are Dr. Dan Fink, 
director of strategic systems at 
DDR&E, Alexander Flax, assistant 
secretary of the Air Force for R&D, 
Dr~ Homer E. Newell, NASA asso
ciate administrator for space science 
and applications, and Dr. George 
Mueller, NASA associate adminis
trator for manned space flight. 

In testimony before the House 
Military Operations subcommittee, 
Foster said that contract definition 
on the Manned Orbiting Laboratory 
is expected in May. One of the facili
ties which NASA may elect to use if 
it exceeds the unified S-band system, 
Foster told the committee, is DOD's 
Space Grounci Link System. Develop
ment and installation of the system 
is expected to cost $32 million. 

missiles and rockets, February 7, 1966 
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WASHINGTON CLOSE-UP 
."'. 

Johnson AUers Funding. Emphasis 
By WILLIAM HINES 

Ever since "The. Miracle ealflth are fulfilled? Here is 
Worker" began a spectacular where the doctine of non
off - B r 0 a d way run at 1600 intell'changeability came in-a 
PennsylViania Ave., .a:ncienit point of view that says you 
,and hall-owed notions of what can get Congress to hold still 
is . pOlitically fealS'ible have for some expenditures but not 
been dropping by the wayside. . for othe'rs. . 
The latest to go-a victim of In the budget for fiscal 1967, 
the budget for fiscal year 1967 President Johnson flouts this 
-Tebtes to the inte,rchangea- doctrine and outlines 18 dr,astic 
bility of funding for federal 'change of emphasis in' fund
projects. ing. Where the space It'Iace had 

When the space effort came top priority (next to national 
of age in May 1961, with defense consider,ations) in the 
President Kennedy's call for 'early '60s, that position has 
men on the moon "before this been usurped by the Presi
deoade is out," '~ certain dent's wiele'" ranging s O.c i a 1 
.opposition ,arose aglaiioot the plans. Officials in charge' of 
idea of lavishing billions, on major space projects acknowl
·anything so tenuously connect- edge more or less frankly that 
ed. to the. ~enelfial welfare. they have been called on to 
'DhlS OpPOSItIOn to a moon pay their dues in the Great 
project was not absolute but LSociety. 
relative; its pa'!'tisans felit ,that r One of the most surprising 
while it would be nice to learn, cutbacks came in funding of 

.. about the. color of lunar rock~, j' the Manned Oribiting Labora
other thmgs back ,home OIl! tory (MOL), which was 
earth nee d e d domg more,' announced with much fanfare 
ufigently. i by Johnson himself last 

Same politic:al realists- 'I August. Because of the Presi
notably Space Adminiswator ~ dent's personal identification 
James E. Webb-were quick 1 with MOL, many, observers 
to emphialSize that the $20 ~ expected that this billion
billion or so for Project Apo'llo f dollar Air Force 'project would 
would not be poured out onto ~ be treated gently by the 
theluDiad' surface but would " budgeteers. 
be ~ on earth, u1'1iim~tely f. Not so.; unless al?p~arances . 
be.nefllting the AmerIcan, fare . entirely decelvmg, .the 
economy through a sort of I Defense Department anteed up 
bootstT,apping operation whose i a significant chunk of planned 
cumulative effect ds greater ~ 1967 spending on MOL as its 
ilian the sum of i;cs paa:is. . share of the Great Society 

Other partrus'ans of the moon kitty. The first manned flight 
program took ra different tack. of five in the experimental 
Conceding the desir,al;>ility of program has been delayed 
solving problems at home as from 1968 to 1969 at. the 
well la's exploring the moon, earliest. Some pessimists 
they. explained that there . alr~ady speculate that MOL is 
simply wasn't enough- money headed th~; way. of itS" prede-
to do everythin.g and the moon essor, Dyna-Soar, into limbQ.' 
had priority. On the civilian side of the' 

All right, the opponents space effort, things are no 
rejoined, why not. change \ cheerier., Voyagel" the one big 
priodties ·and defer lilie explo- ~ project authorized for the 
ration .of space until needs on years after the first Apollo 

manned moon'. landing; has 
been downgraded to the status 

"of "definition program," 
~hich means roughly, "Let's 
think about it." A delay in the 
first unmanned Voyager Mars 
flight from 1971 to. 1973 was 
announced even before the 
budget was published; a close 
look at funding figures for 
fiscal '67 makes further 
postponement appear likely. 

This is not all. A big rocket 
project for deep-space appli
cations in the mid-.l970s has 
been officially killed after 
having been stunned a year 
ago. Another. propulsion 
program is dying from the 
administrative version of the 
Chinese torture of 1,000 cutS. 
The fate of an atomic rocket 
development program into 
which the space agency and 
the Atomic Energy Commis
sion have jointly invested $1 
billion now seemingly hangs 
in the balance. There are no 
new starts on post-Apollo 
manned projects. 

This leaves at least two 
questions open. What, if 
anything, is planned in space 
for <the years after the first 
astronauts land on the moon? 
And if space is destined to 
taper off as an important 
outlet for American scientific 
and technological energies (as, 
seems entirely possible), what 
is to tal';:e its place? 

These are questions of 
considerable importance for 
the Great Society of the 
future. A tremendous intellec
tual and productive capacity 
was built up in the last dec
ade in aid of exploration of 
space. The President may 
have overturned the doctrine 
of non-interchangeability as 
far as funding is concerned. 
Still unsolved, ho\vever, is the 
problem of redirecting highly 
spcdalized know-how. 
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AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECHNOLOGY - January 31, 1966 

~ New Titan 3 Computer Going Com
petitive-Selection of a new, more 
powerful guidance computer for the 
Ti.tl1.1 3, capahk of satisfying expanding 
mISSIon reql1irements for the Air Force 
spacc hooster. wi11 he thrown open to 
inclmtry compditic 111 soon. The present 
IIi\ 1 cOlllPuter. or iginallv desioned for 
the TiLm 2 (.\\VI, .. ST Dec. {\ 19()5, 
). :2;), will not llleet all the demands 
im;)()secl 011 it despite modifications 
frOll~ it'i basic missile guidance config
nratJOn. TIle impending competition 
for a new cornplltr-r will be conducted 
by :\C Electronics, guidance contractor 
for the space booster. 

Although not attacking l\1cNamara, the full I louse space committee this week will 
call Gen. Bernard A. Schriever, head of Air Force S\'stems Command, to testify on the 
status of the manned orbiting laboratory (l\10L). A;lY disacl\-antages the Air For~e sees 
from reduced MOL funding in Fisc,11 1967 will be cited hy those in Congress building a 
case against McN;llllara. The committee is expected to focus on why it is taking so long 
to define the MOL S\·st<;fl1.· 

• :\IOL received new money totaling 
5140 million. \Vith carryover funds 
from preyiow> years, this program will 
hare $250 million C1vailClble. However, 
there seems to be a gro\\ ing disinclina
tion in the Ddense Dept. to spend this 
money. 
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-F'I rl·d . 'F'·g h-t ~. ~ep_,Edwa,rd -;r., ,Gurney had invet;ted nearly -$150' 
0, - - .al 5 (R-Fla.) wrote Gov. Haydon million on 8 launch complex 

K S Burns urging his active sup- for Titan III rockets at Cape to - eep pace port for basing the program Kennedy. He said an Air 
• • at Cape Kennedy, Fla., in- Force proposal to duplicate Orbiting Lab stead of at Vandenberg Air the facilities at Vandenberg 

Force Base, Calif. for MOL would be a "com-
WASHINGTON (UPI)-A Gurney said the Air Force plete waste of tax money_" 

Florida congressman has, _. - - ' 
asked the -Governor of Flori-I 
da to join him in a battle to' 
keep the Defense Depart
ment's Manned Orbiting La
boratory program from be-
:~!1~._~~~.~~ _ i~._ California. 

"The Los Angeles Times" 
Saturday I February 12 I 1966 

INDUSTRY OBSERVER 
~ Dr. John S. Fos·tcr, director of Defense, research and engineering, told 
hoth the Bouse and Senate in closed committee sessions that the principal 
justification for the manned orbiting laboratory (MOL) is military recon
naissance. ITe said that if the program progresses to the point \vhere it can 
lise more than the $250 million it has available during the remainder of 
Fiscal 1966 and in Fiscal 1967, he will not hesitate to request more funding. 

~ National Aeronautics and Space Administration has entered the MOL 
program indiwctly by offering to sell Defense Dept. six Saturn IB launch 
vehicles which the agency guarantees will put the MOL payload into polar 
orhit from Cape Kennedy. This could put the Titan 3 vehicle in further 
jeopardy and ~lso could hamper Air Force's efforts to build Titan 3/MOL 
lannch facilities at Western Test Range. 

AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECHI"OLOGY, February 7, 1966 
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:\101., Data Studies 
International Business \1ach:nes Corp. 

and Sperry Rand's Univac D;" .. began 
parallel. Air Force-directed stlldies Jan. 
31 of the data management subsystem 
for llSAF's manncd orbiting laboratory 
(\IOL). 

The decision to conduct two studies 
after a prolonged and close competition 
cffrcti\'ely delays until mid-May final se
lection of a contractor to develop this 
key computer-oriented subsyslem. The 
two companies were very cIo'le in the 
proposal c\'aluation by Douglas Aircraft 
Co .. LTS.\F's prime contractor for MOL 
with IB\1 holding a slight It ad. ~ 
s,pace Corp. and USAF o\'errued Doug
la~' recommendation of IB\1. 

Douglas previollsly picked Honeywell 
( .. n\' &ST ~O\·. 29, 1965, p. 24) and a 
Collins·TR\\' Systems team (A '\,&ST 
:'\o\'. 22. 19(,5, p. 32) to develop the 
\10L attitude control and ::ommuni-: 
cations subsy~tcms, rc!>pccti\'cly. The 
three !>ubsystems complete thl! primary 
~t:lections at present for the manncd 
laboratory. 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration soon will disclose plans for large 
25-30 man space stations that would be llscd hoth for laboratories ,mc1 bases for manned 
planetar~r expeditions. The agency appc;lrs to hm"C made a fundamental decic;,ion to 
cmph,lsizc the large station rather than the six-astronaut manned orbita1 research L~ 
oratorv C\10RL). 

AVIATION WEEK &. SPACE TECHNOLOGY, February 7, 1966 
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"",I\hillgloll-·\ir F()rce will award fulhcale hardware dC\elO}>IIIl"lIt contracts for 
the llI:lIIlwd orbitillg laboratory (MOL) this summer, Defense Sl'l:rdary Robert S. 
:\fcNalllara Ja!.t week told a joint session of the Scnate Armed Serviccs Committee 
and the Senate defense appropriations subcommittee. 

:\lcNamara said the MOL hardware phase will begin after dlosign definition. 
system integration, specification development and determination of firm costs, aJJ 
of which arc to be completed in the summer. 

In his posture statement, McNamara said MOL wiJ) be the l<l.rgcst single military 
space project, in terms of cost, in the Fiscal 1967 budget. MOL is a SI59-mj))ion 
line item in this budget, and approximately $90 mj))ion remains unspent from the 
Fiscal 1966 ~10L budget request of $150 milIion. 

In tc')timony rd(';Jsed after the closed session, ~1c~alllara identified space pro
grallJ~ \ :lIned at S--::-; million. The total mi1itary ~pace hu!h;d Tl'qlle,t i~ S 1.62 
hillioll, and pres\1J11ahly thoc;e programs not identified C()\ n ,>un l"illaTKc and 
H',,'oUII.Ji"";lIlcC satellite operations and pf()(:llTelllellt (If Lmmh \ chides for thesc 
III i.,sioll" 

Other "pace programs and their costs given by I\feNamara werc: 
.; Spacec~aft projl'Cts-defcnse communications sate])ite, $62 millioJl; ~a\y\ Tramit 
n;tvigatiolJal sateJJite, $21 milhlll; Vela nuclcar detection ~atdlitc, ~f) lJIj))ion; 

:\rIllY's .'g(:()detic~ satellite program, including ground station opcratiom under 
cognizance of the Navy, $7 million, and cxperiments for National Aeronautics and 
Space f~lIlinistration's Gemini program, $2 mj))ion . 
• Development programs-Titan 3, $66 miHion; spacecraft technology and ad"3nced 
fe-entry tl''it'i (START), $41 mi11ion; advanced liquid engincs, $1 r; mil'ion; ad\'anced 
'pace guidance, $2 mj))ion. alld ,01il1 propulsion motors, S2 millioll . 
• Supporting programs-USAF's Spacetrack, $33 miTJion, am] ~;H~ \ Spa.,ur. S3 
minion. Both are elcments of the U.S. sate1Jite, detedion and contro1 network. Also 
in this category is $59 million for satelJite control facilities. 

" • Exploratory devclopment-$158 milJion for Air force programs to improve photo
graphic and infrared sensors and over-the-horizon' radars, and for advancements in 
guidance, spaccbome computers, navigation sensors, missile target identification, 
termillaJ guidance, secure telemetry, and rocket engine technology. 

Ma'jor effort under the' START program! is the $16-miUion maneuverable, 
recoverable PRIME rc·cntrr. vehicle. It is expected that these capsules will be used ' 
for contro)Jcd recovery of" data capsules from I reconnaissance and other sensor 
satcIJites. PRIME funding in Fiscal 1967 will cover launching of four models as 
AtI3s payloads from \\'estern Test Range to the ,vicinity of Kwajclcin Island. 

In the Titan 3 program, $4d mi1lion will be spent to ('(mtinuc development 
launches and the remainilig $26 million will be ~pcnt to colllpkte dndopment of 
the se\'cll-s<jgment, 120-in.-dia. solid propulsion ~trap-()n stag(>. \k~aJ/l;ua ~ajd the 
total Titan 3 development cost through Fiscal; ) 9(>7 is S99~ :111 illion illlllldin~" S~4' 
miiJion for launch faciliti~s at E,j'ilcrn and :"~es~crn Test Ra~,!.!.(", 

AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECHr~O\.OGY, February"28, 1966 
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Current Status of U.S. Missile and Space Programs 

satellites and spacecraft 

ADVANCED ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY (NASA) 
Republic, prime. DESCRIPTION: 1,250-lb. spacecraft to make de

tailed measurements of Sun's radiation; greater pointing accuracy (5 arc 
sec) than OSO; launch vehicle, THRUST AUGMENTED THOR-AGENA. 
STATUS: Program cancelled because of tight FY 167 budget; may be 
resurrected later. 

APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE (NASA) 
Hughes, prime; GE, gradient stabilization. DESCRIPTION: Five

satellite program to test communication and meteorological equipment 
in medium and synchronous orbit; test bed for gravity gradient communi
cations and meteorological experiments; weight, 780 Ibs.; launch vehicle, 
ATlAS-AGENA. STATUS: Development; first flight scheduled for late 
1966. 

APOllO (NASA) 
North American, Command & Service modules, systems integration; 

Grumman, Lunar Excursion Module (lEM); MIT, guidance development; 
AC Spark Plug, guidance prime; Collins Radio, telecommunications; 
Honeywell, stabilization & control; AiResearch, environmental control; 
Northrop-Ventura, parachute recovery; Lockheed Propulsion Co., escape 
tower rocket; Marquardt, reaction controls; IBM, realtime computer com
plex; Westinghouse, power conversion equipment. Lunar Excursion Mod
ule, prime, Grumman; descent engine, TRW Systems Group; ascent engine, 
Bell Aerosystems; environmental control, Hamilton Standard; reaction 
control thruster, Marquardt; guidance, MIT; radar & communications in
struments, RCA; TMC, telemetry, Radiation Inc.; fuel cell, Pratt & 
Whitney; external visual display, Forand Optical; GE, acceptance check
out reliability; rendezvous optical system, Hughes. DESCRIPTION: 
Three-man spacecraft for Earth-orbital, lunar-orbital and lunar-landing 
missions. Boosters: SATURN I and SATURN IB for Earth orbits; 
SATURN V for lunar rendezvous and landing missions; 3-modular space- . 
craft: Command Module weight, 5-I/2 tons; Service Module, 25 tons; 
lunar Excursion Module, 15 tons; total weight, 95,000 Ibs. STATUS: 
First of a series of unmanned orbital tests began with a boilerplate model 
launch of SA-7, Sept. 18, 1964; LITTLE JOE II unmanned abort test suc
cessful, Dec. 8, 1964; first fl ight-rated spacecraft to be launched 
January 1166; lunar orbits scheduled 1968; lunar landing by 1970; 
first manned orbital flight due last half of 1966. 

APOLLO APPLICATIONS (NASA) 
No contractors named. DESCRIPTION: APOLLO spacecraft would 

be modified to provide extended life support and battery capability; two 
tanks would be removed from the Service Module propulsion section to 
provide room for additional consumable supplies; ascent stage of Lunar 
Excursion Module for extended operations in lunar orbit and on the lunar 
surface; many experimental payloads have been proposed, including 
orbiting telescopes, survey, mapping communications and many others. 
Boosters: SATURN IB and SATURN V. STATUS: RFP for preliminary 
program definition for the paylocd integration work is expected to be 
issued early in 1966; about 20 fl ights are planned beginning in late 
1968. 

ATHENA (Air Force) 
Atlantic Research, prime; Honeywell, guidance. DESCRIPTION: 

17,s00-lb. four-stage re-entry vehicle, attains apogees from 600,000 to 
1,000,000 ft.; last two stages drive vehicle and payload earthward at 
near-ICBM velocities; major diameter, 32 in.; velocity ~ckage diameter, 
28 in.; length, 51 ft. First-stage engine, Castor XM33 (Thiokol); second 
stage, either X261 (Thiokol) or X259 (Naval Propellant Plant); third 
stage, 30KS 8000(Aerojet); fourth stage, Ranger Retro BE3, Hercules. 
STATUS: Engaged in sub-scale testing of advanced re-entry concepts; 
77 launches scheduled; last flight Dec. 10; 13 of last 16 slJccessful; ad
vanced version proposed ta AF for 450-lb. payload. 

missiles ana rockets, January 10, 1966 
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BIOSATELLITE (NASA) 
GE, prime. DESCRIPTION: 1,OOO-lb. satellites to test effects of 

space environment on plants, animals (primates) and other biological 
specimens; launch vehicle, THRUST-AUGMENTED DELTA. STATUS: 
Six flight models to be built; first flight in mid-1966; others to follow at 
three-month intervals; 14 experiments selected for first flight. 

COMSAT CORP. SATELLITE PROGRAM 
TRW picked for contract negotiations for advanced worldwide satell ite 

system; spacecraft would have capacity of some 1,200 two-way voice 
circuits and be launched into either medium-altitude or synchronous 
orbits; decision on type of system expected six months after contract 
signing, with delivery of first six satellites 24 months after signing; up 
to 24 satellites may be bought; launch vehicle not yet selected; 
Sylvania Electric Products to provide antenna systems at Washington 
State, Hawaii Earth stations, with de livery to start May 1, 1966; cor
poration also working on system for use with APOLLO program and com
mercial communications; Hughes aircraft awarded contract for four 
synchronous satellites, with two to be orbited probably by late next 
summer; Page Communications Engineers to provide transportable Earth 
stations; EARLY BIRD, experimental/operational satellite built by 
Hughes, launched April 6 and now in synchronOuS orbit over Atlantic, 
transmitting between U. S. and Europe. 

DISCOVERER (Air Force Program 622A) 
Lockheed, prime; GE, re-entry vehicle. DESCRIPTION: THOR

AGENA and ATLAS-AGENA launchings of stabilized satellites; main 
purpose is to test techniques and companents for military space systems. 
STATUS: All data on program cl.assified as part of DOD information 
policy; however, indications are that program has been cut back or ended 
as more economical vehicles have come into use. 

ECHO (NASA) 
langley Research Center, prime. DESCRIPTION: ECHO 1,135-ft. 

inflatable sphere in 700- to 805-mi. orbit; passive communication satel
lite; booster, THOR for ballistic tests; THOR-AGENA for orbital. 
STATUS: Program complete; ECHO I.in cS"rbit since Aug. 12, 1960; two 
ballistic shots in 1962 unsuccessful; ECHO II launched from Vandenberg 
Jan. 27, 1964; U.S.-USSR conducting experiments using ECHO. 

GEMI NI (NASA) 
McDonnell, prime; Rocketdyne, spacecraft propulsion; General Elec

tric, fuel cell; 18M, guidance system integration and computer; Honey
well, guidance; Westinghouse, rendezvous radar; AiResearch, environ
ment. DESCRIPTION: Bigger and heavier MERCURY-type capsule to 
carry two men for up to two weeks; TITAN II used as booster; ATlAS
launched AGENA will be used for rendezvous missions; 15 spacecraft 
will be produced. STATUS: Development; 12 flights planned; will be 
used to determine feasibility of rendezvous for lunar mission and long
duration manned flight; first unmanned flight, April, 1964, successful; 
second unmanned orbital flight, January, 1965, successful; first manned 
flight successful March 23; second flight successful, June 3-7, 1965, 
including first extravehicular activity; eight-day GEMINI 5 flight, 
Aug. 21-29; successful; .GT-7 flight, launched Dec. 4, set world record 
for manned spaceflight duration (14 days); GT -6 launched Dec. 15 
after two previous attempts scrubbed; first space rendezvous achieved 
Dec. 15 during 14-day GEMINI 7 flight when GEMINI 6 on one-day 
mission came within one foat of sister craft; five more flights planned 
in 19q6j AF participating in program, and will modify GEMINI 
capsu Ie for MOL. 
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GEOS (NASA) 
Applied Physics Laboratory, prime. DESCRIPTION: 350-lb. geodetic 

satellite (similar to ANNA) to carry flashing-light beacons, electronic 
beacons and optical and radar reflectors; launch vehicle, IMPROVED 
DELTA; 700-900-mi. orbit at a 59-degree inclination. STATUS: First 
flight launched successfully Nov. 6, 1965; PAGEOS passive satellite 
developed by Langley Research Center will also be launched first half 
of 1966. 

HYPERSONIC RESEARCH VEHICLE (AF, NASA) 
No contracTors announced. DESCRIPTION: Manned hyperst'nic 

spacecraft capable of Edrth-to-orbit-and-return; turbofan, Mach 0-3; 
raml'et, Mach 3-8 or 10 (oxygen collected and liquefied during this 
cyc e); Mach 8-10 orbital speeds, LH

2
-LOX rocket. STATUS: Joint 

NASA-AF research program approved; NASA funding $5 million in FY 
166; AF has advanced technology program in six pertinent areas (mostly 
engine developments) in FY 165. GE, Pratt & Whitney and Marquardt· 
selected for conceptual and preliminary design of a research engine; 
engine flight test planned for early 1968. 

ICBM ALARM (Formerly MIDAS) (Air Force Program 239A) 
Lockheed, prime; Aerojet, IR detector system. DESCRIPTION: Early

warning ranclom-arbit satellite; detect ICBM launchings by IR; two flights 
conducted in 1963 detected solid and liquid missile launches; satellites 
are launched piggy-bock on various AF boosters. STATUS: Develop
ment; no decision on deployment; reportedly competing with over-the
horizon radar; Air Force is currently studying requirements for a new, 
multi-function satellite, combining the functions of MIDAS and SAMOS. 

INTERPLANETARY MONITORING PLATFORM (NASA) 
Goddord Space FI ight Center I prime; Martin Co. developing nuclear 

power unit; BTL/Univac, guidance. DESCRIPTION: 131 to l81-lb. 
satellite launched into cislunar-space orbit with an apogee of more 
than 100,000 mi.; will measure radiation and solar flare hazards in 
advance of Project APOLLO; launched by DELTA and THRUST
AUGMENTED DELTA boosters from AMR. STATUS: IMP-I launched 
in December, 1963; IMP-II launched Oct. 3, 1965; five more sotellites 
are planned, two to be placed in lunar orbit; later flights will use a 
nuclear power unit as replacement for solar cells; designation, IMP-I 
is EXPLORER XVIII; IMP-II is EXPLORER XXI. 

ISIS (Canoda, U.S.) 
Canadian Defense Research Board, satellite; NASA, launch vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION: Three-satellite follow-on program to ALOUETTE to con
tinue ionospheric studies. STATUS: Design of i51S A began in 1964 with 
launch planned in 1967; B and C to be launched in 1968, 1969; launch 
vehicle, THOR-AGENA. 

LES(Air Force) 
M. I. T. lincoln Laboratory, prime; .consulting support, TRW Systems 

Group. DESCRIPTION: a series of Lincoln Experimental ?arellites 
carried as TITAN III-A and III-C "bonus" payloads to test military com
sat devices and techniques. STATUS: First launch Feb. 11 failed; sec
ond, May 6, achieved orbit; LES-3 and 4 launched Dec. 21 ore operating 
but in wrong orbit because of TITAN Control failure. 

LUNAR LOGISTICS SYSTEM (NASA) 
Studies have been conducted by Grumman, TRW Systems Group and 

Northrop. DESCRIPTION: Spacecraft to carry support payloads to the 
Moon. Two designs under study-LEM truck with 7,000-lb. payload and 
logistics spacecraft with 25,000 to 30,OOO-lb! payload; booster, SATURN 
V. STATUS: Program definition of the LEM truck planned in FY 167; 
program woo id cost abou t $1 bill ion; first step wi II be to extend lunar 
stay-time up to two weeks. . 

LUNAR ORBITER PHOTO CRAFT (NASA) 
Boeing, prime; RCA, power and communications; Eastman Kodak, 

cameras; Marquardt, maneuvering engine. DESCRIPTION: 800-lb. 
spacecraft launched by ATLAS-AGENA will orbit Moon, taking pictures 
of lunar surface; radioactive and geodetic measurements will also be 
taken. STATUS: Five flights scheduled beginning in mid-1966. 

MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY (Air Force) 
Douglas Aircraft Co., prime; GE, on-board experiments; Aerospace 

Corp., technical management. DESCRIPTION: Two-man spacecraft to 
establ ish mil i tary usefu I ne 5S of man in spoce; booster I TIT AN III-C; 
GEMINI-X capsule atop 10-ft.-dia., 41-ft.-long canister lab; totol 
weight about 25,000 Ibs., orbit below 350 mi.; flights of 30 days in 
shirt-sleeve environment planned. STATUS: Six-launch program now 
planned; 30-day missions; 60-90 day missions under study; $150 million 
in FY '66 funding; unmanned GEMINI canister launch, late 1966 or 
1967; manned GEMINI canister launer, 1968; rendezvous and ferry 
capability possible; Honeywell and Collins Radio r~parted winners of 
attitude control and communications subsystems. , 

MARl NER (NASA) 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, prime. DESCRIPTION: 570-lb. unmanned 

spacecraft for e~ly interplanetary missions to vicinity of Mars and Venus; 
boosted by ATLAS-AGENA. STATUS: First scheduled Venus fly-by, 
August, 1962, unsuccessful after booster failure; second passed within 
21,594 mi. of Venus, Dec. 14; two Mars fly-by spacecraft launched in 
November, 1964; first on Nov. 5 failed due to shroud malfunction; 
MARINER IV launched Nov. 28, flew by Mars July 14,1965, and trans-
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mitted the first closeup photos of the planet; MARINER flight to Venus 
in mid-1967, and two flights to Mars in 1969 are planned. 

MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE (Prog. 369) (AF,DCA,Army) 
Aerospace Corp., systems engineering & technical direction; Phi/co, 

prime. DESCRIPTION: Multiple-launch, random, active repeater com
sat; 24 satellites launched in groups of 8 satellites in 18,300-n.mi. polar 
orbits; weight about 100 Ibs.; TITAN III-C booster. STATUS: Full-scale 
development as an "interim" system which is to be in operation in 1966. 
DCA has contracted industry studies on a longer-lived Advanced Com
munication Satellite system; FY 1968 operational status planned; tactical 
system also likely. 

NATIONAL ORBITING SPACE STATION (NASA, AF) 
Mony studies awarded. DESCRIPTION: Manned space station with 

orbital lifetime of one to five years for testing components and techniques 
in the space environment; weight ranges under study vary from 15,000-
20,000 up to 200,000 Ibs. STATUS: Decision not expected for two to 
four years. MANNED ORBITING RESEARCH LABORATORY aAd LARGE 
ORBITING RESEARCH LABORATORY being considered. 

NIMBUS (NASA) 
Goddard Space Flight Center, prime; GE, integration and testing; 

RCA, vidicon cameras. DESCRIPTION: 900-1,100-lb. second
generation weather satellite; Earth-stabilized polar orbiting; TV cam
eras and IR scanners in payload; THRUST-AUGMENTED THOR-AGENA 
B booster. STATUS: First launching successful Aug. 28, 1964; picture & 
IR quality good in spite of satellite's elliptical orbit; satellite quit trans
mitting Sept. 23,1965; second scheduled in 1966, third in 1967 and 
·fourth in 1968-69. 

NUCLEAR DETECTION SATELLITES (Formerly Vela) (ARPA) 
TRW Systems Group, prime; Los Alamos Scientific Lab/Aerospace 

Corp., payload. DESCRIPTION: 20-sided, 485-lb. satellite for detec
tion of nuclear explosions in space; 50,OOO-mi. orbit; booster, ATLAS
AGENA; launched in pairs. STATUS: First pair successfully launched 
in October, 1963; second pair successfully launched July 17, 1964; three 
pairs remain; next pair aboard TITAN III-C next fall. 

ORBITAL VEHICLE (AF) 
Series of vehicles under OAR project to orbit small scientific experi

ments at tOW cost; first two satellites, OV1-1 and -3,both failed, first 
due to separation mechanism in flight and second due to launch vehicle 
explosiol'l; first flight waS first known attempt to launch satellite from an 
ATLAS-ABRES vehicle on ballistic trajectory; OV2-1, developed by 
Northrop, olso fell victim to faulty Titan III-C Transtage Oct. 15; OV2-3 
also failed due to Dec. 21 TITAN III-C Control malfunction; space 
.General ot work on OV3; OV-l WaS successfully launched Oct. 5 
aboord an ATLAS-D. 

ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY (NASA) 
GrumO"an, prime; Westinghouse, ground station, components; GE, 

stabilizabon and control; Kollsman, star trackers; IBM, data processor 
and storage; Hughes and Avco, communications equipment. DESCRIP
TION: 3,600-!b. orbiting astronomical satellit~ to study ultraviolet 
spectrum from approximately 1,200 A to 4,000 A; four major experiments 
selected; one piggyback; booster, ATLAS-AGENA D. STATUS: Three 
flights begi nni ng in .earl y 1966. 

-------------------------------------
ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY (NASA) 

TRW Systems Group, prime; DESCRIPTION: 1,OOO-lb. satellite with 
instruments for geophysical measurements; polor (POGO) and eccentric 
(EGO) shots planned; can carry more than 20 experiments; ATLAS
AGENA, THRUST-AUGMENTED THOR, booster. STATUS: First launch 
Sept. 4, 1964, partially successful; 16 of 20 experiments working; 
OGO Ii launched Oct. 14, 1965 ceased operation Oct. 24, when 
electrical oower failed. 

ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY (NASA) 
Ball Brothers, prime. DESCRIPTION: OSO I, 458-lb. orbiting solar 

observatory; OSO II, 535-lbs.; booster, DELTA; S-16 early version; S-17 
ond 5-57 advanced versions. STATUS: First flight March 7, 1962, highly 
successful; second flight, Feb. 27,1965, successful. Third satellite, 
launched Aug. 25, fai led to achieve orbit because of premature third-stage 
ignition, six more fl ights planned, with next flight in first half of 1966. 

PEGASUS (NASA) 
Fairchild Hiller, prime. DESCRIPTION: 3,400-lb. meteoroid

detection satellite employing two 50 x 15 ft. extendable detector wings; 
Earth orbit 300 to 800 mi.; booster, SATURN I. STATUS: Development; 

, will measure size, energy and frequency of meteoroids to evaluate 
hazards of impact with manned spacecraft; first launch successful in 
February; PEGASUS B, May 25, 1965, and PEGASUS C, July 30, 1965, 
also successrul. No more launches planned; formerly known as METEORIOD 
DETECTION SATELLITE. 

PIONEER (NASA) 
TRW Systems Graup, prime. DESCRIPTiON: 130-lb. spin-stabilized 

solar probe; AUGMENTED DELTA launch vehicle; cylindrical; covered 
with 10,000 solar cells; foor outrigger booms for stabilization; five ex
periments, 60 to 9O-million-mi. communicatiQn capability. STATUS: 
Seven launches in program; first spacecraft launched successfu lIy 
Dec. 16, 1965; EXTENDED PIONEER under study. 
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PROJECT SCANNER (NASA) 
Honeywell, fabrication and integration; Baird-Atomic, star-mapper 

telescope; Santa Barbera Research Center,.dual radiometers. DE ... 
SCRIPTION: Unmanned scientific satellite to measure natural radia
tion gradients of Earth's horizon to determine utility of spacecraft 
horizon sensors. STATUS: Flights to begin in 1966. 

RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER (NASA) 
Goddard, prime for first two spacecraft with industry to build remain

ing four. DESCRIPTION: 270-lb. satellite which will have four 750-ft. 
extendable antennas to pinpoint radio emiSsions in space. STATUS: Hard
ware funding approved in FY '65 & '66 budgets, with first launch by a 
THRUST-AUGMENTED DELTAin 1967. 

RANGER (NASA) 
JPL, prime; Hercules, retro-1"ocketj Northrop, support contractor; 

RCA, TV system. DESCRIPTION: Before impact, TV cam~ras take pic
tures of lunar surface: ATLAS-AGENA B booster. STATUS: RANGER VI 
launched Jon. 30,1964; TV system foiled; RANGER VII launched July 
28, 1964, and impacted Moon after transmitting 4,3}6 pictures; RANGER 
VIII launched Feb. 17, 1965, impacted Moon Feb. 20, after transmitting 
more than 7,000 pictures; RANGER IX launched March 21; struck Moon 
March 24 after transmitting 5,814 photos; program now complete. . 

SAMOS (Air Force Program 720A) 
Lockheed, prime; photo intelligence equipment, Eastman Kodak; 

capsules, GE; parachute and guidance recovery equipment, Aveo and 
Northrop Ventura. DESCRIPTION: Reconnaissance satellite; formerly 
SENTRY; R&D model weighs 4,100 Ibs. with E-5 capsule (3,000 Ibs. 
with E~); booster, ATLAS-AGENA; loo-300-mi. circular polar orbit. 
STATUS: Operational; advanced SAMOS under development; a successor 
system, capable of changing orbital plane and altitude on command, 
is apparently being developed; this newer reconnaissance satellite would 
have up to six recoverable data capsules or cassettes with Iifting-body 
characteristics, permitting data recovery without returning entire satel-
I ite to Earth; could be launched by the TIT AN III-B booster now under 
development; FERRET version used for electronic intelligence and commu
nications eavesdropping. 

SATAR (Air Force) 
General Dynamics, prime. DESCRIPTION: 300-lb. scientific satellite 

pod-mounted on side of ATLAS booster; length, 55 in.; diameter 27 in.; 
200-lb. payload; orbits vary from 500 to 2,000 n. mi.; as re-entry ve
hicle, gains speeds up to 30,000 fps;guidance, strap-<iawn system with 
three orthogonally mounted gyros; unstabilized when in orbit. ·STATUS: 
Development; seven vehicles being built under present contract; pods 
of SATAR type have been flown on. 44 missions. 

SATELLITE INSPECTOR (Air Force PROGRAM 706) 
No contractors announced. DESCRIPTION: Satellite inspection sys

tem consisting of a spacecraft capable of co-orbitdl inspection of non-. 
cooperative.satellites. STATUS: Re-ariented from unmanned vehicle to 
manned satellite using GEMINI; conceptUal studies under way. 

SECOR (Army) . 
Cubic Corp., prime, transponder and ground stations; ITT Labs, satel

lite vehicle. DESCRIPTION: 40-lb.geodetic satellite; reetilinear, 
measuring 9 x 11 x 14 in.; can be carried piggyback on a variety of 
boosters; frequency, 162-324 me for geodetic measurements; 54-216 mc 
for refraction studies. STATUS: Operational SECOR vehicles 1,3,2, 
4 and 5 now in orbit. launched in order of mention. SECOR 51 launched 
Aug. 10, 1965, is the only non-rectilinear satellite in the series, being a 
20-;n. polished sphere; future SECORS will be rectilinear; expanded 
program at altitudes of 1,800 mi. is being considered. . 

SERT (NASA) . 
RCA, prime. DESCRIPTION: Spinnins ballistic test vehicle carrying 

two electric-propulsion engines for environmental tests. STATUS: First 
flight July 20, 1964, from Wallops Island, Va., carried a Lewis electron 
bombardment engine and a Hughes contact ionization engine; the Lewis 
engine worked well while Hughes engine produced no thrust; follow-on 
flights cancelled since SERT I proved neutralization of an lonbeam in 
spoce; SERT '" now under study. 

START (Air Force) 
Award in only one of an expected ]0-14 areas has been onnounced

Martin Co. for work on a vehicle related to the in-house SLV-5; Aero
space Corp., general systems engineering and technical direction. DE .. 
SCRIPTION: A four-part experimental program, beginning with ASSET, 
to explore the materiois, structures, flight regimes and other areas related 
to gl ide atmospheric entry. STATUS: Follow-on phases include PRIME, 
PILOT, and a high LID ratio vehicle. 

SURVEILLANCE CALIBRATION (Navy) 
NRl designed and developed satellites for calibrating ground-based 

systems; 12 satellites launched to date; Latest Aug. 13; five satellites 
launched oboord single THOR ABLEST AR to check performance of Navy 
space surveillance system. 

SURVEYOR (NASA) 
Hughes, prime; Martin, SNAP device. DESCRIPTION: 2,150 .. lb. 

spacecraft for soft-landing 100-300 Ibs. of instruments on Moon; nine 
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2,500-lb. spacecraft are also planned; booster, ATlAS-CENTAUR; 
SNAP nuclear generator optional. STATUS: First Moon fl ights 
May, 1966; seven engineering and three operational spacecraft 
planned. 

SY NCOM (NASA) 
Hughes, prime. DESCRIPTION: 24-hr.-orbit instantaneous narrow

band, active-repeater communications satellite; 28 in. in dia. and weighs 
about 63 Ibs.; booster, DELTA; capable of accommodating one full duplex 
radio telephone channel. STATUS: First launch failed, Feb. 14, 1963; 
satellite believed to be in orbit but contact lost; SYNCOM II launched 
July 26, 1963, completely successful; third launch Aug. 19, 1964, success
ful; satellite positioned in stationary orbit over Pacific; DOD has taken 
over satellites for militcry traffic. 

SMS (Synchronous Meteorological Satellite) (NASA) 
Republic, RCA Astro-Electronics, Hughes, study contracts. DESCRIP

TION: 24-hr. weather satellite, Earth-stobilized; TV cameras with 
variable focus; may use SNAP-50 for power; booster may be ATLAS
AGENA or -CENTAUR. STATUS: Studies to continue; development 

. funds not included in FY '66 budget; ATS and TIROS expected to pro
vide major inputs to the program. 

TIROS (NASA, Weather Bureau) 
RCA, prime. DESCRIPTION: 285-lb. meteorological satellite; TV 

pictures of cloud c.over; IR sensors to gather heat balance data; one 
TIROS to be tested for effectiveness in highly elliptical orbit (300-
3,000 mi.). STATUS: R&D; 10 satellites launched; all successful; four 
more launches planned with TIROS wheel configuration (Earth-stabilized) 
to serve as an interim National Operational System. 

TRANSt T (NAVY) 
Applied Physics laboratory, prime; Martin, SNAP device; Westing

house, shipboard satellite signal receivers. DESCRIPTION: Navigational 
satellite~ R&D model over 250 Ibs.; operational, 50 to 100 Ibs.; opera
tional system; four satellites in random, near-circular 600-mi. orbits; 
SNAP nuclear generator; ABLEST AR, SCOUT boosters. STATUS: Four
sotef lite system operational since July f 1964; system establ ished for use 
by POLARIS subs and surface ships; two nuclear-powered (SNAP-9A) 
satellites launched in 1963; NASA studying commerciol system. 

TRS (Air Force) 
TRW Systems Group, prime. DESCRIPTION: 3-lb. scientificsatel

lite to measure radiation; four-sided, measuring 9 in. on a side. STATUS: 
Operational; first IClJnched piggyback on DOD payload Oct. 17, 1963. 

VOYAGER (NASA) 
Either Boein9, GE, or TRW Systems Group will be selected for space

craft program definition in about a year. DESCRIPTION: Unmanned 
7,000-1l,OOO-lb. MARINER follow-on spacecraft bus/lander to orbit 
Mars and eject a capsule to the surface. STATUS: Development ex
pected to begin in late 1966 or early 1967; lander design to be studied 
i111967; program definition funded in FY '66; first launch delayed until 
1973; spacecraft to be launched by SATURN V, and will be used to 
explore other planets through 1970's. 

X .. 15 (NASA, AF, NAvy) 
North American, prime; Thiokol, propubion; Sperry Gyroscope, in

ertial flight data system; HoneyweJl, adaptive flight control electronics. 
DESCRIPTION: Manned rocket plane capable of4,Ooo-mph-plus flight 
at edge of space; single rocket engine develops 57,000 Ibs. thrust. 
STATUS: Powered flights in progress; unofficial records set-altitude 
354~20P ft._ and speed 4,104 mph; hypersonic propulsion research program 
should run through 1968; more than 100 flights have been made; ramjet 
(X ... t.5A2) flights scheduled for 1968. 

space vehicles 

ABlESTAR (Air Force) 
Space-General, ~rime; Aerojet, propulsion; Space-General/Bell Tele

phone, guidance. DESCRIPTION: 2,OOO-lb. upper stage; 9.5 ft. longi 
55 in. dia.; radio command guidance; propellants, UDMH/IRFNA; restart 
capability. STATUS: Used in TRANSIT and other military programs; 
THOR booster. . 

ATlAS-AGENA D (Air Force) 
General Dynamics/Convair (ATLAS); Lockheed (AGENA); TRW 

Systems Group, AGENA B; Honeywell, inertial reference. DESCRIP
TION: 275,OOO ... lb. baoster; payload capability, 5,000 Ibs., in 345-
mi. orbit,750 Ibs. to escape; length, 102 ft.; base diameter, 10 ft.; 
liquid propulsion; modified ATLAS 0 with 360 j OOO-lb. thrust; AGENA B 
with 15,OOO-lb. thrust; restart capability. STATUS: Operational; used 
in RANGER, DISCOVERER, MILITARY COMSAT, MARINER, LUNAR 
ORBITER, OAO, SAMOS and other programs. ATLAS Standard Launch 
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Vehicle developed for AF space programs; ATLAS launches from WTR 
being used in conjunction with ATHENA launches at Green River, Utah, 
in an effort to develop scaling lows for re-entry bodies (Advanced Ballis
tic Re-entry Systems program). 

AGE NA D (Air Force) 
Lockheed, prime; Honeywell, guidance; Bell, propulsion. DESCRIP

TION: 1,700-lb. upper stage; 25 ft. long; 5 ft. dia.; all-inertial guid
ance; propellants, UDMH/1RFNA; multiple re-start capability; ATLAS, 
THOR and AUGMENTED THOR boosters .• STATUS: Used in DISCOVERER, 
SAMOS and other military programs as well as a variety of NASA pro
grams; e.g., MARINER, RANGER, OAO and OGO. 

----------------------
CENTAUR (NASA) 

Lewis, program management; General Dynamics/Convair, primei 
Pratt & Whitney, propulsion; Honeywell, guidance. DESCRIPTION: 
High-energy upper stage using a pair of RL-lO LOX/liquid hydrogen 
engines; 30,000 Ibs. total thrust; 30 ft. long; 10 ft. dia.; ATLAS D 
booster; capable of orbiting 8,500 Ibs.; 2,300 Ibs. to escape; 1,300 
Ibs. on planetary flights. STATUS: Development; first flight failed; 
second launch Nov. 27, 1963, successful; third, June 20, 1964, partially 
sllccessful; fourth flight Dec. 11, 1964, successful; fifth flight Mar. 2 
failed when ATLAS-CENTAUR exploded on pad; CENTAUR 6, Aug. 11, 
1965, successful; CENTAUR 8 flight scheduled for first quarter 1966 will 
be first attempt to restart engine in orbit; first SURVEYOR flight also 
schedu led for second quarter 1966. 

DE LT A (NASA) 
Douglas, prime; Bell Telephone Labs, guidance; Rocketdyne/Aerojet/ 

Allegany Ballistics Laboratory, propulsion. DESCRIPTION: Successor to 
THOR-ABLE; upper-stage guidance; three-stage vehicle; Soo-Ib. payload 
capability in lOO-mi. orbit; THRUST -AUGMENTED DELTA payload capa
bility, 1,500-plus Ibs.in 100-mi. orbit; THOR missile comprises first stage. 
STATUS: Launch vehicle for TIROS, EXPLORER, 050, BIOS, ECHO; 
TAD used for SYNCOM & PIONEER; 26 previously on order augmented 
by AF order for 21 more for NASA; THRUST-AUGMENTED DelTA with 
three solid motor strap-ons also being used. 

LITTLE JOE II (NASA) 
General Dynamics/Convair, prime. DESCRIPTION: Solid-propelled 

vehicle with BOO,OOO-ib. thrust; launch vehicles for APOLLO suborbital 
flights. STATUS: Three launches: Aug. 28,1963; May 13, 1964; Dec. 8, 
1964, successful; May 19, 1965, launch unsuccessful; June 29, 1965 
launch successful; last flight scheduled January, 1966. 

POST-SATURN V LAUNCH VEHICLE (NASA) 
Under study. DESCRIPTION: No firm concept but will be significant 

improvement over SATURN V (20-30 million-lb.-thrust first-stoge large 
solid motors, and nuclear upper stage under consideration). STATUS: 
Study to de term i ne choracteristics; operational target dote post-1975. 

ROVER (NASA, AEC) 
Los Alamos Scientific Labs, ROVER prime; Aerojet, NERVA prime; 

Westinghouse, propulsion. DESCRIPTION: First nuclear rocket; tests 
of Kiwi, prototype of NERVA engine, under way. STATUS: Kiwi tests 
completed this year; NERVA tests highly successful; full systems tests 
of engine now set for fall, 1965-12 months ahead of schedule; develop
ment of Phoebus reactor initiated; no flight test program funded at present. 

SATUR N I (NASA) 
Systems engineering, assembly and guidance, Marshall Center; S-l 

stage, Chrysler"Corp.; S-IV, Douglas. DESCRIPTION: Two-stage vehicle 
for early boilerplate tests of APOLLO and PEGASUS; first stage: eight 
Rocketdyne H-1 engines; second stage: six Pratt & Whitney RL-1O-A3 
engines; 22,500 Ibs. into 345-mi. orbit. STATUS: Four flight tests of 
first stage successful; all flights with inert upper stage; first flight with 
live upper stage successfully launched Jan. 27, putting 37,700 Ibs. in 
low Earth orbit; SA-6 May 28, 1964 and SA-7 Sept. lS, 1964, also suc
cessful; SA-9 on Feb. 16 put PEGASUS satellite into orbit; SA-8, May 
25, and SA-la, July 30, 1965, also successful, completing R&D program. 

SATURN 18 (NASA) 
Systems engineering, assembly and guidance, Marshall Center; S-1 

stage, Chrysler; S-IVB stoge, Douglas. DESCRIPTION: S-l, eight H-l 
engines; S-IVB, one J-2 engine; payload capability, 35,000 Ibs. in 105-
m;' orbit. STATUS: Development; first flight in January or February, 
1966; boost APOLLO spacecraft boilerplate models, including lunar 
landing vehicle; first manned flight in APOLLO program set for October, 
1966; advanced version able to orbit 30 tons under consideration. 

SATURN V (NASA) 
Systems engineering,. assembly and guidance, Marshall Space Flight 

Center; S-IC stage, Boeing; 5-11, North American; S-IVB, Douglas; 
F-l engine, North American; J-2, North American. DESCRIPTION: 
S-IC, five F-1 engines; 5-11, five J-2 engines; S-IVB, J-2 engine; 140-
ton payload in 105-mi. orbit; 95,000 Ibs. to escape velocity; 30 tons for 
planetary missions. STATUS: R&D; first flight scheduled for 1967; prime 
booster for APOLLO missions; will be used to boost orbiting space station. 

SCOUT (NASA) 
LTV Aerospace Corp., prime; Honeywell, guidance; Aerojet,trhiokol/ 

Allegany Ballistic laboratory, propulsion. DESCRIPTION: Solid propul-
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sion four-stage satellite launcher; 72 ft. long; 3.3 ft. dio.; 240-lb. pay
load in 345-mi. orbit; 80 Ibs. to escape. STATUS: Operational; u5ed by 
NASA for EXPLORER and other small payloads; also procured by NASA 
for Air Force as BLUE SCOUT. 

T HOR-ABL EST AR (Ai r Force) 
Douglas, prime; Bell Telephone Labs/Univac, guidance; Rocketdyne, 

first-stage propu Ision; Space-General, second; DESeRI PTI 0 N: Two-_stage 
vehicle with 181,900 Ibs. total thrust; performance, 900 Ibs. in 100-n.
mi. orbit; length, 55.9 ft., diameter, 8 ft., weight, 118,200 Ibs., height, 
79 ft.; guidance, radio command; STATUS: Operational; used in 
TRANSIT, GEOS and other military programs. 

THOR-AGENA D (Air Force and NASA) 
No prime; Douglas, THOR frame; Lockheed, AGENA D; Rocketdyne, 

propulsion: DESCRIPTION: liquid-propulsion vehicle to put 1,600-lb. 
payload in 300-mi. orbit; length, 76 ft.; diameter, 8 ft.; launch weight, 
123,000 Ibs.; 172,000 Ibs. thrust; THOR, radio guidance, AGENA, 011-
inertial. STATUS: Operational; used in AF space program, TELSTAR, 
Topside Sounder and other NASA programs; NASA has 11 launches 
scheduled. 

THRUST-AUGMENTED DELTA (NASA) 
Douglas, prime; Thiokol, solid propulsion. DESCRIPTION: DELTA 

launch vehicle with three strap-onsolidsi performance, 1,000 Ibs. to 
Earth orbit; 150 Ibs. to escape; propulsion, three XM-33 solid motors 
praducing 55,000 Ibs. thrust each. STATUS: Deve lopment; to be used 
for BIOSATELLITE, PIONEER, SYNCOM, TIROS, COMSAT programs; 
initial flight Aug. 19, 1964, successful. 

THRUST -AUGME NTED THOR (Air Force/NASA) 
No prime; Rocketdyne and Thiokol, propulsion. DESCRIPTION: 

THOR-AGENA with 3 strap-on solids; THOR liquid propulsion, 172,000 
Ibs. of thrust; each strap-on, 55,000 Ibs. thrust; performance, 2,500 Ibs. 
in 100-n.mi. orbit. STATUS: Operational; used for NIMBUS, POGO 
and other payloads too heavy for THOR, but not heavy enough for ATLAS. 

TITAN II (GLV) (NASA) 
Aerospace Corp., systems engineering & technical direction; Martin, 

prime. DESCRIPTION: Manned space booster; Essentially TITAN II with 
addition of redundant electrical power and flight control systems, mal
function detection system and radio command guidance. STATUS: De
velopment; GT -2 (unmanned version) launched Jan. 19; GT -3 successful 
on March 23; GT-4, June 3, and GT-5, Aug. 21, also successful, as were 
GT-7 Dec. 4 and GT-6 Dec. 15. 

TITAN III (Air Force Program 624A) 
Aerospace Corp., systems engineering & technical direction; Martin, 

systems integration; United Technology, large solid boosters; Martin, 
TITAN" portion; Aerojet-General, liquid engines (Transtage); Martin, 
standardized upper stage; AC Spark Plug, guidance. DESCRIPTION: 
Quick-reaction vehicle for military space missions; will be used to 
boost MOL/GEMINI-Xi Zero stage, two 120-in. solid motors; first and 
second stages, TITAN II (storable propellants); third-stage is liquid 
Transtage; modified TITAN II guidance; payload, 25,000 lbs. in lOO-n.mi. 
orbit, 2,100 Ibs. to 22,300-mi. orbit; 5,000 Ibs. to escape; STATUS: 
Development; first flight Sept. 1, 1964 (T-IIIA) achieved primary and 
secondary objectives, but failed to achieve orbit; second flight (T -IliA) 
successful Dec. 10, 1964; first full TITAN III-C flight successful June 18, 
1965; second flight Oct. 15, successful launch followed by partial 
Transtage failure; third launch Dec. 21 also had partial control fail-
ure; eight remaining III-C R&D flights; next three for IDSCP; develop
ment stretchout moves operational date to June, 1967; a non-man-rated 
version-TITAN III-B-being studied as more cost-effective booster for 
satellite launches; uses first two TITAN III-A stages and an AGENA 
upper stage; first launch, mid-1966; 24 vehicles planned as initial buy; 
7-segment version of III-C expected to boost MOL. 

missiles 

ADVANCED SURFACE MISSILE SYSTEM (Navy) 
Raytheon, Boeing, Sperry Rand, General Electric, Westinghouse, RCA 

& Hughes, pre~program definition contracts. DESCRIPTION: Fleet air
defense weapon for the 1970 time period; to have capabil ity against air
craft and certain types of air-to-surface missiles; will replace the 3-T 
systems currently in the fleet. STATUS: Pre-program definition; further 
definition contracts expected before any development decision; common
ality with Army's SAM-D has been studied; and Navy to participate 
in SAM-D development. 
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ALFA (RUR-4) (Navy) 
Navy, prime; Avco, frame; Naval Propellant Plant, propulsion. DE

SCRIPTION: ASW, surface-to-underwaterj weight, 500 Ibs.; solid pro
pulsion; H.E. depth charge; range, 1,000 yds.; guidance, free-flight. 
STATUS: Operational; deployed on destroyers and cruisers; being re
placed by ASROC. 

ANTI-SATELLITE WEAPON (Army/Air Force) 
Boeing, AF program; Hughes, terminal guidance (lR), AF program; 

Douglas, THOR and ZEUS vehicles and support services; A. D. Little, 
operations analysis. DESCRIPTION: Consists of both NIKE-ZEUS 
and THOR-AGENA w/terminal stage programs; intercepts have been 
accomplished at "hundreds of miles," according to Secretory McNamara. 
STATUS: Operational, according to DOD. 

ARM I (Navy) 
No contractor announced. DESCRIPTION: Longer-range, smaller 

anti-radiation mi-ssile than SHRIKE for armament of F-I11B and A-7A 
aircraft. STATUS: Advanced component development; decision on con
tract definition expected next year. 

ASROC (RUR-5A) (Navy) 
Honeywell, prime; Sangamo Electric, sonar; GE, torpedo; Ubrascope

General Precision, fire control. DESCRIPTION: ASW, surface-to
underwater; weight, 1,000 Ibs.; solid propulsion; warhead, nuclear or 
conventional torpedo; range between 1,800 yds. and 8 mi.; guidance, 
unguided. STATUS: Operational on DE, DO, DLG, & heavy cruisers; 
one "live" weapon fired in 1962 Pacific nuclear tests; extended-range 
version in pre-program definition phase; version adaptable to TERRIER 
launchers being developed; FY 1966 procurement to complete Navy's 
stock needs. 

BOMARC B (AIM-lOB) (Air Force) 
Boeing, prime; General Precision AerospacejWestinghouse/IBM, 

guidance; Thiokol/Marquardt, propulsion. DESCRIPTION: Surface
to-air; weight, 16,000 Ibs.; solid booster/ramjet propulsion; warhead, 
nuclear; range, more than 4oon.mi.; guidance, command via SAGE; 
speed, Mach 2.7. STATUS: Three bases operational; production com
pleted; the 188 B models will be dtstributed among the eight bases after 
the A model is phased .out; all A missiles at five bases operational in 
northeastern U.S. phased out by the end of FY 1965. 

BULLPUP (AGM-12 B & C) (Navy-Air Force) 
Martin, systems cognizance; Maxson Electronics Co., production; 

Thiokol, liquid and solid propulsion; Naval Propellant Plant, solid pro
pulsion (motor loading). DESCRIPTION: Air-to-surface, range, 3-6 mi.; 
guidance {visual reference}, radio-link command. BULLPUP A: Solid 
propulsion; warhead, 250-lb. H.E. \BULLPUP B&C: pre-packaged liquid 
motor; warhead, 750-lb. H.E. STATUS: BULLPUP A deployed with 
Atlantic and Pacific Fleets; operational with U.S. Air Force & NATO 
units; training version (ATM-12) being procured by both services; being 
produced in Europe for NATO. Planned procurement of BULLPUP B 
cancelled in FY 1966. 

CHAPARRAL (Army) 
A surface-to-air adaptation of the Navy's air-to-air SIDEWINDER; 

mounted on vehicles, in a 4- or 6-missile configuration. Philco's Aero
nutronic Div. is prime; CHAPARRAL will be an interim, fair-weather-only, 
solution to forward-area air defense; has been successfully fired; produc
tion award expected soon. (See: SIDEWINDER.) 

CLOSE-SUPPORT ASSAULT WEAPON (Navy) 
Navy Bureau of Weapons and Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab, 

prime; United Aircraft Norden Div., guidance. DESCRIPTION: Ship
to-shore; outside dimensions compatible with TERRIER shipboard installa
tions; solid propulsion; warhead, H.E.; range, 30 mi. minimum; guidance, 
inertial and terminal. STATUS: Carried as a line item in FY '66 budget; 
gyro packages for flight test delivered by Norden; funding dependent on 
re.sults of guidance system flight tests at WSMR aboard SERGEANT missiles 
in July. . 

CONDOR (AGM-53) (Navy) 
In-house project, Naval Ordnance Test Station; North American Avi

ation, Columbus Div. and Northrop Norair Div. completed PDP studies. 
DESCRIPTION: Air-fo-surface TV-guided, stand-off weapon; configura
tion classified; range, 40 mi. STATUS: Development; intended for use 
with Navy version of F-111 and on A-6 aircraft; decision on develop
ment expected in next few months. 

DAVY CROCKETT (M-388) (Army) 
In-house project directed by Army Weapons Command at Rock Island, 

III. DESCRIPTION: Surface-to-surface; sol id propulsion, bazooka
launched; warhead, sub-kiloton nuclear; guidance, free flight; two 
launchers -vehicle-mounted or carried by two men. STATUS: Opera
tional in Europe; $13 million provided in FY '64 budget; three per 
ROAD battalion. 
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ENTAC (MGM-32A) (Army) 
Nord Aviation, prime. DESCRIPTION: Anti-tank; weight, 37 Ibs. 

with launcher; sol id propulsion; warhead, shaped-charge H.E.; range, 
6,600 ft.; guidance, wire-guided; man-portable. STATUS: Operational; 
procurement complete; will be replaced by TOW. 

FALCON (AIM-4A, C, E, F/26A/47A) (Air Force) 
Hughes, prime; Hughes, guidance; Thiokol, AIM-4/26 propulsion; 

Lockheed Propulsion, AIM-47 propulsion. DESCRIPTION: Air-to-air; 
weight (AIM-4/47), more than 100 Ibs. - (AIM-26), more than 200 
Ibs.; range 5 n.mi.; supersonic; solid propulsion; warhead, H.E. (except 
for AIM-26B, which carries nuclear warhead); AIM-4A, and 4E, active 
radar homing guidance; AIM-4C, and 4F, IR homing; AIM-26 model 
hos nuclear warhead and hybrid IR radar homing. STATUS: Operational 
buy-out of 4E, 4F and 26 in FY '62; AIM-47 is the armament for YF-12A 
(A-ll); several versions operational on F-101, F-I02 and F-I06. 

GENIE (AIR-2A) (Air Force) 
Douglas, prime; Aerojet-General, propulsion. DESCRIPTION: Air

to-air; weight 800 Ibs.; unguided; sol id propulsion; warhead, nuclear; 
range, 6 n.mi.; guidance, free flight; supersonic; proximity fuzing. 
STATUS: Procurement complete; operational on F-l01B and F-I06j 
improved version cancelled; launcher being developed by McDonnell 
for adaptation to F-4 aircraft. 

HAWK (MIM-23A) (Army) 
Raytheon, prime; Raytheon, guidance; Aerojet-General, propulsion. 

DESCRIPTION: Surface-to-air; weight, 1,275 Ibs.; sol id propulsion; 
warhead, H.E.; range, 22 mi.; guidance, semi-active radar homing; 100-
45,OOO-ft. ceiling; provides defense against medium and low-flying 
aircraft and cruise-type missiles. STATUS: Operational, deployed in 
Europe, Panama, Okinawa, South Vietnam, U.S. (13 battalions); 
bought by Sweden and Israel; R&D being conducted to adapt selected 
HAWK units to an anti-tactical ballistic missile; NATO producing; 
Japan also plans bUYi $34 million requested for equipment and $8 
mill ion for spares in FY '66; no further procurement in FY '66; $11 
million improvement program aimed at limited anti-missile capability; 
self-propelled version also under development; large-scale buy by Saudi 
Arabia; sales to other Arab nations expected. 

HIBEX (ARPA! Army) 
Boeing, prime; Hercules and Aerojet, propulsion. DESCRIPTION: 

Experimental program in high-energy propellants; cone-shaped missile; 
performance classified; sol id propulsion. STATUS: Development; ac
celerations of 800 to 1,000 g's goal; static test of motor successful 
November, 1964; flight test program of 10 vehicles being conducted at 
WSMR; third successful flight Oct. 28 wos first from underground cell 
at WSMR; Up-Stage program started to add second stage and increase 
range. 

HONEST JOHN (MGR-1A) (Army) 
Douglas/Emerson Electric, prime; Hercules, propulsion. DESCRIP

TION: Surface-to-surface; weight, 5,900 Ibs.; singl e-stage sol id pro
pulsion; warhead, nuclear; range, 12 mi. (M-31), 20 mi. (M-50); 
unguided. STATUS: Operational; M-50 being deployed in Europe; 
to be replaced by LANCE; procurement complete. 

HORNET (ZAGM-64A) (Air Force) 
(Formerly known as ATGAR). Concept based on North American 

Aviation Columbus Div. unsol icited proposal, funded by AF. DESCRIP
TION: Air-launched, anti-tank weapon, electro-optical guidance. 
STATUS: pre-development, AF procuring missiles for test at Eglin AFB; 
Army interested in potential use on helicopters; HORNET also used as 
demonstration vehicle for new NAA TV-guidance system for MAVERICK 
(AGM-65A), a new tactical air-to-surface missile for which the AF has 
asked for DOD approval. 

HOUND DOG (AGM-28) (Air Force) 
North American, prime; Autonetics, guidance; Pratt & Whitney, 

propulsion. DESCRIPTION: Air-breathing air-to-surface standoff 
missile; weight, 9,600 Ibs.; turbojet propulsion; warhead, nuclear; 
range, about 600 n.mi.; guidance, all-inertial; ceiling in excess of 
50,000 ft.; Mach 2+. STATUS: Operational; to be launched from 
B-52G intercontinental bombers; procurement complete. 

LANCE (XMGM-52A) (Army) 
LTV Aerospace, prime; Systron-Donner, guidance. DESCRIPTION: 

Highly mobile general-purpose missile; very light weight; pre-packaged 
storable liquid propellant; warhftad, nuclear and H.E.; range, 3-30 mi.; 
guidance, Automet inertial, one missile per launcher. STATUS: Large
scale development. Tenth flight test ,. Oct. 10, 1965, from operational 
launcher; production decision depends on success of current fl ight tests; 
eventually will replace HONEST JOHN and LACROSSE and perhaps 
LITTLE JOHN; division support weapon; to use multi-system test 
equipment; Navy also studying shipboard version. 
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LITTLE JOHN (MGR-3A) (Army) 
Emerson Electric, prime; Hercules Powder, propulsion. DESCRIP

TION: Surface-to-surface; weight, 800 Ibs.; sol id propulsion; warhead, 
nuclear; range, 10 mi.; unguided; supplements medium and heavy artil
lery in airborne divisions and air-transportable commands. STATUS: 
Two battalions activated in 1961; each equipped with four launchers; 
air- and helicopter-tronsportoble; may be replaced by LANCE. 

MACE (MGM-13A, CGM-13B) (Air Force) 
Martin, prime; Goodyear/ AC Spark Plug, guidance, Thiokol/Allison, 

propulsion. DESCRIPT ION: Air-breathing surface-to-surface; weight, 
18,000 Ibs.; turbojet and solid propulsion; warhead, nuclear and H.E.; 
range, over 650 n.mi. (Model A), over 1,200 n.mi. (Model B)i guidance 
map-matching (A), inertial (B). STATUS: Five MACE-A and one ' 
MACE-B squadrons (in hard sites) deployed in Europe; two MACE-B 
squadrons on Okinawa in hard sites. 

MAW (Army) 
McDonnell Aircraft Corp. and Army Missile Command, development 

of competitive approaches to Medium Anti-Tank/Assault Weapon re
quirement; Ford Instrument Co., gyro package for Army version. DE-
SCR I PTlON: Surface-to-surface; sol id propel I ant; range, 500-1,500 
yds.; shoulder-fired; McDonnell version wire-guided; Army version 
two-degree-of-freedom, free rotor gyro. STATUS: Exploratory develop
ment; competitive approaches have been fired against each other, using 
a ZUNI test vehicle; the best system will be allowed to proceed into 
ful'-sco'e development when evaluation is complete; MAC version com
pleted test series with all 13 firings successful; AMC version fired success
fully Oct. 20 using GPI guidance system. 

MINUTEMAN (LGM-30) (Air Force) 
TRW Systems Group, systems engineering and technical direction; 

Boeing, maior contractor; Autonetics, guidance, Thiokol, first-stage 
propulsion; Aerojet, second-stage propulsion; Hercul es, third-stage 
propulsion; Avco, re-entry vehicle; GE, MARK 12 re-entry vehicle, 
MINUTEMAN II. DESCRIPTION: 2nd-generafion ICBM; weight, over 
6~,OOO .'bs.; solid p:opul.sion; warhead, nuclear; 3 stages; range, 7,000 
mi.; gUidance, ali-Inertial, target selected in seconds; 32-sec. reaction 
time. STATUS: MI NUTEMAN /I fl ight-test program (36 shots planned) 
b~g~n Sept. 24, 196~; 800 MINUTEMA.N I's now operational; 1,000 
missiles through FY 65; advanced version can be fired by airborne com
mand posts; deployed in hardened and dispersed silos; MINUTEMAN II 
expected operational early in 1966; all MINUTEMAN I missiles to be 
replaced by MINUTEMAN II in phased replacement program costing 
$1 billion and beginning in 1966; some of the II's replace earlier models' 
MMII has greater accuracy (nearly 8 times more) and range/payload ' 
th.an I version; 14 successful MINUTEMAN II launches now completed, 
WIth most recent launch Dec. 14, 1965; maneuverable re-entry vehicle 
under development; several modifications beyond MMII already made. 

NIKE-HERCULES (MIM-14B) (Army) 
Western Electric, prime; Western Electric, guidance; Hercules and 

Thiokol, propulsion; Douglas, airframe. DESCRIPTION: Surface-to
air, anti-aircraft, tactical; weight, 10,000 fbs.; solid propulsion; war
head, nuclear or H.E.; range, 75 mi.; guidance, command· Mach 3+· 
ceiling in excess of 150,000 ft. STATUS: Over 80 batte:ies deplo;ed 
in U.S. being turned over to National Guard; over 10 N-H batteries 
d~ployed overse?s; Japan plans .a?~itional procurement; being equipped 
WIth HIPAR, a high-power ocqulsltlon radar, and anti-tactical-bolJistic
missile capabilities. Re-Iocation of some HERCULES batteries under 
consideration by JCS. 

NIKE-X/Zeus (XLlM-49A) (Army) 
Western Electric, prime; Belf Telephone, guidance; Thiokol/Lock

heed, propulsion; Douglas, airframe. DESCRIPTION: Anti-missib mis
sile, 3-stage; weight, 22,800 Ibs.; solid propulsion; warhead, nuclear; 
r?nge, 2OO-mi.; guidance, command; length, 48 ft.; diameter, 36 in.; 
fin span, 10 ft. STATUS: Missile is now part of NIKE-X missile "mix"; 
development, except as part of X, has ended; no intercept "failure" in 
more than a year of tests; $10 million requested for preliminary produc
tion engineering in FY 1966; advanced version of ZEUS (DMI5X2) now 
under development reflects important breakthrough in long-range (400-mi.) 
ICBM interception. 

NIKE-X (Army) 
Western Electric, prime; Bell Telephone, guidance; Thiokol, ZEUS 

propulsion; Douglas, ZEUS airframe; Martin Marietta, SPRINT missile 
prime; Hercules and Lockheed, SPRINT propulsion. DESCRIPTION: 
Successor to ZEUS 0$ an anti-ICBM system; uses a mix of ZEUS/ 
SPRINT missiles a~d multi-function array radar (MAR). STATUS: En
gineering development; funded at $400 million in FY '66 on acceler-
ated development schedule, but deployment still deferred; G E will 
submit proposals on a hardened NIKE-X system. Tests to be conducted 
late this year with MAR at WSMR, N.M., could provide basis for de
ployment decision; deployment cost: $8-20 bi II ion; key decision expected 
late this year. 

PERSHING (MGM-31A) (Army) 
Martin, prime; Bendix, guidance; Sperry Farragut, fuzing and aiming' 

Thiokol, propulsion. DESCRIPTION: Surface-to-surface; weight, 10,000 
Ibs.; two-stage solid propulsion; warhead, nuclear; range, approx. 400 
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n.mi.; guidance, inertial; transported on FMC M474 tracked vehicles; 
replaced REDSTONE. STATUS: Flight test program completed; troop 
firings from Ft. Wingate, N.M., to White Sands being conducted; num
ber of missile-loaded launchers per unit to be increased; West Germany 
organizing two battalions; first U.S. PERSHING battalion deployed to 
Germany in April, 1964. 

PHOENIX (AIM-54) (Navy) 
Hughes Aircraft Co., prime; Rocketdyne, propulsion. DESCRIPTION: 

Air-to-air missile for use with the F-IIIB fighter aircraft; each aircraft 
will be able to carry six missiles. Missile control system designated 
AN/AWG-9; and missile/bomb launcher is MAU-48A. STATUS: De
delopment; first flight test planned in March, 1966; $71 million in 
FY '66 funds. 

POLARIS (UGM-27 A, B, C) (Navy) 
Lockheed, prime; G VMIT/Hughes/Honeywell/Raytheon I gu i dance 

and fire control; Aerojet-General/Hercules, propulsion; Lockheed, re
entry vehicle; Nortronics, checkout; Autonetics/Sperry, SINS; Westing
house, launching equipment; Vitro, systems engineering coordination 
and training; Systron-Donner, ignition pragramming. DESCRIPTION: 
Underwater- and surface-to-surface; weight, 30,000 Ibs.; sol id propul
sion; warhead, nuclear; range, 1,200 n.mi. (A-I), 1,500 n.mi. (A-2), 
2,500 n.mi. (A-3); guidance, all-inertial. STATUS: 24 subs operational 
each with 16 A-2 or A-3 missiles; all A-Ps now retired; A-3, opera
tional in August, 1964; going on subs 19-41; total of 41 POLARIS subs 
authorized; deployed in Atlantic and Mediterranean; Pacific deployment 
began in 1964; British to buy A-3 missiles from U.S. POSEIDON, follow
on FBM, about to go into full-scale development; same contractors as 
POLARIS except for propulsion; Herculev'Thiokol first stage; Hercules 
second stage; same range as A-3 with double payload and accuracy; 
50-month development effort; may go aboard 19 subs; PenAids and war
head can be field-changed. , 

QUAIL (ADM-20C) (Air Force) 
McDonnell, prime; McDonnell, el ectronics, guidance; G E, propulsion; 

TRW, Inc., ECM equipment. DESCRIPTION: ECM-carrying decoy, 
which simulates B-52 bomber, to enemy radar; turbojet powered; range, 
250 mi.; guidance, gyroscopic autopilot. STATUS: Deployed at SAC 
bases; carried by 8-52; procurement completed FY '61; advanced version 
with 4oo-mi. range has been fl ight tested. 

RED EYE (XFIM-43B) (Army) 
GD/Pomona, prime; Atlantic Research, propulsion; MPB, Inc., 

seeker optics. DESCRIPTION: Surface-to-air; weight, 28Ibs.; solid 
propulsion; warhead conventional; guidance, IR-homing; length 48 in.; 
~iameter, 2.75 in. STATUS: Production; tests against helicopters and 
jets at NOTS successful. 

REGULUS I (RGM-6) (Navy) 
LTV Aerospace Corp., prime; Sperry, guidance; All ison, propUlsion. 

DESCRIPTION: Surface-to-surface; weight, 14,000 Ibs.; turbojet and 
solid propulsion; warhead, nuclear; range, 500 n.mi.; guidance, 
inertial; speed, about 600 mph; ceiling, approx. 40,000 ft. STATUS: 
Five REGULUS subs with 17 missiles are operational now; 3 subs (8 
missiles) phased out in FY '65. 

SAM-D (Formerly AADS-70) (Army) 
Hughes/Douglas/FMC, RCA/Beech, competitive component develop

ment contracts. DESCRIPTION: Field army aircraft/missile defense 
system, mobile. STATUS: DOD approved Army go-ahead for CDP; 
RFplS for CDP expected early January; Engineering development expected 
in FY '67; missile will replace both HAWK and NIKE- HERCULES, pro-
duction could cost more than $2 billion. ' 

SERGEANT (MGM-29A) (Army) 
Sperry Utah, prime; Sperry, guidance; Thiokol, propulsion. DE

SCRIPTION: Surface-to-surface; weight, 10,000 Ibs.; solid propulsion; 
warhead, nuclear; range, over 75 n.mi.; guidance, inertial; uses drag 
brakes. STATUS: Operational procurement complete; deployed in 
Europe; replacement for CORPORAL; West Germany buying system. 
$1.9 million requested in FY 1966 for warhead adaptation kits.' 

SHILLELAGH (MGM~51A) (Army) 
Philco Aeronutronic, prime, Picatinny Arsena 1/ Amoco Chemicals Corp. 

propulsion; Aeronutronic, guidance. DESCRIPTION: Surface-to-surface' ' 
lightweight; solid propulsion; warhead, nuclear or H.E.; guidance, com- ' 
mand; vehicle-mounted for use against field fortifications, armor and 
for close-in support of troops. STATUS: Production; initial procurement 
in FY '65; second-source procurement may come in FY '66; to use multi
system test equipment; to be installed on Gen. Sheridan assault vehicle; 
also being considered for use on helicopters; Philco has contract to 
adapt missile to Army·s M-60 tank. 

SHRIKE (AGM-45A) (Navy) 
Naval Ordnance Test Station-China Lake, prime; Texas Instruments 

guidance and control; North American Rocketdyne (McGregor), proput'
sion. DESCRIPTION: Air-ta-surface, anti-radar; solid propulsion; 
guidance, passive radar homing. STATUS: Operational with Navy and 
Air Force; some reliability problems; advanced version under 
development. 

missiles and rockets, January 10, 1966 
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SIDEWINDER I-C (AIM-9C&D) (Navy, Air Force) 
Naval Ordnance Test Station, technical direction; Philco, IR guid

ance, Motorola, radar guidance; Naval Am'munition Depot, McAllister, 
motor loading; Rocketdyne (McGregor), propellant. DESCRIPTION: 
Air-to-air; weight ,about 185 Ibs.; solid propulsion; warhead, H.E.; 
range, more than 2 mi. STATUS: I-A deployed with Navy and Air 
Force; l-C version being procured as replacement for I-A; NATO
built version now in production. (See CHAPARRAL). 

SPARROW 111-68 (AIM-7E) (Navy) 
Raytheon, prime; Raytheon, airframe, control, guidance; Aerojet

General/North American Rocketdyne (McGregor), propulsion; 
McDonnell/Benrus Watch Co., launcher. DESCRIPTION: Air-to-air; 
weight, 350 Ibs.; solid propulsion; warhead, conventional; range, 5-8 
mi.; guidance, semi-active CW homing; Mach 2.5-3; ceiling, over 
50,000 ft. STATUS: Earlier models operational with carrier aircraft; 
SPARROW 11I-6B prime armament for Phantom \I (F-4B) and other high
performance interceptors; Italians buying NATO version for use of new 

, F-I04S; sales to West Germans and other NATO F-I04 consortium mem
bers possible; Navy considering for air defense. 

SPRINT (Army)' 
Martin-Orlando, prime; Hercules Powder/Lockheed Propulsion Co., 

propulsion; Bell Telephone Laboratories, guidance., DESCRIPTION: 
High-acceleration cone-shaped maneuverable missile for 10w-c;lItitude 
interception of ballistic missiles; 4.5-ft. base diameter, 27 ft. long; two
stage; nuclear; missile will be popped out of silo before motor is ignited; 
to be part of the missile mix in a NIKE-X battery. STATUS: Develop
ment; first flight in March, 1965, tested vehicle aerodynamically; suc
cessfully tested from silo Nov. 17 at WSMR; extensive guidance tests 
underway; tests to move to Kwajalein in 12-18 months for use wi th NI KE
ZEUS and full radar system. 

SRAM (Air Force) 
Boeing and Martin Marietta won CDP awards of $2.75 million each. 

DESCRIPTION: Air-to-surface defense-suppression stand-off missile for 
use with the B-52, B-58, F-l11 or the Advanced Manned Strategic Air
craft. STATUS: AF contracting feasibility tests for LASRM (Low-Altitude 
Supersonic Research Missile), aiming at doubling SRAM's range; Congress 
cut FY *66 budget request by $30.7 million; development decision not 
expected until August I 1966. 

STANDARDIZED MISSILE (Navy) 
No contractors. DESCRIPTION: Fleet air-defense missile to re

place TARTAR-TmRIER and give Navy a single missile to perform both 
missions; longer-range targets (30+- miles) would be engaged by adding 
a booster to the shorter-range (10+- miles) weapon; similar to the homing 
TERRIER now being procured. STATUS: Development; expected to be 
procured initially in 1967-68; intended to work with new TARTAR-D 
digital fire control. 

SUBROC (UUM-44A) (Navy) 
Naval Ordnance Laboratory, technical direction; Goodyear, prime; 

General Precision Aerospace, guidance; Thiokol, propulsion; General 
Precision Librascope, fire control. DESCRIPTION: Underwater-air
underwater anti-submarine missile depth bomb; solid propulsion; warhead, 
nuclear; weight, 4,000 Ibs.; length, 21 ft.; diameter, 21 in.; range, 
25-30 mi.; guidance, inertial. STATUS: Production scheduled for 
installation in Thresher-class subs; operational evaluation under way. 

SS-lO (MGM-21A) (Army) 
Nord Aviation, prime. DESCRIPTION: Surface-to-surface, prim"lrily 

anti-tank; weight, 33 Ibs.; solid propulsion; warhead, conventional; range, 
1,600 yards; wire-guided. STATUS: Operational with U.S., French and 
ather NATO and Western units; battle-tested in North Africa; U.s. re
placing with ENT AC. 

SS-11 (AGM-22B) (Army) 
Nord Aviation, prime. DESCRIPTION: Surface-to-surface anti-tank, 

also hel i copt er-to-surface; weight, 63 Ibs.; sol id propulsion; wire-guided; 
warhead, conventional; range, 3,800 yds. STATUS: Operational, used 
with airbome units and Army helicopters; AS-12 being considered by 
Navy for ASW aircraft. 

TACTICAL PROBE (Navy) 
Bendix, prime: DESCRIPTION: Surface-to-air; multiple, interchange

able payloads for each mission; booster, T mRI m or TALOS from shipboard 
installations; high-impulse second stage; range, 50-300 mi.; parachute 
descent. STATUS: Program definition; a new study has been authorized, 
and is under way, to evolve a cheaper progrom. 

T ALOS (RIM-SE) (Navy) 
Bendix, prime; Vitro, systems engineering; McDonnell/Hercules Al

legany Ballistics Lab., propulsion; Sperry, guidance; GE, launching gear. 
DESCRIPTION: Ship-to-air; weight, 7,000 Ibs.; solid and ramjet pro
pulsion; warhead, nuclear; range, 65 n.mi.; guidance, radar beam riding! 
semi-active homing; Mach 2.5. STATUS: Operational aboard cruisers 
Galveston, Little Rock & Oklahoma City and three Albany-class DEG's; 
Long Beach, nuclear-powered cruiser, has advanced T ALOS; "3-T" get
well program increasing reliability; procurement continuing. 

TARTAR (RIM-248) (Navy) 
Vitro, systems coordination engineering; Applied Physics Lab, design 

and development; GD/Pomona, Aerojet-General, propulsion; Sperry 
Farragut, fuze (target detection device). DESCRIPTION: Ship-to-air; 
weight, 1,500 Ibs.; solid dual-thrust motor; warhead, conventional; 
range, 10 n.mi.; guidance, semi-active homing; Mach 2. STATUS: Op
erational; installed aboard 23 guided missile destroyers and three cruisers 
equipped with TALOS; get-well program progressing satisfactorily; CVA 
Kennedy will also have TART AR. 

TERRIER (RIM-2E) (Navy) 
Vitro, systems engineering; GD/Pomona, prime; GD/Pomona, guidance 

section; Sperry, radar; Hercules Allegany Ballistics Laboratory, propul
sion; Northern Ordnance, launching gear. DESCRIPTION: Ship-to-air; 
weight, 3,000 Ibs.; 27 ft. long; solid propulsion; warhead, conventional; 
range 10 n.mi.; guidance, radar beam-riding or homing; Mach 2.5. 
STATUS: Operational aboard two attack carriers, 6 cruisers, and 12 
missile frigates; get-well program progressing satisfactorily; being used 
in test firings against surplus REDSTONE missiles. 

TITAN II (LGM-25C) (Air Force) 
Martin, prime; TRW Systems Group, systems engineering and technica 

direction; AC Spark Plug, guidance; Aerojet-General, propulsion; G E, 
re-entry vehicle. DESCRIPTION: ICBM; weight, 330,000 Ibs.; N204 
and Aerozine-50 storable fuels; warhead, nuclear; range, over 5,000 mi.j 
guidance, inertial; 115 ft. lon9i 2 stages; greatest payload and range of 
any U.S. ICBM, basic core vehicle for TITAN 11/ booster. STATUS: All 
54 missiles operational in lS-missile squadrons at Davis-Monthan AfB, 
McConnell AFB, and Little Rock MB. 

TMRBM (Air Force) 
No contractors announced, but probably would be same team producing 

the second and third stages of MINUTEMAN lI. DESCRIPTION: A trans
portable mid-range missile to fill the gap left by cancellation of MMRBMi 
it would use the top two stages of MM II and the MM II guidance system; 
would weigh more and be less mobile than MMRBM, but could be devel
oped for approximately one-third the cost; reaction time also less than 
MMRBMts; employment concept much the same as that of the Russian
deployed missiles in Cuba in 1962. STATUS: Study by the Air Force at 
DDR&E direction; not likely to be developed due to a lack of mission. 

TOW (XMGM-71A) (Army) 
Hughes, prime. DESCRIPTION: Anti-tank; weight, 160 Ibs.; solid 

propulsion; worhead, H.E.; wire-guided; optically tracked; tube-launched. 
STATUS: Development; fo!low-on to ENTAC; successful firings have 
been conducted; helicopter use planned. 

WALLEYE (Navy) " 
NOTS development; TV-guided glide bomb with good stand-off 

range; Martin reported winner of production competition; large buy 
expected; smaller version, called SNIPE, under NOTS development 
for Army helicopters. 

ZUNI (Navy) 
Naval Ordnance Test Station, prime; Hunter-Douglas, propulsion. 

DESCRIPTION: air-to-surface; weight, 107 Ibs~; solid propulsion; war
head, conventional; range, 5 n.mi.; unguided; STATUS: Operational; 
designed for use on jet fighter and attack aircraft; big increase in orders 
because of Vietnam war. 

ORDER REPRINTS OF THE ASTROLOG FROM: 

Research Department 
Missi les and Rockets 

1001 Vermont Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20005 

Price: 35 cents per copy. Payment must accompany order. 

missiles and. rockets, January 10, 1966 
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3~crecy Over MOL···A ~Gentlemen~s 
~greement~ to Avoid Arms Race? 

.F MARVIN MILES 

,'- The United States. it appears, will 
once again attempt t.o preserve the 
fiction that this nat jon does not en
gage in space reconnaissance and 
has no special interest in satellite in
spection or the possibilities of future 
space corh ba t. 
~ f'l'v01.lSl seCl'ec,'- already shrouds 

the Air Force's Manned Orbiting La
horatory (MOL) program announced 
by President .Tohnson last August, 
even to generalities of the public in
formation poUey that will go with it. 

Billed as a project to evaluate the 
role of military man in space. MOL. 
scheduled for orbit in 1968. gives the 
Defense Dep~rtment its .first share 

M fJyvin Miles is aerospace editor. 
of The Times. 

in the nation's manned space effort 
after long and bitter controversy 
wit.hin the government. 

rt represents belated agreement. 
that. the United StateR can no longer 
delay exploring the military 'Values 
of the vacuum above the atmosphere 
lest the balance of power be tipped 
suddenl~' by Russia where al1 spaee 
programs are militarily oriented. 

And on MOL's performance-and 
that of its two-man crews-will ride 
the _"pace future of the Air P~orce. 

Information Problem 
Oncf' a decision was' reached on 

the $1.5 hillion MOL program ($2 bil~ 
lion is more likely) the Defense ne~ 
partment was confronted wjth the 
problem of a public information poli
cy, To what extent should· MOL be 
pu blicized? 

Air Force, planners were in a 
tough quandar.'". 

On one hand. 1\10L will involve 
m,onth-long overflights of every na~ 
tion on earth with a wide range of 
secret miljtary capabilities. includ
ing space reconnaissance from a:d
yanced photography t.o electromag~ 
netic ferreting of alien radar instal
latd:Ol1s ;:md eavesdropping on for .. 
eign communications channels. 

Section 1 .0 

On the other hand~ it will involve 
men in ~pace, an area of intense jn· 
terest. to Americans who are 'thor. 
oughl,v famiIi~r with the extraordin
ary pu bUc information job accom· 
plished by the National Aeronautics 
and Space .Administration in report
ing to the nabon on such civilian 
programs as Mercury, Gemini and 
Apollo. 

To the credit of Air Vorce plan. 
ners-sOlIne of whom scoff at NASA 
information efforts as "dog and pony 
shows," a.n effort. was made to esta
hlish a sensihle public information 
policy for MOL. 

Basic FactsUnhidrlen 
Thev reasoned that while militarY 

projec'is demanding strict secrecy 
are involved. the basic facts of MOL 
cannot. he hidden from the Soviet 
Union, the American public or t.he 
world at. large, 

Hence they recommended a polk? 
that. would give the public a de
served share of information on t,he 
program - details that wou.ld he
come known in any case-while 
holding in understandable secrecy 
the vital military operational and ex
perimental areas that are the heart 
of the program. 

. But this reasonable approach was 
rejected-by the Defense Depart.
ment? the State Department? the 
.Joint Chiefs of Staff? the '¥hite 
House?-and it appears MOL will be 
shrouded with the same c.1oak of se
crecy that has for years mantled our 
Samos and Midas satellites. 

These u'nmanned military orbiters 
-Samos for space. re~onnaissance 
and Midas for early warning of hos
tile missile launches-were, in the 
beginning, well publicized by the 
Air Force, Newsmen were invited to 
watch launches from Vandenberg 
Aii' Force Base and provided with 
information releases. 

Then a na,tional policy decision 
~creened the two programs with a 
secrecy curtain. The satellites stin 
fly regularly. but they are identified 
only as "classified payloads." Air 
Force officers are forbidden to men
tion the names Samos and Midas 
and information once handed out S.Q 

freely is now classified. 

(more) 

Khrushchev's Boast 
Not that the Russians rion'1 know 

tlbout the so-called spies in the sky. 
Soviet leadprfl occasionall \' mention 
SamoE-l 'and Midas an'd Nikita 
Khrushchev onee boasted of Russian 
satellite operations over thE' United 
States and offered to swap space 
photographs with the United StateR. 

In an article entitled "Pentagon 
Grasps for Outer Space," the Soviet 
newspaper Izvestia last year had 
this t.o say about Samos: 

"Two years ago two type~ of Samos 
reconnaissance satellites, one light 
and one heavy, entered the (U ,S.) 
,usenal. Their job is to conduct pho
tographic and radiotechnkal recon
na'issance. 

"The light ones are launched to 
t.ake rough photographs. to prm'irie 
small-scale terrain pictures, 

'~The heavy satelIjt,ps (up to two 
tons) are launched \vith hrt/,P/'
developed photographk f'qu ipment, 
making possible the det.ection or Vd

rious objects with linear dimension~ 
of J 6 to 20 meters. 

"Samos is :also used for ,radio tech
nical intelligence, taking fixes on 
electromagnetic radiation of diverse 
origin and intercepting information 
traveling along radio communica
tions lines. 

"The Pentagon wants to k now 
where rocket launching sites and 
~trategic airports are located, where 
ships and submarines are based and 
where various objectives of military 
significance have been built and also 
to see what is going out on the air
waves of a number of countries." 

Two Possibilitie~ 
The Russians are no less conver

sant wjth MOL and it potentialities 
as a manned extension of America's 
unmanned spies in the sky. Why, 
then, the rigorous secrecy? Certainly 
it is not based on the hope of keeping 
the Soviet from learning of the 
flights and assessing their signifi
cance. 

Page 7 
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This lea\'(~s two possibilities: 
First, the United States hopes to 

preserve the international image 
that this nation is devoted entirely to 
the peaceful uses of space and fears 
that an investigation of space de
fense potentiality might hp. misinter
preted as an abrogation of this pos
ture. 

Second-and more likely-is that 
high government authority, perhaps 
the State Department or even the 
\Vhite House, had determined, as in 
the case of Samos and Midas, that 
discretion calls for secrecy even if no 
secret is involved. 

The latter possibility implies a 
"gentleman's agreement." Since 
both the United States and Russia 
have overflight capability, each 
will be allowed to conduct its mis
~ion;:; unmolested as long as each 
abides by the international agree
ment not to place weapons of mass 
destruction in orbit. 

The rationale as far as the lInitecl 
St.ates is concerned could be -that it 
has more to gain hy overflight recon
naissance, manned or unmanned, 
than the Soviets and to publicize its 
mh;siom; would place Russia in an 
untenable position, forcing her into 
reprisals to save face before the 
'World. 

No Intercept Action1 
Those who hf'lieve this explana

tinn of the curinus situation point out 
that with a constant stream of Sa
rno,,; ann ~1idas satellites launched 
h,v the l:nitNl States and overflights 
of this count ry by Russian satellite~, 
manned ~nrl. unmanned, there have 
he~n no intercept actions by either 
side. 

They note als() that the United 
SUites for some time has had the ca
pahility, with special Thor and Nike 
X launch batteries, to knock down 
alien satellites, if desired. They add 
that Russia undoubtedly has ac
(juircd the same defense technology 
which is simpler than intercepting 
incoming ballistic missile warheads. 

Proponents of MOL say the space
rraft can serve to maintain peace by 

, d i.;;c0\'cri n;:; any covert move toward 
1he mCt,":'.,,;\"(~ huildup of arms and 
1hwort it r)~/ returning proof for dis
closurE> f,cfore the world. 

OrJ~)(;r;r:~~::; fear MOl J may hring 
an rxtcn":;O,1 of the arms race by 
.~purrin;:; nu,..;,~ia to attain equal capa
hiJi:,y Clnd lr'arl. eventually to compe
tition for more effective manned mi
litary orhiters that would fly ali 

Section 1.0 

strike systcJ.l1s, loaded with nuclear 
weapons. 

The civilian spa~e agency's 'Nt er
cury flighLc; :and more importantly 
the two-man Gemini missions have 
contributed much to the future of 
military space operations by de
monstrating maneuverability, pro
longed flight, space walking, orbital 
rendezv0':ls and, soon, docking aloft. 

Military Experiments 
And along with ,these major ar

romplishments, including proof that 
man can live and function in orbit 
for as long as two weeks, Gemini has 
provided a test vehicle for a series of 
announced military experiment...:; 
and pl'obably some that have never 
been disclosed. 

MOL flights with a laboratory 41 
feet long and 10 feet in diameter will 
carry much more speciali~ed equip
ment than Gemini and thoroughly 
test man's ability to extend the effi
ciency of reconnaissance system~ 
with human decision and analysis 
and real-time reports on changing si
tuations. 

But MOL represents more than an 
advanced reconna'i~sance space
craft. Undoubtedly it will be the 
forerunner of future satellite inspec
tion systems, of military command 
posts in space and perhaps a step 
toward the space combat vehicles 
envisioned by many. 

The Air Force will not discus~ 
such possibilities today, even in ge~ 
neral terms unrelated to MOL. Quite 
obviously these areas aTe' too sen
sitive now that the USAF has a foot 
in the manned -space door with a 
chance :to expand its penetration. 

But certainly satellite inspection, 
for example, will be an area investi
gated in the program, for .the Un'Hed 
States must have the capability to 
check out suspicious orbiters and de- • 
termine if they carry nuclear wea
pons aboard. 

Feasihility or Checkout 
The Gemini 6 and 7 rendezvous. 

lai;{ December proved the feasibility 
of checkout. A military operation 
could include nudging the target 
craft to determine its mass as a clue 
to the nature of its payload. 

It could involve investigation by a 
space-walking astronaut wearing a 
self-contained maneuver:ing unit the 
Air Force has developed for use 
without a tether line. Or inspection 

, could be accomplished remotely, in a 
dangerous situation, by controlled 
devices guided outwa,rd from MOL. 

# # # 

Methods of neutralizing a menac
ing satellite would vary, according 
to assessment of the threat, but it 
could 'involve no more than destroy
jng its antenna~ to block off com- ... 
mand communications or hlacking 
out its sensors and fouling its 
thrusters to disrupt attitude control.\ 

And MOL could be the forerunner 
of spa·ce combat vehicles, although 
some deny such a possibility. 

Others feel that the Gemini ren
dezvous las~ December opened the 
path for pursuit and interception by 
opposing manned spacecraft. 

"What happens, even in a cold 
war situation," they ask, "when 
manned spacecraft of ~ival na·tiom: 
seek to check each other out? And 
what happens if :mch encounters 
take place in a hot war?" 

Their contention is that ~pace 
combat techniques may stand unwit
tingly today in almost the same evo
Jutionary stage of devel0p.mcnt a~ 
the first rickety Jittle aiTcraft en
count~rs early in World War I be
fore ai r fighting became an art 

It's food for thou~ht. 
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House Committee Urges AAP 

Merger into MOL Program 

by Heather M. David 

THE HOUSE GOVERNMENT 
Operations Committee has recom
mended that NASA participate in the 
Air Force's Manned Orbiting Labora
tory program rather than embark upon 
a separate Apollo Applications Program 
of its own. 

A report prepared by the Subcom
mittee on Military Operations, which 
investigated missile and space ground
support operations, and adopted by the 
full committee, urged priority for the 
military needs of the MOL-with satis
faction of the objectives of the AAP 
handled as a sideline of MOL. 

The report stated that while AAP is 
not yet an approved program, both Air 
Force and NASA are nearing a point
of-no-return where "separate and 
largely duplicating" programs cannot be 
avoided. 

"Inasmuch as both programs are 
still research and development programs 
without definitive operational missions, 
there is reason to expect that with earn
est effort both agencies could get to
gether on a joint program incorporating 
both unique and similar experiments of 
each agency," the committee stated. 

It also noted that such a plan would 
give each agency the necessary experi
ence and information to plan larger 
space stations, for which NASA at least 
has stated a potential future need. 

The committee, which last year 
made a widely circulated recommenda
tion for immediate action on the MOL, 
said that a merger between MOL and 
AAP should be "effected within the 
existing scale of priorities which' 
accords to the military experiments 
greater urgency." 

MOL ground support-The Dept. 
of Defense was urged to make maxi
mum use of existing DOD and NASA 
facilities for the MOL rather than build 
new ones. 

However, while DOD has said that 
no new development support resources 
on the scale of NASA facilities will be 
necessary because Douglas Aircraft Co., 
MOL prime contractor, has extensive 
new facilities, the committee questioned 
whether Douglas facilities can handle all 
phases of MOL development support. 

One of the items it questioned was 
whether Douglas's vacuum chambers 
and simulators were large enough to 
accommodate the projected size of the 
MOL spacecraft. The group recom-

14 

mended use of existing simulation and 
test facilities, such as those at NASA's 
Manned Spacecraft Center and the Air 
Force's Arnold Engineering Develop
ment Center, should this be necessary. 

Tracking systems-NASA and 
DOD passed up "big savings" by going 
to different tracking systems, the com
mittee said, since about $25 million 
will be spent by NASA for the Unified 
S-Band system, and $32 million by 
DOD for the Space-to-Ground Link 
Subsystem (SGLS). 

The group urged a vigorous effort 
towards standardization of existing or 
future instrumentation equipment, but 
acknowledged that the time is now past 
when a choice could be made between 
one or the other system. 

It may be possible to use the USB 
equipment on the converted instrument 
ships for the ascent stage of MOL, and 
this could obviate additional invest
ments in instrumentation ships, the re
port noted. However, the equipment 
does not have the degree of compat
ibility permitting its use for all on-orbit 
MOL support if that could' not be met 
by current SCF stations, which will be 
equipped with SGLS equipment. 

It will nevertheless take a concen
trated effort to avoid expansion of the 
instrumentation fleet, the committee 
observed. The p.roblem both agencies 
face is the conflict between two high
priority programs, involving the need 
to make compatible the deployment and 
scheduling of the ships for both MOL 
and the Apollo lunar-landing mission, 
with launches from different coasts. 

The committee also suggested that 
DOD should make a decision as to 
whether the ship pool should be manned 
under the Navy Military Sea Trans
portation Service (MSTS). 

The Satellite Control Facility and 
the Air Force National Range Division 
should be linked more closely in the 
interest of achieving a global network, 
the report added. 

Single management of instrumenta
tion facilities was urged where possible, 
as we.re steps to halt the proliferation 
of stations by different networks and 
agencies in adjacent areas around the 
world. 

Apollo communications-The com
mittee'saw a strong need for reappraisal 
in the management of negotiations for 
communications services, such _ as those 
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recently carried out between NASA 
and the Communications Satellite Corp. 

It pointed out that NASA will lay 
out about $150 million or morc fo.r 
Apollo communications over a three
year period, including the underwriting 
of most of the costs for a new satellite 
communications system to be built by 
Comsat, modifications of ship tcrminals 
and conventional backup communica
tions. 

Some $27.79 million of this is in
volved in the Com sat contract, but does 
not include charges to be paio for the 
use of the foreign ground stations 
which are expected to raise the total 
price for the Government to about $40 
million for three years. 

DOD also may make use of this 
system, and discussions are under way 
between DOD and Comsat over use of 
the channels to be available from the 
satellite, which will be stationed over 
the Pacific Ocean, the committee re
vealed. 

It is possible, therefore, that the 
Government will be providing 75% 
of Comsat's annual revenues for some 
period of time, a portion of which will 
acc.rue to the international consortium 
in accordance with the ownership 
shares of the participating nations. 

The committee indicated that a re
view of all the negotiations which took 
place between NASA, Comsat and 
DOD turned up some apparent reser
vations about the agreement among 
officials who approved it. 

To this end, the group .reiterated its 
recommendation made a year ago that 
the Directorate of Telecommunications 
be reorganized to give it power to ad
judicate and make policy on such mat
ters, assume the responsibility of the 
Secretary of Defense for identifying and 
evaluating Government user require
ments for communications, and unde.r
take systematic planning so that these 
requirements can be met in an orderly 
and economical way. 

While "notable" progress has been 
made generally in achieving coordina
tion among the agencies in ground-sup
port activities, the committee said it ob
served "disturbing trends" which could 
defeat the progress made to date, espe
cially in the creation of more complex 
and specialized equipment and facilities, 
which the agencies "show no great will
ingness to resist." 

It urged strengthening of existing 
coordination mechanisms such as the 
Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordi
nating Board and its Space Flight 
Ground Environment Panel, active par
ticipation by the National Aeronautics 
and Space Council, and greater reliance 
on-and official recognition of-the 
Range Commanders Council and its 
sub-groups. • 

missiles and rockets, March 21, 1966 
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ARMED FORCES MANAGEMENT 
March, 1966 

Spacecraft Mission Projects 
The large~t space mission project in 

terms of total program cost is the 
Manned Orbital Laboratory (MOL). 
Last August, President Johnson decidl!d 
to proceed with its development at an 
estimated cost of about $1.5 billion. 
"We intend that the MOL development 
program should proceed on a deline,fnte 
and orderly schedule," Secretary Mc
Namara said, "using the $150 million 
provided for FY li.J66 and the $159 
million requested for FY 1967. 

"Design definition, system integra
tion, development of specifications and 
determination of firm cost proposals 
are scheduled for completion during 
this coming spring and summer, after 
which contracts will be awarded for 
the full-scale development of hard
ware." Finn Larsen added, "MOL is 
now in an important definition stage. 
We can expect the direction of our 
advanced development to come from 
current work." 

4/1/66 
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Douglas Lists 

Major N1~OL 
Subsys1"'E::m 

Contractors 
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., prime 

contractor for the Air Force's Ma,med 
Orbiting Labora.tory, has announced 
award of six major sllbsystem contI acts. 

Hamilton-Standard Div. of U;lited 
Aircraft has been chosen to develop the 
environmental contwl and life-support . 
system. 

Attitude control will be developl!d by 
Honeywell, Inc., (M/R, Dec. 20, p. 9). 

Collins Radio Co. won the competi
tion for the communications subsystem 
(M/R, Dec. 20, p. 9). TRW Systems, 
Inc., will work with Collins as a sub
contractor to supply some components 
and aid in systems engineering. 

United Aircraft will also share in 
another subsystem development through 
selection of the Pratt & Whitney Div.'s 
fuel ceIl for MOL. 

Douglas has also selected both the 
Federal Systems Div. of IBM and the 
Univac Div. of Sperry Rand for con
tinued definition work on the MOL 
data-management system. The firm says 
the decision on a final single contractor 
for the system will be made only after 
this additional definition phase wl)rk is 
completed. 
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL 

The winners were named March 30. 
The effort to develop the environ

mental-control and life-support system 
is aimed at providing the MOL crews 
with "shirtsleeve" living condition) dur
ing extended missions of possibly 30 
days duration. The system c'(,ntrols 
cabin pressure, temperature, hur,lidity, 
and composition of the artificial i,.tmos
phere. The system will also elirninate 
atmosphere contaminants. 

Douglas reports that work i:1 this 
area will include a study on the ;:hoice 

, between oxygen-helium and o:{ygen
i nitrogen gas combinations for th{~ labo

ratory ,atmosphere. Hamilton-Standard 
was chosen after earlier competition 
with the AiResearch Div. of Garrett 
Corp. 

Honeywell was selected fron\ three 
firms competing for the MOL's attitude
control system. 

Collins Radio's efforts invohe both 
the radio voice links between the: MOL 
crew and ground sLations and t} e flow 
of telemetry and other cornman· 1 data. 

Unsuccessful bidders on tte fuel 
cell, which will supply prime el·~ctrical 
power for all lab needs, were Allis
Chalmers and General Electric. C 

15 
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N ODllrofit Firm -Reforms ~ 
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By BILL mCKMAN 

WASHINGTON. - Air Force-supported nonprofit cor-
porations have survived another probe, but this one will 
make a dent in fees and salaries. . 

The long awaited AF Systems Command board of 
visitors report - sometimes called the Johnson or O'N eli 
report, for its -chairman and co-~ ________ _ 
chairman - was released Satur-j Electronics Systems Division. stood 
day. , ., I high in the board's view and was 

The board after praismg chided only for its "conservative" 
Aerospace Corp., Mitre Corp. and approach. 
Systems Development Corp. for Systems' Development: the lead
contributions to AF prog~ams - ing. "soft wear" '(computer pro,,: 
recommended the corporatlOns not gramming) organization, is at the 
be increased in size; fee~ be con- paint where it Slhouldbecome either 
tr.olled; salaries and benefIts to em- a Government installation or a pri
ployes watched' and in so~e. c~ses vate, profit-making organization, 
changed; assets held ata mlrumum, the board contended. 
and the AF be the exclusive, Ct.l~-~:Se~retaty13rown ordered AFSC 
tamer.' " '~to~'try out~' the weighted guide-

It also charged Aerospace ,had line,articles of the Armed Services 
been too :ambitidus and ,not' sut- ProCurement Regulations "as a 
ficiently responsive to AF needs. A. general framework for fee nego
blue ribbon panel to oversee the tiation~~~He conceded the guide
corporations was recommended, but li,l'lesWOUld reqli~re adjustments,: 
AF Secretary Harold Brown re-o;'In_ qy':use. Dr. Brown said,a 
jected this. ' 41fee-",Uflilltantially low~r, than:' at 

The corporation's greate~t fear- present, is in :Order." " " ,,: ' 
that of bei'ng turned into m-house General Schriever said,th~ cor
AF laboratories - was not men- poraitj.onS:' fixed assets, 'or faeillties, 
tioned in the cases of Aerospace or should: be owned, by them but con
Mitre, or in the eommentsby Sec- trolletiby theAF. On this point 
retary Brown and Ge~. B .. ' A. he diffeMwith the board" \ynich, 
Schriever commander of AF Sys- had, recommended either, Govern
terns Command, which accompany mentownership or an 'arrangement 
the report. The question was left for retet'ltion. / 
open concerning Systems Develop- OntheeontrOversial pGint of In-
ment. dependeat corporation, research, 

Aerospace Corp. was held up as ,GenmJ., Schriever said 10 per ce,nt 
the worst culprit. In addition to the of contract values should be han
charge that the firm was over- dIed entirely by the corporations, 
compensating its professional em- the Government footing the bill 
ployes, the report said its drive for But the AF should have access 
complete independence from the to all res~ch results" he said. 
AF was a fundamental problem. 

It charged the corporation with 
ignoring the military chain of 
command in dealing with the AF. 
Aerospace often goes directly to 
the seeretary, rather thaD. to the 
divisions and contracting officers, 
the report said. 

• Mitre Corp., consultant to AFSC 
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l7,568,000_Martin Marietta Corp., Denver, Colo., 
increment to an existing contract for design, 
development, fabrication and delivery of a 
Titan III space booster and associated equip
ment. 

$3,500,OOO-Avco Corp., New York City, first 
segment of a $63,585,300 contract for develop
ment and production of Mark 17 re-entry 
vehicles. 

$3,200,OOO-Lear Siegler, Inc., Santa Monica, 
Calif., for production of attitude reference and 
bombing computer systems for use aboard Hie 

r F-4, Phantom II aircraft. 
2,000,OOO-McDonneli Aircraft Corp., St. Louis, 

Mo., increment to a previously awarded con
tract for work on the Manned Orbitillg Labora
tory. 

$1,249,845-F&M Systems Co., Dallas, to provide 
two mobile, air-transportable, closed-circuit
television recording facilities fot tactical use 
by the Air Photographic and Charting Service. 

$1,200,00Q.-TRW, Inc., Redondo Beach, Calif., 
initial increment to a $3,000,000 contract for 
production of airborne tactical reconnaissance 
equipment. 

$540,OOO-Sperry Rand Corp., Gainesville, Fla., 
for microwave tubes. 

$127,755-Clevite Corp., Cleveland, Ohio, for work 
on a material used in rocket nozzles. 

missiles and ro,'kets, April 13, 1966 
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;.::,y Michael Getler 
'J' :>.GTON-Air Force and De-

Di:;);:ntm~nt are preparing a fol
l-·'I.)(juc:ion pl~m for additional 

_, .i-C launch vehicles, according 
I,-)hr. S. Foskr, Jr., Director of 

:.I.')Cl~r::;c 'I~c.scar~h and Engineering. 
;:;,.:!~::~'; r~ports that the vehicles will 

bc U:;C...l primarily to launch new mili
t~r\' cO:l1munications satellites associ
at~~l wi:(: the Advanced Defense Com
mUflic::nions Satellite Program 
( . .l,DC'SP) and tactical communications 
~~:el~i~c pro~;raIlls. 

Consideration is also being given, 
F:..~st~:r repo:·ts, to additional Titan Ill-C 
vehicles for future replenishment 
LL1:lC:-;in~'!s of satelEt~s for the Initial 
Defense 'Cornmunications Satellite Pro
.;r~m (rDSCP) beyond those already 
~}b:;:'ii~d and for more flights of Nu
clear Detection Satellites and new 
mull:::-:1c-cn;ineering payloads. 

.t .. r Force sources say current 
studlt.!~) of additional Titan III-C pro
~:.Jr,;n ... en: ::m.~ to be completed this fall 
>~ r;i1'l,; for inc·usior. in the Fiscal Year 
L':'\(;~ ';:::.udg;ct r;.:quest. Various procure
m~n~ plans arl; being studied, initially 
ir.\'olving thee to eight new boosters, 
32C;:"~·,E;:..:; L) Ijr For.:;e officers. 

Th.:: ilu:no('r of boosters is tied to 
DC:) approval of SO~'l1e of the follow-on 
sate1Ue programs, ~;uch as the tactical 
COi}'..:;3.t network (M/R, Jan. 31, p. 58), 
~~~.l :he in(L:'lidual cost is linked to both 
t'1,; L~unch and production rates. Officers 
c:sti;:lwtc cost of the individual Titan 
IlI-C's at between $13 and $20 million 
each, includ.ing launch costs. 

The new launch vehicles will be in 
:.ckl:tion to the remaining 10 Titan III-C 
:7U~T', boosters still in the Air Force 
ir:v~n;:ory and already committed to 
lau;}(:n assignments, All of the Titan 
lJI-C launchings will be from the East
c;-;} Test Range (ETR). 

Fnster made his remarks before the 
~'::.:l<He Committee on Aeronautical and 
Spz.ce Sciences in a special hearing 
called to investigate the Air Force's 
d.::cisiou to build new launch facilities 
for the Manned Orbiting Laboratory 
(MOL) program at the Wes(ern Test 
Runge (WTR) rather than expand the 
existir:g Titan Ill-C facilities at Cape 
Kcn:lcdy to handle the larger seven
segment version of Titan, which will 
launch the MOL. 

The hearings were called at the re
quest 0: Sen. Spessard L. Holland (D
Fla.), a member of the committee. 

Critics quashed-In defending the 
lau;}cn area decision against charges, 
rn.ostly from Florida-based interests, 
of costly duplication of facilities (M/R, 
Jan. 17, p. 9; Feb. 21,'p. 9), of jug-

gling payload figures and orbital require
ments, and of Air Force sku.,duggery 
in moving the MOL project be.1ind the 
much more secure confines of Vanden
berg AFB complex, both Foster and 
Dr. Robert C. Seamans, Jr., Deputy 
NASA Administrator, strongly backed 
the Air Force. 

Foster stated flatly that "the pro
gram requires that the vehicle be 
launched into a polar orbit," that "land 
overflight during the launch phase must 
be avoided," and that "the seven-seg
ment Titan IIl-C cannot deliver the re
quired payload weight from ETR using 
a 'dog leg' trajectory." 

The dog leg, in this case, would be J 

achieved by launching eastward from 
the Cape and then turning the vehicle 
south during ascent. This pattern, while 
cutting the useful payload that could 
be lofted into polar orbit with a direct 
launch due south from the Cape, avoids 
an overflight of the heavily populated 
-southern Florida area. 

However, even with the dog leg to 
avoid the Florida coast, the MOL would 
stilI pass over Cuba and Central 
America during the pre-orbital stage. 
DOD, the Air Force, .and the State De
partment say that the risk of losing a 
highly classified payload and astronauts 
over these areas is not worth taking. 

The estimated MOL payload weight 
is about 30,000 lbs., and it is this weight 
that the seven-segment version of Titan 
is designed to lift from WTR into polar 
orbit. Capability of the same booster 
from ETR with the requirement for a 
dog-leg maneuver is said to be about 
27,0001bs. 

Support from Seamans--Dr. Sea
mans told the committee that the Saturn 

MOL Flight Slips intc) '69 
The first flight of an unman

ned version of the Air Force's 
Manned Orbiting Laboratory 
(MOL) has slipped its schedule 

l~!Q_._~~ly~r 9'6~;-hfih:ieveCDept:-
of Defense sources told MISSILES 

AND ROCKETS. 

The first flight, one of seven 
now planned for MOL through 
1970, was scheduled for the last 
quarter of 1968 in recent DOD 
plans. The first two flights in the 
program will be unmanned, with 
the following five flights all carry
ing crews into polar orbit. Slip
page of the lead-off flight is also 
expected to push the first manned 
shot beyond the mid-1969 esti
mate recently stated by DOD. 
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IB booster, indue ir: ~ payload in<- 'eases 
achieved througr 'ehicle rennl nents 
in the past year, '0 Id deliver "a maxi
mum of 28,000 \ bs. for a pola: orbit 
with a dog-leg rr: lneuver." Se .mans 
said "that comp" i~e. very closel: with 
the Titan III SeV!D segment soli, ," 

Seamans also sz' d that "it de .:5 not 
appear that eith ~r the Titan (r the 
Saturn IB could place the MOL p .yload 
into polar orbit frc n Cape Ken .edy." 
The NASA scient:s1 added that" .rASA 
headquarters hav! lot only sup lorted 
the MOL prograin :md its impo ~ance, 
but we have also ~ UJ ported the ne ;essity 
of the MOL's laulC 1ing from W' R." 

Comparative e I)sts of the two 
boosters revealed : .• t the hearin;s in
dicated an _.$)J .. ~~n illion price 'ag on 
each of the seveli~~egmented Til 'In III 
vehicles, including launch costs, based 
on production of si,: per year. Se lmans 
said that Saturn IB, assumingl pro
duction rate of six ::)er year, wou d cost 
about $35 million I:ach. Both SCi entists 
'poirited--o'ui-diff~:r'f n.c~s in acc( 'Jnting 
procedures betwe(!n agencies, and in the 
case of the NAS. \. !igure, cost w is also 
linked with pro<11: ;:tion rates (n the 
larger Saturn V "'e' icle. 

The hearings .tl~;) pinpointed; )resent 
cost estimates fClr the MOL b lilding 
program at WTk, which currer.:ly in
volves only a s.n 'le assemble- m-pad 
facility but whict, e ·entually. will )roba
bly be expand{' j into an in; ;grate
transfer-launch c .)rrplex. 

Cost of the ':rrR facility. is cagged 
C!t $~~ 14 ~n.:: in .:ludfrig raugl ,y ___ $~O 
~W_on for gro~1c !!.~'p'0r.L~ql pment 
and at least $4 mll')n for acqu-is: jon of 
the Sudden Rane h ,)foperty adja :ent to 
the Vandenberg dte (M/R, Jan. 10, p. 
35) . 

Development sc leduIes--Fos·· er also 
placed the deve'iopment time 1Jr the 
Titan seven-segmelt solid verson as 
"a little over 21h"ears" and n·;! time 
needed for base :"a, ility developr lent to 
"abo.ut 2112 years." Foster told tt.;! com
mittee that facilitic ~ were not tl:e pac
ing item in the proect. 

Ground breakiI I.g for the W" ~R site 
is expected to take place very so ;:m. It's 
reported that qU1:!st i.ons of rights. if not 
'of cost, involved in the Sudden Ranch 
property have nc'w been settled. 

Contract for s )lid motor c ::velop
ment for the larger version of Ti :an has 
still not been let, :dthough it h: s been 
expected for several. months . 

A spokesman br Sen. Holla ld told 
MISSILES AND ROCKETS that thl' Sena
tor was apparentl·,r satisfied w th the 
explanations offered in the heari:lg and 
that no further hearings were scheduled 
on the matter. tl 

missiles and rockets, April 18, 1966 
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April, 1966 

~eC()U>U~l81issance Arud §~,Jn:leiUance: 

fJ.~ '{ e81r Of Pr«:»gress And Planning 

mac.. ,In L 1 he ~ op· 
erationa, copy is (0 be deli\ .ed by 
Lo.:khl~c\: shortly. 
Th~ Dd~nse Department, while 

pulling thc reins on manned recon 
SJtc!litcs, did approve funds to get 
:hc PR1\'1E portion of the START 
rrogram llI1Uerway, thus assuring a re
liable means of delivering data cap
sul~s from MOL dnd from unmanned 
recon satellites to selected points' on 
earth without the present hit-or-miss 
mid-air ~nags. 

Before going into detail on the ma
jor developments of the past year and 
before exploring r 1ans for the near 
furure, it is appr riate to ex; ,inc 
the stZl ~ of recon 1 surveillar as 
dc-,cr; 1 by the 'r one y' W 
in r (D \pril J ). 
15: 1C F )f A 
co 
[' 

c 

dl- Je, Ie, ie .ita. 
ltelligc .. ~e C izatio, .las . .;igneu 

an observer tc .n,mitor iurther devel-
onment. . .../ 
. A~' progressivc .tnd promisinf as the 

past year has b'';t'n, aerial reci m and 
survcilJance is sti I the future\ child. 
Governments an(; their military de
partments are hc::oming incre,lsingly 
aware thai ,-,.;orld stability rests on ac
CUi8te knowkdge of other part es' ac
tivities. There is no room fo:' error 
in ev~duating a 1= otential enerry's in
tentions on the O:lsis of hap lazard, 
gap-tilkd irJorm;,tion. U.S. uilitary 
budgetS iI' [CeCil'. years have shown 
elearh' that lhL~ Pentagon and White 
HoU'.c fi;!ly slJhs~ribe to this belief. 
The hud:;ctln i.: importance a tached 
to all aSD(;et~ of reconnaissanc~ have 
generaliy ;'h~r,:.ls.~d, This ye:r, the 
budget fot Fisca' 1967 and t Ie tra
ditional "Postun~ :takment" th.! anal
yzes it, arc no ex, ~ption. 

Among the J~igdights of the intelli
gence-reeon hlhJ~ct are initi~: on of 
PRIME whu.:h \\;11 return da.1 cap
sules, new Armvlurveiilance " rcraft. 
additional work (I : VELA nue] ?ar de
tection satellitc~,mprovemcnt of IR 
and photographic .;cnsors and ~, major 
c'xpansion of cfro) t on recon S2 cllites. 

A breakdown: ly categories :s pre
sented in a hox \' ithin the tex 

THE FY 1967 BUDGET FOR RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEIllANCE 

. .: Jt , .atiu. e~ .L 

gram. fron. ailable Ids in :r 06 ana is re~ .ed il. ~ F\ .:t.. tlro" .!On 
decisio .. on this aircraft is requir~d. at Lhis time. 

. Vehicles, Engine and Component Developments-The current principal effort under th~ START (,->pacecraft 
Technology and Advanced Re-entry Tests) program is project PRIME for which we i lc\uded S 16 mi:lion in the 
FY 1967 budget. This is a feasibility demonstration of returning a data capsule from orbit using manellvering I 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

during re-entry .. . 
Many other items ... are now well along in developme'1t. In ordt' to make '~em a\' "ethlc for use In Vi· '"tam 
-t the1iest ,<tsiblc- "1e,' l)ave I' -take "ew f' cal' ~c' "'V(, 'Prj," Re5c~ 1 
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ment is not that we cannot afford it
there is no question in my mind that 
the U.S. can-but that having spent 
this money we may not be able to 
change our policies in any particular 
way. It may not add to deterrence. It 
may not make it easier for us to exer
cise our power anywhere else in the 
world .... " 

Pro-Nikc-"The argument for the 
ARM is obvious," Brown continued. "If 
the war docs happen, it is worth quite 
a lot to reduce casualties from 120 mil
lion to 60 miliion. It could also add to 
deterrence, th()Ugi1 I don't particularly 
believe in that argument." 

Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. John 
P. ~fcConncll told the committee: "In 
my mir.d, there is quite a difference 
between the loss of 1 00 million and 60 
million Americans. I think we ought to 
have this system." Il 

missiles and rockets, May 9, 1966 

First Manned MOL Flight 
May Slip Into Early 1970 

WASHINGTON-Addition of $80 million 
to the Air Force's Fiscal Year 1967 
budget request is aimed at preventing 
slippage of the first manned flight in the 
Manned Orbiting Laboratory program 
into 1970. 

The additional funds for the pro
gram were voted by the House Armed 
Services Committee last week. 

Clear indication of a further MOL 
slippage unless more funds are made 
available by mid-summer was given by 
Air Force Secretary Dr. Harold Brown 
in testimony before the committee. The 
testimony was made public last week. 

The MOL development and flight 
test schedule has already slipped nine 
months (M/R, April 18, p. 14) behind 
the timetable laid out for the program 
last year. 

Request slashed-Brown reported 
before the committtee, that the Air 
Force had originally asked Secretary of 
Defense Robert S. McNamara for $395 
million for MOL in FY '67, but that 
this figure had been Cllt by McNamara 
to $159 million ($150 million for 
RDT&E and $9 million in military con
struction allotments). 

Brown admitted that after the origi
nal request for just under $400 million, 
a re-examination of the MOL schedule 
-taking into account the nine-month 
slippage and approximately $40 million 
carried over from FY '66-revealed a 
need of $230 to 240 million for FY '67. 

"That is what I finally asked the 
Secretary of Defense for," Brown told 
the committtee. "We received S 150 mil
lion. We were told that if we asked for 
$395 million first and then could only 
justify $230 million we could not cal
culate very well. That is a justified 
criticism, but I believe our calculation 
of $230-240 million is correct, and I 
am quite sure that we can ~bligate justi
fiably and profitably that much money 
in FY '67. That amount is necessary to 
keep the program on schedule." 

Reprogramming possible-Brown 
reported McNamara as indicating that 
"if we still believed the $240-million 
figure and could prove it next July, he 
would let us reprogram the money. 

"I don't know where we will repro
gram the money from," Brown quickly 
added. "I don't think we have it." 

A spokesman for the Armed Serv
ices Committee told MISSILES AND 

ROCKETS that the committee's action 
seeks to ensure that those funds are in 
the Air Force budget from the start 

and are clearly earmarked for M 'JL. 
He stated that the ad,.!-on was alse in
tended to emphasi:~e the commit ee's 
support for the MO/J program. 

During the he,! rj ')gs, Brown ~old 
the committee that 1 '1( best current !sti
mate "is that the tlr t manned A OL 
flight will not occur p ,ior to mid-l'i69, 
which is a slip of at Jut nine mo 1ths 
from what we state( i I :.5t year. 

"Without the ;.u iitional mon :y," 
Brown said, "1 am 5 re there wil be 
additional slippage. "hether it is six 
months or what, I i:a- not say." Br ,wn 
did say that no spc ~i; c schedule G :lay 
could be related to t1 e funding Ct .. in 
FY '67 until later tr,is month, when the 
Air Force complett~sts evaluation of 
the MOL contractors' cost submissi ms. 

Brown also said tl.at the additii ',nal 
funds would provide reasonable as
surance that a laborak)ry vehicle q~;ali
fication test could be made in nid-
1969. 

Cost estimates fr'Jm each of the 
MOL contractors were: due at Air F,lrce 
MOL headquarters early this month. 

McNamara's jus: ification-Ea'."lier 
in the hearings, Secr;,~tary McNarnara 
responded to Congresdonal q uestio: dng 
on MOL. 

"Are there ground.; for serious 1 on
cern about progress?" asked Cong: ,;ss
man Robert L. F. Sike:. CD-Fla). "1 ;me 
is passing and we have not pushed :his 
program very rapidly, if it is contra ;ted 
with space progress gl~neral1y." 

McN amara pointed to the large ·::1r
ryover of unspent FY '66 !viOL fl.nds 
and said "this simply illustrates '~h:lt 
fact we overestimated the rate of tech
nical progress . . . and asked for more 
than we needed. I wanted to avoid this 
mistake twice. That is why I cut back 
the FY '67 request," the Secretary 
stated, "not because of any shortage cf 
funds." This conflicts with Brown's lat\:I' 
statement that the program \\'ould sEp 
unless more funds are forthcomiilg ~,\ 
mid-summer. 

"I think the Defense Department 
has, on many occasions in the past 1\\'0 

decades, expended funds faster than 
was justified by technical progress," he 
added. 

Specifically, McNamara pointed to 
the costly failures associated with the 
now cancelled Sugar Grove radio tele
scope project, which cost $70 million. 
and the Dynasoar project, which cost 
some $400 million before its cancella
tion in December, 1963. 
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Non-Profit SDC Expands Marke~- BaSE~ 
by James L. Trainor 

SANTA MONICA, CALIF.-System De
velopment Corp. President Wesley S. 
Melahn is confident that, even with 
termination of the not-for-nrofit:L£pe
cTarrCi~tfo;1-shfp with .. lhe Air Force, the 
company will be able to prosper. 

"We have no great ambitions to get 
any larger," the SDC president told 
MISSILES AND ROCKETS, "but we do 
think that we ,will be able to compete. 
Our salaries are comparable to those in 
industry and our overhead is also com
petitive. " 

While the Air Force provides 82.5% 
of SOC's revenue and the Defense De
partment as a whole 96.5%, Melahn 
sees the company's future as an effec
tive contributor "to a wide range of 
worthwhile projects in such fields as 
education, law enforcement, regional 
planning and in assisting state and local 
governments in the solution of import
ant problems." 

He also expects a continuing mili
tary ousiness based on the company's 
experience and demonstrated compe
tence, particularly in air defense, where 
the company has worked in a privileged 
position on the Semi-Automatic Ground 
Environment (SAGE) and the Back-Up 
Interceptor Control (BUrC) systems. 

Need established-In turning to 
other governmental, state and local 
organizations for future business, Me
lahn cites three factors as decisive in 
establishing the need of these organiza-

. tions for the computer systems design 
competence of SDC: 

-Reduction in the cost of computer 
hardware, which allows many ,more po
tential users to buy hardware tailored 
to their needs. 

-Development of time-sharing 
concepts (in which SDC and Massachu
setts Institute of Technology's Project 
MAC did pioneering work) in which 
many users have access to a central 
computer. This brings the cost to the 
user down by another order of magni
tude. 

-Military work in the computer 
field has clearly demonstrated that com
puters are useful, thus melting much of 
the resistance of people not experienced 
in computer uses. 

Citing SDC's work over a wide 
range of information sciences and tech

'nology and for a wide range of clients 
(more than 90), Melahn explained the 
company's role as providing these or-

ganizations '·with highly qualified tech
nical assistance, which' will contribute 
to the solution of important public 
problems. This assistance takes the 
form of design and deVelopment of com
puter-based information-management 
systems, the design and implementation 
of training programs and the applica
tion of such techniques as systems an
alysis, simulation and computer pro
gramming." 

The phrase "important public pro
grams'~ is an important one' to SOC 
officials, and one they stress repeatedly. 
The company does not intend to com
pete for normal commercial business 
(although Melahn admits that this 
could change at some time in the fu
ture) , but will deliberately restrict its set 
of customers to public organizations or 
non-profits, such as hospitals, which 
can use the speCialized services the firm 
can provide. 

This restriCtion is so severe at pres
ent that if SOC were asked to take a 
subcontractor role to a major hardware 
manufacturer on a public program, the 
company would reject the contract. 
The reasoning, Melahn says, is that SDC 
must enjoy a close, unfettered relation-

'ship with the client in order to advise 
him most effectively. 

"The prime naturally wants to sell 
his hardware and so he would tend' to 
act as a buffer between ourselves and 
the customer. In this case, this is some
thing we would have to work out with 
the customer. 

Not a snap decision-Although the 
change in SOC status was first brought 
to public attention' last month in the 
report of the ad hoc group of the Air 
Force System's Command's Board of 
Visitors on Air Force relations with the 
not-for-profit corporations (M/R, April 
25. p. 14), both parties were aware 
that a change was needed. 

"Several years ago the Air Force 
and we took a look at the future Air 
Defense Command programming needs 
and came to the conclusion that by 
1967 the workload would have dropped 
off substantially and there was nothing 
coming along to take up the slack," an 
SOC executive explained. 

The ~mpetus for this examination 
appears to have been provided by a 
special committee created by the Secre
tary of the Air Force in 1964 to examine 
the overall AF relationship with SOC 
including the possibility of merging SOC 
and Mitre Corp. Such a merger, it was 
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felt, would create an organizati m with 
"the size and dept'] of compete Ice and 
speCialized position to accomp ish the 
systems engineering and inter ,ystems 
integration needed' to create a cohesive 
n<;ltionai command/control systt m." 

Chaired by B,.!rt Goodwin of the 
Gen.eral Counsel's office, the commit
tee instead was instrumental in the is
suance· of a Secretary of the Air Force 
memorandum recognizing SDC's unique 
character and exempting it from an 
earlier policy memo which equated it 
with the systems engineering/technical 
direction (SE/TD) roles played by 
Mitre and Aerospace Corps. It wa·; a 
victory for the company in that it rl~cclg
nized SOC's independent status and ~,l. ;'
ported the not-for-profit's contem;;m 
that it differed from the SE/TD, si(lgle
customer organizations chartered with 
. Air Force sponsorship. 

"This sponsorship has always been 
an implied Air Force attitude," Melahn 
says, ··but we've always considered our
selves an independent entity, a private 
organization .. We're not like Aerospace 
and Mitre. We've always been different, 
although unfortunately people have 
tended to lump us together. \Ve've never 
had the single-customer relationship 
with the Air Force that they have. Al
most from the start, we have had a num
ber of customers." 

Fade away or branch out-\Vith 
recognition of the diminishing character 
of the air defense business, SDC's board 
of trustees "thought very hard" over the 
past several years of what the com
pany's future should be. Melahn says 
alternatives were considered ranging 
from becoming a profit-maker to dis
solving the company. 

On the latter point, the board con
cluded that SDC represented a good 
capability for which there is a continu
ing need and with which its customers 
were pleased. Also, they felt the SOC 
team was "worth more as a unit" than 
it would be spread throughout the in
dustry. 

On the question of becoming a 
profit-maker, the board decided that it 
should remain an independent not-for
profit as long as there is a need and this 
"continues to be an honorable exist
ence." 

The ad !we committee report has 
worried aloud that "if the corporation 
is turned loose. the fact that the Gov. 
ernment permits the action mi~ht place 
in jeopardy the capabilities (,f ~fitre 

missiles and rockets, May ~3, 1966 
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the future of all non-profits, industry 
may no longer desire to share its pro
prietary data with the sponsor,!d cor
porations. " 

o 

o 

·c'''' , , 

The report then admits the differ-
ing character of SDC and the firm's 
contention that it is not an Air Force
sponsored non-profit. The committee's 
fi~J_ .. r.ecommendation;::concurr·e~by 

\:!..en.~ -!:.-A-Schrjyver, AESC _~om-
, m~~Qd~ecre~Lthe_Ai.LForce 
,Harold B!9..!.Y!1 __ ~_tha~iLEc>rceJe
lations with ~'y~!~J)1.-Deyelopment-CQ.r.
~ration s~ould now be placed_oJ"} a 
normal Air !e0rce/contractor basis. 
Thereshourcr e a pubiic withd-;a~;ror 
the Air Force policy statement of 1964, 
without prejudice to the corporation. 
There should be no special priviJ eges or 
considerations regarding researc;l plan
ning or new business with SDC." 

A sponsored monopoly-Melahn 
emphasizes "that this recognition of 
SDC's role as an independen t non
profit organization does not mean that 
SDC will be any less concerned with 
continuing to serve the needs of our Air 
Force customers. Neither do I believe 
that it means that the Air Forc( is less 
interested in having SDC continue to 
serve its needs." 

In fact, the 1964 policy strt.tement 
on SDC has pla'ced the company in a 
good position to compete for military 
business. That memo directe.J con
tracting with SDC on a task· by-task 
basis, taking into account "the ;)enefits 
that derive from SDC's status as a non
profit, non-hardware producer, in terms 
of close working arrangements, objec-
tivity and protection of sensitive infor
mation. The decisive factor, h:Jwever, 
must be SDC's capabilities to i,erform 
the specific task at hand. Tasks that can 
be performed as well by industrial firms 
should be competed among them, if not 
performed in-house." _, 

Thus, most of SDC's contrads withl 
the Air Force are sole-source. Justifica1 
tion for these awards is expecte j to b:1 
valid even under the company's change, 
in status. The only tasks Melalln feelS}\ 
the company will be ineligible for are 
small planning johs the comp;: ny has 
done for Electronic Systems Dh, in the 
past. 

Major military tasks being (' one by 
SDC that contribul ed to its $50 million 
Fiscal. Year 1965 budget: 

-Provision of operational, main
tenance and training support fc:~ ADC 
in updating the S,'\G~ comput~r pro
grams and providing comp'terized 
system training to keep ADC in a state 
of emergency readiness ($18 mi,Iion in 
FY'65). 

-BUIC prognm ($6.5 mi lion in 
FY '65). . 1/., 
~NORAD command OJ eratWfl ~; .. 

center softwan: and updatil g tr:e: 
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NORAD space tr:lck. program:; ($4 
million). 

'-System train ing program 1 for 
other ,Air Force commands ar. d the 
Army, as well as military ass;stance 
countries ($4 million). l 

-Support of S:pace Systems Div.! 
Aerospace Corp. through maintt,;nance 

~ and operation of a computerized ibrary 
Of. satellite trajectory information fO~' 
operational research and for use in 
operational launch and in-orbit control 
by the Air Force Satellite Control Fa
cility ($6.5 million). 

SDC has also had contracts with 
the Navy, the Office of Civil Defense 
and ARPA, the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency. The ARPA contr<..~:t 

is the experiment in developing timi;'. 
sharing techniques. 

In the civilian worId--A!r~3.dy eer,
siderably experienced in the application 
of information processing to civilian 
needs, SDC has designed automatic in- , 
formation processing and retrieval sys
tems for school districts in New York's 
Rockland County and for Quebec's 
Ministry of Education .. It also has an, 
extensive program covering the spec
trum of computer-aided educati0n. 

In law enforcement, it has designed 
New York State's identification and in
telligence 'system and a ~omputer-based 
information system for the Los Angeles 
Police Dept. 

SOC is a planning and technical sup
port contractor for the Appalachian 
Regional Commission, part of the \Var 
on Poverty. It has also aided and ad
vised the State of California and de
signed an information system for the 
Job Corps . 

. The company is engaged in several' 
projects related to the development 
planning of a national information re
trieval system. Having already studied 
the problem from the vie\vpoint of the 
Federal Council for Science and Tech
nology, SDC is now working under a 
National Science Foundation contract 
to . study the abstracting and indexing 
services performed by the national sci
entific and technical document handling 
system . 

SDC's Melahn summarizes the com
pany's position in these words, "it has 
a distinctive competence in information 
sciences and technologies~ .... provided by 
a large technical staff with extensive 
training and broad varied experience. 

"Since its incorporation in 1956, 
SDC has played a key role in the sig
nificant developments in the info:-mation 
sciences 'and computer teclmology. 
These inclUde pioneering efforb in the 
first real-time information systems, 
higher-order programming languages, 
simulation, computer time-sharing, nat
ural language research and deve:opment 
of user-oriented systems." a 
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C 
AIR FORCE 

$3115200-Martin, Co., Denver, Colo., segmenJ 
' of 'previously awarded c~ntract for Manne 

Orbitillg Laboratory reqUirements study. 
$2,359,OOO-Oakland Construction Co., t\.lark B. 

Garff Co., Ryberg and Garff. ~onstruchon Co., 
Salt Lake City, Utah, ~ .JOint c::~~tract for 
construction of missile tralOlOg faclittles at the 
following. bases: Malmstrom AFB, Mont., 
($,94,000); Ellsworth AFB, S.D.,. ($566,-
000)' Whiteman AFB, Mo., ($578,000), Grand 
Fork~ AFB, N.D., ($621,000). . 

$l,500,OOO-Douglas Ai.rc~aft Co., Inc., for con
version of Thor mlsSlles to standard launch 
space boosters. 

$107,650--A,·co Corp., Avco-Everett Resear~h 
Laboratory Everett, Mass., for research 10 
plasma pr~pulsion. 

$89,250-Lockheed Aircraft Corp.? Lockheed Pro
pulsion Co., Redlands, Callf., for Hydoc 
rocket motors. 

NASA Experts To I-Jelp Manage .MOL 
HOUSTON-Top-ranking NASA offi
cials will be assigned temporarily to 
the Defense Dept. to aid the Air 
Force in technical management of its 
Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) 
program. 

The officials at the civil service 
grade levels of GS-IS will come pri
marily from the Gemini division of 
the Manned Spacecraft Center here. 

H is believed that Air Force 
Space Systems Div. has asked the 
space agency to provide initially five 
or six technical managers.· 

duty at DOD. He serves as special 
advisor on the MOL at Air" Force 
Systems Command headquarters, 
Andrews AFB, Md. 

The request for the relatively 
highly placed officials· reflects the 
important role they are likely to play 
in the MOL program. Only the very 
highest program managers of the 
space agency, such as the overall di
rector of the Gemini program here, 
receive salaries in the GS-16 to 18 
range. 

$70,505-Mithras, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., for d!!
velopment of theoretical m~dels t~ ex~l3:m 
radio frequency efforts associated wlth mISSile 
passage through the atmosphere. 

In addition to those requested 
for the MOL program, the Air Force 
has also asked that two other officials 
-with . at least one coming from 
NASA headquarters-be assigned to 
Holloman AFB, N.M. The latter two 
will be used to aid the Air Force in 
its study of advanced manned space 
missions. One major area of interest 
in which the NASA personnel will be 
assigned is in the study of reusable 
boosters, reliable sources reported. 

It is also believed that as MOL 
moves further into the design and 
development phase, the Air Force 
may request more NASA officials. 

. One of the' major positions a 

$SO OOO-Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Mass., for research ~ir~cted toward 
development of a method of objective forecast-

• ing of solar flare phenomena. 
($30,466-Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, Tex .• fO.r L the Advanced Research Projects Agency Prol-

NASA employee will fill is assistant 
to the Gemini-Bprogram director at 
SSD. He is expected to be a top
ranking official in the Manned 
Spacecraft Center's 'Gemini space-

• ect Vela research. . . 
$28.339--General Dynamics Corp:, C~nvalr Dlv., 

San Die~o, Calif.. for contInuatIOn of re
search on ionizing fronts in plasma accelerators 
and generators. 

. craft design office. 

Transfer of the NASA personnel 
. to the Air Force is part of an agree
ment announced last year in which 
the space agency consented to make 
some of its personnel available to 
DOD if needed. Some 330 DOD of
ficers are now on duty with NASA. 

Only one NASA employee, 
Michael Yaromovitch, is now on 

SPACE N,EDICINE 

Air Force Rules Out Space Diet in Test 
New coatings for bite-size foods must be deveh ped 

before an all-bite-size feeding system can be recommel ded 
for manned spaceflight, Air Force doctors conclude. Re
porting a recent two-month simulated sp,-/ce voyage at t~e 
Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine. researchers -;ald 
that the fat coatings presently used to mahtain the inte: ~ity 
of bite-size foods are poorly utilized and may be respOD ~ble 
for elimination- frequency. Intestinal cramps and abdon mal 
pains, so severe on several occasions as tc ~eep crew n e~
bers from performing efficiently, were att:'lbuted to ceo tam 
beverages used as supplements to the die: . 
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Another will fill the job of assist
ant director of the MOL engineering 
division. The person selected-if he 
accepts-is expected to come from 
MSC's reliability group. 

One major job the Air Force 
would like NASA to fill is that of 
special assistant to the chief of flight 
operations for MOL. The NASA 
official is expected to come from the 
mission control group at .MSC. 

:' 
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by Hal Taylor 

WASHINGTON-Defense Department of
ficials do not believe a decision on the 
need for an advanced manned military 
spaceflight program will have to be 
made for at least three years. 

Their position is based on the belief 
that a new program should not be 
initiated until M anllcd Orbiting Labora
tory astronauts have proved that man 
can add to this country's military space 
capability in Earth orbit. 

This view is not shared by some 
Air Force officers who feel that plans 
for advanced programs do not neces
sarily have to wait until early systems 
have been proved in flight tests. But it 
is clear, following talks with both DOD 
and the Air Force, that no one in the de
fense establishment is pushing very hard 
for an advanced manned program be
yond MOL, with the possible exception 
of a reuseable spacecraft for logistics 
and ferry purposes. 

This is not true, however, as far as 
an operational MOL program is con
cerned. A high-ranking Air Force of
ficial reports that though there is no 
approved MOL program beyond the 
planned seven-flight R&D effort, "we 
wouldn't have started the program if 
we didn't have plans for an operational 
system." 

Where the action is-While con
sideration of a new, large post-MOL 
manned program is currently in limbo, 
there is activity in other areas of the 
manned military space program: 

-The Directorate of Defense Re
search and Engineering expects to issue 
requests for proposals in about six 
months to industry for development of 
a space rescue capability. 

Within DDR&E, the preponderance 
of opinion holds that the best hope 
of developing such a capability lies in 
providing Earth-orbiting astronauts with 
an escape capability that will allow them 
to leave their spacecraft and return to 
Earth on their own rather than having 
rescue spacecraft launched from the 
Earth. 
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-The Air Force envisions the need 
for a lifting body resupply vehicle in the 
mid-1970's .. As a result, development 
of such a vehicle may be initiated in 
the late 1960's. DOD officials generally 
concur in the need for this vehicle. 
They are now attempting to pull to
gether much of the on-going work and 
develop a schedule for further orderly 
development. 

-The Air Force has asked NASA 
to provide two more spacecraft from 
its Gernini program for use in un
manned MOL missions. This brings the 
total to four spacecraft transferred from 
the space agency to DOD. 

One of the new spacecraft will be 
used in a pad abort test. The Air Force, 
1\1/R has learned, is experimenting 
with a new escape system in which the 
spacecraft's retro-rockets could be used 
for pulling the capsule clear of the 
launch vehicle in case of a pad abort, 
with the pilots then using the ejection 
seats. 

The other wilt be used as the pay
load on an R&D flight test of the seven
segment Titan lII-C launch vehicle. 

-Air Force officers have reported 
that, to the greatest extent possible, sub
systems developed in the· Gemini and 
Apollo programs will be used in MOL. 
The latest to be incorporated into the 
program is the extravehicular space suit 
used by Gemini astronauts. 

Though the Air Force will use exist
ing life-support systems in its ear1y 
manned program, it is pushing for tech
nological improvements to meet its own 
needs. One example is modification of 
the Apollo Lunar Excursion 1\10dule 
(LEM) environmental controls system, 
developed by Hamilton Standard, to 
make it a two-gas system, and the study 
of helium as a diluent gas for possible 
weight savings. 

-Studies will begin in Fiscal Year 
1967 on advanced subsystems for 
manned spacecraft. Initially, DOD of
ficials say, attention will be focused on 
integration of advanced space power 
systems with new guidance and control 
technology within the overall space
craft system. 
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IHOr:., pla;:',s--Thc Air Force IS 

nq:oti'lling wir;) NASA [or the acquisi
tio!l (If t\\O r:1L)r~ C(llIilli sp:\cccraft. 
An l)i1i ::;.:1 dn ,i0unccr,lcnt is expected 
lakr this SUmt.ler (II' L:ll. 

The Air F-:)rCl~ wants the Gemilli 9 
capsuk. which is scheduled for a threc
d<,y mission this weeK. and Gell/ini 
10, whi·.:h is scheduled for launch later 
this summer, probably because these 
craft h;\ve the !a~est kchnical changes 
--including a ~witch that can shut down 
all 16 t!Hll~te[S in the orbital attitude 
maneuvering system (0;\\15). 

AttCf the spacecraft are turned over 
to DOD, it is e:\pccted that the ~1cDon
nell Aircr:lft Corp. will receive a con
tract to refurbish thcm. The pad abort 
test and the bunch vehicle flight test 
are cxr~cted to follow the beat shicld 
Hight test, llsing Gemini 2, which will 
be the first bunch in the program. 

Two unmanned night tests using 
Gcmilli-B spacecraft-built for the 
AfOL program by 1'fcDonnell-and five 
manned nights, will then be made. 

It now a12'pcars that the first un-
-!'}1~~;;~~."-~.iUght~._)i~.L_~Gpp~iI=rf~~o·=::r?-~·~~. 
(MfR, April1S, p. 14), and the earliest 
date for a manned shot now is the last 

y.~.It=~(~l,~§.9 _--(~iT R~~f~1y-9-:-p--:-t3-)~-
That target date could slip even further 
if the Air Force does not receive a de
sired $80 million in additional FY '67 
funding for the program. While this 
has been recommended in Congress, 
there is no certainty DOD will let the 
Air Force use the money. 

l\lomentulll mounts-High-ranking 
Air Force officers feel the AfOL project 
-which has suffered many delays since 

its inception-is now on very solid 
ground. They believe that DOD has 
made a strong commitment to the 
program and that it will proceed into 
the development and flight phase. 

Top Air Force oflicials f('cl that 
AfOL manned flights at first will be 
made at the rate of about one every 
four months or so. Later, as more 
flight experience is gained, this may 
increase in the 1970's to a rate of per
haps one every two or three months. It 
is not foreseen at this time that MOL's, 
even in an operational program, will 
be launched at a more frequent rate. 

Limiting factors on the launch 
schedule are the high cost per launch, 
the turnarounJ time for launch and 
ground support facilities, and U.S. Navy 
support required for water recovery of 
the Gemini-B. 

DOD and the Air Force report they 
have no present plans for land recovery 
of the MOL spacecraft despite the fact 
that the use of its forces for recovery 
is a serious probiem for the Navy. The 
problem will be even more intense in 
1969-1970 because long-duration 
Project Apollo missions will also be 
taking place. 

There is at least a possibility, ad
mittedly remote, that the Air Force may 
suggest attempting to snatch the 
Gemini-B out of the sky during re-entry 

. using the same methods developed for 
its Discoverer unmanned satellite series. 
Informed sources report that the air
plane/ skyhook recovery system de
veloped for that program was man
rated' and is available for use in the 
program. 

Astronaut A1alleuvering Ullit undergoes zero-g simulation test ill KC-135 aircraft. 

---
....• -. --~-:.-.-~ . . I 

-_._* I 

\ 
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The planned idOL polar orbit, 
ranging from an apogee of 150 n. mi. to 
a perigee of 100 n. mi., is especially 
good for J.\10L's primary surveillance 
role. In addition, because of its poLa 
orbit it will pass over every 8.rc;'. ()f t!-.;~ 
Earth once a day. 

While the whole program is classi-· 
fied, ocean surveillance techniques ap
pear to be especially sensitive. This 
indicates that this country perhap:; has 
achieved a sharp breakthrough in anti
submarine warfare that will be kstcd 
aboard }'10L. 

Though A10L funding .requirements 
started slowly in FY '66 and '67, both 
DOD and the Air Force expects it to 
reach its peak in FY 1968 and 1969 
when a budget level of $400 million to 
$500 million a year is expected. 

One method the Air Force has llscd 
to hold down MOL costs is the ',ery 
extensive use of subs':skms devcIo:Jed 
for NASA's Apollo ~:nd Gemini pro
grams. 

Experienced team·-Dougl3.s Air
craft Co., prime cont (actor for ltf,)L, 
has already selected such firms as 
Honeywell, Inc., for the guidance :;ys
tem, Collins Radio for communications, 
and Pratt & Whitney for fuel cells 
(M f R, April 4, p. 15). Hamilton 5ta nd
ard Div. of United Aircraft Corp . .vas 
also named to develop the environmc'ltal 
control system. All these firms dcvel
oped similar systems for Apollo. 

DOD has not named a contractor 
for the }'fOL navig2ttion system and 
presumably will build it in-house. Air 
Force officers stress that this approach 
does not indicate any problem with 
this subsystcm. "If there were concern 
over this, we'd have a contractor," ~ays 
the Air Force. 

Also to be selectcd is either IB~': or 
Sperry Rand for the Jata-managcnient 
subsystem. Decision was expected in 
May but now reporteJly has slippf j a 
few weeks. 

All other indust::.-y cost submisi~ ons 
were due at MOL headquarters at the 
Air Force Systems Command ~his 
month. The program is expected to 
move out of the ckfi nition phase .md 
into early development within tbe icxt 
few months. 

One of the prime purposes of the 
MOL mission is to di-;cover the r01~ of 
man in the vehicle. anJ one 0;- the 
arcas receiving pani...: dbr attentio: at 
Aerospace Corp. and other or~ar lza
tions connected with the prograr, is 
the nature of the m~~n-machinc i: tcr
face, and the effect t 'Ie presence l f a 
man has on system design. 

Computer details-·-On the 1m nch 
pad, the Titan Ill, ?~!OL and the 
GClllini-B spacecraft \\ ill contain an im
pressive complement (if computers. The 
Titan III computer fo:' this mission will 
have a random access memory ins':ead 
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of the drum memory hitherto used, and 
will conscqucntly have much greater 
flexibility. The Gemini flight computer 
will function as backup to the Titan III 
c()mputer, and will be modified for in
ertial guidance rather than radio guid
ance. The A10L itself will have a 
general-purpose computer aboard, 
which may be llsed to assist the astro
naut decide which of the two navi
gation computers is giving the most 
reliable data. 

Once in orbit, it will be important 
that the full powers of the general pur
pose computer are available to the astro
nauts and a capability for a "conversa
tional" interaction with the computer is 
likely to be included. 

There is some doubt whetber cath
ode ray tube displays will be suitable 
for MOL. The tubes deteriorate in the 
helium atmosphere with inward diffu
sion of this gas. However, the CRT's 
ability to display rapidly changing data 
may not be required and an electric 
typewriter may prove quite adequate as 
an input-output device. 

Lifting bodies-One phase of future 
manned spaceflight receiving close 
scrutiny by both DOD and Air Force 
oflicials is the use of lifting vehicles as 
logistics carriers and re-supply vehicles 
for large Earth-orbiting spacecraft. 

Both agencies believe a decision on 
a lifting body design and some sort of 
go-ahead for development can be ex
pected in about two years. 

As part of that timetable, DOD and 
NASA signed an agreement calling for 

a joint lifting body research program 
six months ago. In it, three difTcrent 
vehicle designs will be glided back to 
Earth by pilots of both agencies after 
launch from a B-S2 bomber. 

The flight series, featuring NASA 
M2-F2 and HL-IO vehicles and the Air 
Force's SV-5, is scheduled to begin in 
the ncar future. J n addition, both 
agencies arc engaged in large efTorts to 
find out what types of technologies will 
have to be developed to make lifting 
body vehicles feasible (see p. 76). 

Space rescue-DOD's intention to 
get industrial participation in its space 
rescue program studies in about six 
months indicates· the seriousness with 
which it is being considered. Several 
firms have already offered unsolicited 
proposals on systems they would like 
to develop. 

DOD officials now believe that some 
sort of escape system that would use a 
small capsule with a heat shield to re
turn an astronaut to Earth safely is 
perhap.s the best answer. 

:Most feel that a real space rescue 
vehicle will probably have to wait until 
the development of a lifting body 
re-entry vehicle. 

The problem is also evident at the 
Air Force's Space System's Div., where 
broad continuing studies have thus far 
failed to find a solution. 

One study under way in-house, with 
. technical support from Aerospace 

Corp., is aimed at "trying to get a 
better insight into the probabilities, 
what the problem might be, subsystem 

missiles and rockets, M~y 3D, 1966 
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failures, etc., that might result in a 
spacecraft being disahled," one source 
said. "In general, this is not tied to the 
Mantlcd Orbiting Laboratory pr0gram. 
\Vc simply want to gain an idca of 
what might be the preferred way of 
attacking the problem. One is by pre
ventive measurcs-high reliability, in
tegrity, redundancy." 

In general, opinion at SSD is split 
on whether a separate rescue space
craft or an escape capsule built into a 
spacecraft would be the solution, with 
some spokesmen showing little en
thusiasm for the subject at. all. They 
point out that evcn if an acceptable 
escape capsule could be developed for 
a spacecraft, astronauts still could be 
lost, depending on where on the globe 
they landed and whether recovery 
forces could find and rescue them. Yet 
some spokesmen think the escape cap
sule method holds· better possibilities 
than development of a separate rescue 
vehicle. This view is also· said to be the 
most widely held at Aerospace Corp. 

Proponents of some form of space 
lifeboat believe such a system could be 
built into a manned spacecraft with 
about 600 lbs. added to the complete 
hardware package. 

SSD has reportedly asked that two 
contract studies be let to further pin 
down the problem. One would attempt 
to develop statistics on the likelihood 
and types of failures requiring escape; 
the second would call for preliminary 
engineering design of various escape 
capsule concepts. C 
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Th,~ lv/anna! Orbiting Labora
tory a}pears to hold highest priority 
in tem1S of Congressional approval 
of military plans and programs. The 
strong support that the program has 
appears to tr,lverse party lines and 
is unanimous in both House and 
Senate. 

Though Vietnam funding is put
ti:-lg pressures on many research and 
c~velopment programs, the space 
programs hold a strong appeal to 
most Congressmen. Should any space 
program suffer, in fact, most of the 
legislators feel that the civilian space 
agency should receive the first 
trimming. 

As an example of the feeling 
about MOL, all committees in
volved in defense-Armed Services 
and Appropriations committees of 
the House and Senate-last year 
wrote s?~cific language into their bills 
st;p"'~2.~i;'6 that the $150 million ear
ffiCit.<.t:C. for MOL in Fiscal Year 1966 

could not be spent on another pro
gram. 

The same clause has been written 
inro the House Armed Services bill 
this y~ar. As additional evidence of 
this comniiitee's support, it has voted 
to ensure that the Air Force gets the 
additional $80 million which it re
quested from DOD for MOL. 

While the Senate, which has al
ready voted on the bili, did not add 
this money, it is understood that 
should DOD make a case for it, it 
would be forthcoming. 

There has been criticism in the 
past that DOD has been too secre
tive about its activities, particularly 
with respect to the MOL program. 
Committa members now feel that 
the recent classified sessions elicited 
t;tdequate information for the policy 
decisions they must make. 

The MOL secrecy problem has 
never been as acute as that in such 
controversial areas as the manned 

WASHINGTO:-;-Fcw major additions to 
the national ranges are forecast by 
the Dept. of Defense to support the 
growing military space program. Excep
tions include the new lv! anlled Orbiting 
Laboratory (lviOL)! Titan II I-C launch 
facility at the Air Force \Vcstern Test 

Range and an instrumented. range ship 
to cover J...10L insertion and injection. 

Written by Senior Editor 
Charles D. LaFond and Associate 
Editors Rex Pay, Ron Barnhart 

L:~ld KUI_.(_V_O_s_s. ________ ____ 

Range instrumentation at both East
ern Test Range (ETR) and Western 
Test Range (WTR) are considered rea
sonably adequate and need only mod~st 
equipment augmentation. -frinciJ2al_ 
~stem improvements are expected t9,. 
come In t~l"'Z'fUii'iOil ot rckmctrv ca
Pabilitv andnew rea~ d;t;':-h::;:-" 
dfIng • systems. 7fEVate~Co~·tr.0.1 
Facilltv IS- being exoandcJ to h:i'i1Zile 
theA1'OL rlil:,sl;n. . .. 

<"T'he gencra-nrcnd is to\vard im-
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bomber program, the nuclear >:-.' \ 
or military base closings, the: 
Most dissatisfaction with DC . .' ,"':,.
swers occurred during the ,,-.~.,:; 

period in which the lviOL pro~.- ... n 
was delayed. 

Full support also has been £iv~i1 
by the Congress to the highly c:dsi
fled military reconnaissance S?j",

programs. While t;lcre hav~ ~,~,,:: 

some anguished cri ~s behi n~~; 
doors about the co~t of mai'IL:ll :', .~: 
these - programs, they have .) :.;:, 
accepted with the :'eeling tkl~;hC;: 

an outlay is the iilescapable ,'_ iC-:: 

of highly technical and ad\ ::.r, :,'j 
protection. 

The return fronl these pr\'.;". ,:5 

justifies their cost. the coni i'.-. i ,..:e 
members feel. And though thc;,,, is 
a great deal of new emphasis on 
R&D for Vietnam, there is no ~oss 
of support for the existing programs 
-or loss of sight of the threat from 
a more sophisticated enemy. 

missiles and rockets, May 30, 1966 

proving efficiency at the ranges tLrough 
~r usc.of m~ll!i:2:::p __ ~,..§£.lf:~
~~ su~systems and _'?.t r.::motc OPI~ 
of et'cctromc subsystems. 
-nnTIOiilclalSestimate that annual 
expenditures for range improv(~ments 

will be about $20 million over the next 
five years. 

ELECTRONIC SYSTHV\S 01'/. 

Responsibility for instrume:ltation 
systems development and mana~;ement 
for all Air Force test ranges res,s with 
the deputy for engin~ering anl tech
nology, Elctronics Systems Di·., Air 
Force Systems Command, H"nscom 
Field, Mass. This work is carrie,,] out by 
the Directorate of r\erospace Ins;: 'umen
tat ion (DAl). DAi is assisted i 1 most 
of its projects by t;le range Systl :115 de
partment of the ~ritre Corp. 

ESD's major lmclassined pr Jgrams 
dealing with range instrument .. H on for 
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flight Slli),)ort are as follows: Div. This program will enhance aerial-
Range tdcmetrr cOllvcrsion-DA I rccovery capabilities of the aircraft 

coor\.linatl's ':o!1vcr;io[l of ;dI n;ltLQJlld through development of improved TM 
t<!,,-Ct:iilc.:'~\-r"i:~)-rll\iF[l';'-to"cTrr{.~~mctrv receivers, recorders, and data displays. 
cO'in·~l~"~1~1'i-~-:-tl0t~~~·~-'fT1C i'i:cql~~[-lCY bands All C-130 T~l equipment is pal-
tot1'"~~'~lti':'i'z'~~J-;tre L-band, for support lctizeu f?f quick anu simple installa-
of ~lll m::nn.::d missions, anu S-band, tion and r~ll1oval. Five such pallets 
to support ~tll unm::mned missions. contain all the TI'vI equipment rcquireu 

T:..,~t r;:11 ~es to be fullv converted to for one aircraft. Sllt1\cient equipment to 
",-.~----,- ... ::..---__ ~ ..... ----~~_=_ __ ,<r.-~-,. 

lIt! f:._(::~,.!~:2.:..J.--..1~3~~:!!..s-. .!.:~I~<)rsl.<; outfit 10 C-130's will be delivered to 
A F B. (':lli t,: b!lln Pr()\'i11'~....GL.Q].1..Qd<;, Edwards AFB for opcration~1 testing 
Fl~~:··}1'~)·~·[o;1;;-;;---~\·I~!l,-~,S~L-E.il~.~sLn al;nj\~~iYiisscnfCl'-lr;=l?r-:---
T~~tl:r:,~r.~~~-:-l::t~: and \Vcstern Tc;t '--·rfico .. ti)cr;~~~{~I program now 
R~~;l·~:-;.~-I...--;~(ir. ---- going on is deVelopment of a ne\~ 
-~Stys·'1)r2sent activities in this area digital range safety/ command system. 
consist largcly of requirements antilyses, lFli:~ wdit)CllScliiocarryffi(ttilc -JZ 
to d'::l'rmine w11<1t the space missions of strllct functions .required dllring R&D 
,th~ '70's \vill be, and, from this, equip- booster laullches, and for oi:her com-
m.:nt procurements, based on present mand functions. 
st:I~~"~:'-lhc-art tdemctry systems, with Two system-definition contracts for 
rh..; " ;,lv,,·ing up of some component de- the systenl have been let; both are com-
\'d,);··n~n: spcci;k<ltions. plete and the final RFP is ready for 

:ic.' (ell', \ e:~;()j1 ~");'o.:;ram began in release. lnitially, ESD will buy one 
j-·.,:X ,:ry. I);):. and to Gate DOD has prototype syst~m with an option, after 
iIi'.~" >,: )-.+ i rl!lio:-~ [0 huy, test and prototype tes~i:lg, for 10-12 morc. 
if>": ... (',~.iir n~;..;,l. It is estimated that The RFi' for this system specifies 
ar.~)~i:::- :)7(, I~litlioll will be required that the cc;uipmcnt contain a good 
to ~,'.;;~ :'<,,:te r:1c program. deal of redundant circuitry and have a 

-! .:-':~~ are lwo major reasons for long mean time between failures, quick-
s~;ft:,;.:; to UHF: 1) there already exists turnaround capability for mUltiple 
:-'1 g .... "IoJ .;..:c,;1 of interference between the Jaunc0 operations, anti-spoof capability, 
r;ir.g~~ ~nJ tactical military units in and quick response time. Prototype 
cr...? \,:-:;F band. and 2) the ever-increas- system is to be delivered 18 months 
in; l ~~ .JI wid·~-band TM systems has after contract award. 
n~-:e:-.sitated a shift to UHF, where these Re-entry systems evaluation nafar-
sysk:ns car: b~ rnOl't! readily accom- The RESER system will be used to 
modated. evaluate ballistic re-entry systems and 

Tclc:nctrJ standardization program study the flight characteristics of multi
-In 1962 ESD. with technical support pie re-entry bodies. 
from ~ritre Corp., was assigned the The system has been through a con-
task of stano<lrJizing. insofar as pos- tract definition, and a request for pro-
sible. the telemetry systcrns used at all posals to build one system will be issued 
national test ranges. The objectives shortly. ESO's goal is to have a firm 
of this program are twofold: 1) to under contract for RESER by year's 
develop the highest degree of common- end and have the system installed in the 
ality and ccmpatibility in TM systems Pacific within 18 months thereafter. 
at all na:ioaaI sites. and 2) to reduce Coherent signal processor-This 
deveiopmenl costs of nel.v equipment. system is being developed jointly by 

The T~f stanu8.rdization program NASA and ESD. It is in reality a reto-
is a continuing one which \vill be in ef- fit, or modification, to· existing range 
~·e..::~ :lS rar in the future as ESD can C-band radars-specifically the FPQ-
pr'.:di2t. 

"Telemetry s.\ st~ :ns dcYclopment
ESD',;; b\..!cig~t :r-;c!ul..:e:; money for ad
vancing the state ()f thc :1.t in the 
t::kn:\:!try fi~ld. B3:,ic technology in
vestigations in this area are carried 
out for ESD main!y by the Air Force 
Avionic~ ~~.boratory, \Vright-Patterson 
AFB, 0::;0. The Avi()fljcs Lah is con
centratir,.; on devising new TM-signal 
modL 1J.t:c:-: and (km0Julation tech
nique;, ~~~:-.i{:nir,g new TM antenna and 
t~':t '~(y~;,n-, . .:::nt, aT'd evaluating new 
<,y,tCI.. c')w;Jor:ents such as thin-film 
ar:j i.l:~';:'"tt::J circuits. 

In ::.;'" ~(rCa of T\I systems devdop
;ri'::i~ .. ~.'-~) CL,Ul?nt y has two major 
11"':'::'-(\ .;i(~~r '.\';~~, Tj;~ first is the 
c-: :;" ir,'l:-LmCrit::ii, r: program in sup
PC'i'i , .• t" ~r;;! Air r,--::! Space Systems 

6's and FPS-16's-which, using the 
Doppler cfTect. will enable them to make 
much more precise velocity measure
ments and <.!oublc their acquisition 
range. 

A contract for this equipment was 
awarded in March. The contractor has 
already delivered a preliminary design, 
which is now being reviewed by ESD 
and NASA. The equipment is slated to 
be opcration<:i on radars at Patrick AFB 
and Wallops Island by next slimmer. 

Radar electronic scan tcchniqucs
This is a study" project to evaluate the 
benefits of rcplacing the paraboloidal 
dish antennas of shiphorne tracking 
radars with planar phased-array an
tennas. ESD belicvcs that ph2\\!d-array 
antennas \vill neatly increase rlI.! t<lrgct
acquisition ;- r )bahility of tho ;,! radars 
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and give them faster track capability. 
Two study corl',racts for <.kvising 

separate approaches to the pDbkm 
have been awarded and complckd. Both 
contractors arc now devcloping bread
board models of their proposeJ ,;quip
ment, and these wi II be demons~ratcd 
to ESD in Junc. 

Airborne instrumentation p1: tform 
-Several years ago ESD recomn'lended 
to Air Force headq llartcrs that tr; ,ckin£ 
systems he devclo;Jcd for ver) -high· 
flying aircraft to fill :n the gaps h tween 
ground- and ship-based trackin; sta
tions. At that time, headquarters: L1rned 
them down flatly because ESO ha·l only 
limited data on teclwiqllcs and costs. 

Since then, ESD has strengthe; led it~ 
position and currently has a coni lactor 
making a cost-efTectiveness study )f the 
AlP concept versus an improve(i ship
or ground-based trilcki ng equip: lent. 

ESD's technical stlldics sho\\ that, 
since an AlP systc'll would he lbove 
most of the Earth's . .::nsihlc atmo<;Jhere, 
velocities of ballistic-orbit objects '·,:ithin 
100 n. mi. of the "y:.tem could b...: Jeter
mined to within 7 fps, and po itiom 
could be determined to within 0.6 n. mi 

All the technical data, plus th, cost· 
effectiveness information, will b! pre
sented to Air Force headquartc ~s fOl 
evaluation this summer. 

Apollo range Llstrumcntatio.l air· 
craft-In support of NASA's .. lpollc 
program, primarily the lunar inj( etion· 
burn phase, ESD i~; directing th; out· 
fittting of eight C-j 35 aircraft '·ith <1 

variety of commun:cations and dem, 
etry equipment-l~ tons per a; 'craft 

The 135's will ·~arry voice-c, ;~1nlU
nications gear \\,hich will pro'. de <I 

direct voice link tc the Apol!o ~iStl(), 

nallts.Messages fr)m the· ast:- ;;-:aut~ 

will be relayed frelm the A/ R :\ i':: 

NASA's Manneel Spacecraft (enkr 
Houston. Telemctr:' data fror, tht 
Apollo module will i'e stored in n-. ;mor) 
equipment aboard t.·le aircraft an ~ ther: 

. "dumped" via VH F transmissi m tc 
ground stations. C>tLer equipmen- to D( 
carried includes two-way, hi.: h-fre· 
quency teletype systems, a nose, 
mounted, 7-ft.-dia. (ommunicatio s ;:;.nc 
TM high-gain antcn na. and an ai llom, 
lightweight optical . racker (ALC r). 

\Vith the Apoll() capsule par~J ir 
a 100-n.-mi. orbit over the A iar,ri( 
Ocean for luna.r inj(·;tion, three} IRIA 
aircraft, plus one hackup, will ·'e re' 
quired. If lunar i~' ection takes placl 
over the Pacific, s;:",;. \/ R 1:-\ pl;-,nc . piw 
two spares, will b~~ 1 :quircd. 

Four of the ,:i; ht A/ RIA ;. ;:,:rafl 
will be capahk o( landl ing th-: \LOl 
system, but it app,.a:" that only or ~ ma; 
be requireu. All h, ALOT equ: lmenl 
will be houscd n a ~ l-ft.-lon· pOL 
mounted on fon a J left side f tht; 
aircraft fuselage LOT will D USCl 

to make detai I sl'qlcnti;;; ·how 
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Proto:ype Space-Ground Link Subsystem (SGLS) is shoWTl during 
tests at TiVV Systems, developer oJ tracking, telemetry and com-

!nand subsystems. The SGLS project includes both the spaceburIlc 
package and the ground station equipment. 

graph:; of the missile and spacecraft 
c.\irir,~ (:arly laullch, passage through 
higr.-'::yn.1.mic-pressure regions, staging, 
sep;:;,r,:tioQ and-possibly-re-entry. 

All equi?m~n! for the eight C-135's, 
v .. ·bich ar\~ GoveLm~ent-furnished equip
m'~nt from tbe ::'Iilit~lry Air Transport 
S(:fvice, is being acquired and tested 
now. One outfitted plane will be ready 
for the first unmanned Apollo shot this 
fall. Three oth~rs will be ready in eady 
1967, and all will be completed by J an
uary, 1968. Total program cost is ap
proximately $30 million. 

.MOL support ship-The }'10L pro
gr::m1 foresees a need for an instru
mented ship, to be placed about 700 
miles downrange from the launch area 
to cover the insertion phase of the MOL 
trajectory. The Air Force, in collabora
tion with NASA, is studying the pos
sibility that one of the Apollo I & I 
r(!nge ships being modified for support 
of that program also can be used for 
AlOL ~l1ppcrt. 

Calibration sfudies-E§D is d~ 
a ~£ric..5J'~.u::J;:1ir..:..~c1ics to deter
mine the ~psihi!i\~oLcalrhratcngrarlgi?" 
innn~tllrion from satcllifcs:-PraiiS 
,-------------------------

have advanced to the stage that some 
C-band radar calibration' equipment is 
tentativ~ly sch~duled to go aboard' the 
OV 1-7 satellite to be put in equatorial 
orbit from \\lTR this summer. 

If ESD gets the results it antici
pates from this experiment, it will de
velop more equipment to calibrate 
other radars. This equipment would be 
put on a polar-orbit satellite to be 
launched early next year. 

Communications systems studics
ESD is in a continuing effort to improve 
its inter-range high-frequency and wire 
communications links. This work is pri
marily basic technology, devoted to de
vising new modulation techniques, im
proving error-control and detection 
equipment, and developing data-han
dling systems with higher data. rates. 

EASTERN TEST RANGE 

The eight new highly instrumented 
A/RIA jet pla~es and five n(!w ships 
are being pro.::ured out of Eastern Test 
Range for ESD to improve telemetry 
and communications by the Air Force. 

Although prime requirement for the 
planes and ships will be in support of 
the Apollo program, Air Force spokes-
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men feel the units will also hav\~ :.;, :;;-;~:~':0 
use in future-and strictly milit~1fY
space flights. 

The A/RIA C-135 jets provide a 
cruising speed of 440 knots. which is 
sufficient to follow changes in oro;~a: 
passes. The ships include thr~e T-2 
tankers, stretched at Gcn\~rdL')Tli.1ji.:-.:~. 
Quincy, Mass., shipyards, and two C-2 
transports, being mcdified bylTY, Inc. 
at New Orleans (M/R, Jan. 2,,", p. 2~). 

Both planes and ships wili '1e opera
tional by early 1968. 

Air Force planners are now studying: 
whether the 11 C-130 p1ane~ now in. 
use can be comr-Ietely repIac\:.:l by the 
C-135's. At least five of the ok er: pLlncs 
will go to Western Test Range tJ fL'pl'l';C 

five Navy Constellations now handling 
telemetry there. EJesent plan' call for 
the Air Force to i~l~tT'-~~ ~;:~"'~-;"2:T~,\' 
f~1c'tions l;;-;:--b'otTlti;e\v-{R -'~"I.r-·tl; 
PXific-Te~t"-'R~;;;-;~c a"t'Po~~::\tl:£U. 
~thTi~~;1.:-~:e:~3·(,~-=-
-:~;:-t~f ,;~-;;;\,c l=-,-~;; \-HF t.: 

UHF at ETR, command ~-:-':'~~cnci~~ 

will be shifted to the C-banJ (: he 5,00e 
mc region) from the 400-500 mi 
region. 

Air Force technicians expect less in 
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terfcrence in the higher bands, partly 
because of the elimination of military 
radio traffic, and partly because of the 
higher directionalism· of the antennas 
used at the higher frequencies. 

Eastern and Western Test Ranges 
now have their radar scts hooked up, 
via computers, so that they can "talk" 
to each other. This inter-range acquisi
tion allows (me r:ll1:;Y:=i6CJo\vlng ;Sj?nCc"' 
s0]Jo'r~5at~ 11it2:·f~~:!.S.!.C:~~~C--?~~:"1: 1:7 At the same time, engineers are look

ing into ways of "stretching" fre
quencic-:;, to allow a greater use of the 
bands. 

clsely where to lOOK whl:I1 the ohlect 
. passesfr0Inon""C~ilcY(rot~~icw r;t-;-ihe 

otOh cr. ;'fh~s ys ~71;:-1~;;~b;c11~"'in-partlal 
o~tion for almost three months, and 
full operation is due next year. 

But no sizable changes are being 
planned in basic equipment, according 
t<LlYi~~~~, technical adviser 
f'§L!ang.~~~~.~£Lr~. · 

E'i'iilJarrassmcnt of data-One of 
the most diflicult problems, he said, is 
what to do with the huge quantities 
of TM data collected during missile/ 
space R&D launches .. He predicts the 
machine-editing of the data received, 
using judgment factors programmed into 
computers. Thcse factors would be sen-

. sitive to readings outside of certain 
parameters by specific amounts. When 
the higher- or lower-than-usual read
ings were found, they would be trans
mitted. 

T ... wo fir~s, Lock~~~9 a,nd Radiati,on" 
~c., <:~~l~~~~.pe_1t~!l~~ 
WIth'this form ot adaptive telemetrv. 
-cor:-N1~fllot;"""'dcputy for;ru;--ge 

operations, agrees. He points to the 
complexities being introduced into 
telemetry studics by multi-unit guidance 
systems, such as those built into the 
Saturn rockets. In these systems, outputs 
from three inertial guidance systems are 
transmitted to ground stations, where 
they are compared. If two of the out
puts agree, but differ from the third, 
the third is assumed to be wrong. This 
information is used in planning flight 
programming and in forming destruct 
judgments. 

On the ETR, primary work is con
cerned with stepping up capacities, 
rather than replacing equipment. 

A new data and communications 
cable has already been installed between 

. Antigua and Grand Turk Islands, and 
the International Telephone and Tele
graph Corporation is in the process of 
continuing the line from Grand Turk 
to Cape Kennedy. 

New computer plan-The Cape) 
future, asJ:JliQt sees it ~'jll iQcl!lr~ 
a new central com~r setuE. He sees 
onL£?f11Elitefi'OS~r:..vJ..~he nE;,eds or 
the entire Ca,p.e. Kennedv-Patrick AFB_ 
area, using ren~~~~ill 
units at many locatIOns, to replace the 
~ -- .. more than 50 separate computers now 

in ti'Sein the area....- -
. -Under his direction, the Air Force 
is now in the process of putting the 
control of all range facilities through 
a single computer. The setup will be 
used to £rQ.£ram hotl1tli!~_<rt.. 
the range, and the needs_Q.Lt£.~ 

u~.~_Jn nIl ... atteml1.LJ0":'simplifv, with 
printeds'CfiCdules, total programming. 

..... ~ =-

One major new installation at the 
Cape is the new Range Control Center, 
which will take over when Central Con
trol closes and is turned over to Range 
Safety. In the new building will be com
plete equipment to handle all tests, 
launch control, aircraft deployment 
and display capabilities such as range 
status and missile progress. It includes 
the new satellite center, which is already 
in operation to monitor smaller scien
tific satellites. 

SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITY 

Support for Air Force space satellite 
operations is supplied by the world-wide 
Satellite Control Facility, which Space 

. Systems Division spokesmen now de
scribe as having the capability of sup
porting both equatorial and polar orbits. 
Six support stations are deploycd 
around the world in the network:Guam; 
Vandenberg AFB, Calif.; Hawaii; New 
Boston, New Hampshire; Kodiak, 
Alaska; and on 11ahe, Seychelles Is
lands, in the Indian Ocean off the east
central coast of Africa. 

The Satellite Control Facility origi
nally was intended· for support of one 
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Air Force satellite series and consisted 
of several ground stations and a control 
center. When other Air Force programs 
came along, the network was augmented 
with further stations and equipment
unfortunately, in many cases as a quick 
fix . 

By 1961 a policy of more coherent 
development of the facility had been 
agreed upon and resulted in two overall 
trends-greater reliance on a high
capacity flexible computer system at 
the Satellite Test Center (the control 
point for the facility), Sunnyvale, Calif., 
and a movement toward increased stand
ardization of ground equipmcnt. The 
aim has been to obtain a standard set of 
ground equipment in which all changes 
in operation procedures can be achieved 
by computer re-programming. 

Addition of new gear and rework 
of old gear has been restricted by 
scheduled support of space programs, 
which have been steadily increasing in 
number. However, the new computer 
system is now becoming operational 
and the development of standardized 
ground equipment is approaching reality 
with delivery of the first prototype 
Space-Ground Link Subsystem (SGLS) 
to the Vandenberg ground station. 

General systems engineering and 
technical direction for the Satellite 
Control Facility is assigned to Aero
space Corp. Philco Western Develop
ment Laboratories has the hardware 
contract for the ground stations,. other 
than the Satellite Test Center. Lockheed 
Missiles and Space Company has the 
hardware contract for the STC. System 
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Satd/ite iracking station operated by (ize 6596fh InstrUlnentativn 
Squadron at Vandenberg AYH .. Calif. The slatiol! per/vnlls ie/em-

City rece[Jtion, radar tracking and command and control flmc
tiolls. WTR is flOW moving into a Idder variety of space activities. 

Development Corp. has the contract for 
computer program integration. 

On~}inc opcwtion---One of the chi.ef 
features. of the SeF is thc on-line data 
transmi::;::.;ion that takes piace between 
compHtcrs at the remote ground sta~ 

tion~ uround the world and the com~ 
put\:r at the STC. Computers operate 
on-line fJ.\ both ends of the data link. 
Par~Bcl digital data words are trans~ 

formed into serial words, encrypted, 
tlnd tonc-modubted for transmission. 

On-line computer programs at the 
ground stations digitize, compress and 
formatF}"{/FM telernctr,: data received 
from sateHites, prior to "transmitting it 
to the STC. The ground stations also 
ch~('k tTacking data for quality, com
press them, and tram;mit them to tbe 
STC for orbital calculations. In the 
oppo:-:ite direction of transmission, com
mands for satellites that are transmitted 
from the STC are verified at the ground 
station and transmitted to the satellite, 
and receipt of the commands is sent 
lnck in real time to the STC for furtber 
vcrit1ca tion. 

At present, the various ground sta" 
Hons h;:s,ve different mixtures of teleme
try and tracking equipment, wbich SSD 
spokei>mcn describe as verY similar to 
stand,Yrd range. cquipmcnt~ Operating 
frequcncie:-; include VHF, U.HF, anel S" 
b;mJ. 

T<,.vo of ihe morc standard aotermas 
that ti.re to be founo in the network are 
the 14-ft.·dia. Pre10rt for accnrate 

be:.1con tracking and the 60-ft.-dia. 
paraboloid;}1 antenrm for comrnunica
tion with high-altitude satellites, Usual
ly one antenna is being il'~(;cl ffir com
mand while another is being used for 
telemetry. To· reliev(;~ the bnrden of 
telemetry from the paraboloidaJ track
ing antennas, a dipo10 array is often 
used. AU but one station is equipped 
wit.h an instI'Ument(Hioo radar; fOGr sta
tions have the 60-ft.~dia. antennas. 

SGLS--By going to a standardized 
Spuce-Oround Link Subsyst~m (SOLS), 
SSD hopes to reduce the amount of 
ground station eqllipment significantly. 
This subsysteol wilt operate. at S-band 
frequencies, to which the mi1i1.ary wiH 
s\vitch by 1970, and \vil1 enable the 
ground stations to standardize on two 
antennas. 

The SOLS is made up of the air
borne equipment and ground station 
equipment required to handk tl..'lemetry~ 
tracking, and cornmand. These three 
functiom are caqied over a frcqucI1cy
multiplexed link. Use of digital tech
niques is extensive, and includes the 
telemetry, where peL'll replaces FM/ 
FI'vi. As a result microcircuit conslruc
tion tcchniciUcs, ll~ing both inter:ratt:!d 
circuits and hybrid circuits. c:n be 
applied to tbe flight hardware, \vith 
significa.nt reductions in size and weight, 
and increases in n:li;\bility. 

By use of a modulJr form of COD

stfnction, the spcciik tckmctry, tra.ck
ing and command requirements for 
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each of SSD!s systems program otTices 
CR.n be built up. FUght modul.cs bolt 
together and are aPPlOximat.eiy 7 in. 
by 4 in. by :l in .. ',;./eighing about 1 lb. 
The SOLS also has the capability of 
tro.I1smitting a numbi::r of channels of 
voice, and is expected to be used in the 
Afanned Orbiting Laboratory. By agree
meat with NASA, the SGLS is com
patible with the agency's Unified $
Band System on the down link. 

TRW Systems Group, contractor 
for the prototype ground and fiight 
hardware for the SGLS, has ddivcred 
one f;ct of ground equipment to the 
Vandenberg station of the SCF. in
cluding the PCA-l ground decommutator 
and inkrface unit for the ground sta
tion's computer. An.other set of ground 
equipment, four fi1ght units and four 
back-up t1ight units are due 1.0 b~ de
livered imminently. The flight-test phase 
is likely to be entered into fairly 
ra.pidly, to provide information on 
which a production decision can be 
based. P;ggy-b;:~ck rides on other mili
tary space programs 'A'ill be exploited. 

WESTERN TEST RANGr:; 
New baHistic missile prograrns, in

creased Air Force unmanned s;ltc11itc 
operations, and thl.! advent. of manned 
launches are leading to increased 
sopbisticati.on in the support facilities 
of the\"lcstcrn Te~t Ran;~e. ~.\ deci-;ion 
_ . 1 .... ~~,u"p,,· ... n.''':~\-

\m ;t new mom"dar c0mputcr c~ntral is 
e~rttlliZl11'ilil~tt~ilr]·;;rT53:::SEI.'l'1J! 
drawn up -i~; a" ;;~~\Vt~T;;';'~;tr;' '-:':.f2![a]: 
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a new trackinQ r::(br site is slated for ing the same d1arac1eristics as the FPQ
the lvlCTL 1~_li'~~j~-~·~-'~~;;~Q..~J;f~~~0v-~i~-:- 6. This .radar was procured for accurate 
P!.£..':.~jnsU:luncnt;.ltion_ . .i.0c})iti_~~~e tracking of Alifllltclllall and for upgrad-
El~DnSsLf.9.LJhc_-.EniYr:ctd\..~J~\goo.n#_. ing the range in general. 

\VTR is in fact becoming less of For A tlas and Titan launches, which 
an operational Strategic Air Command can 'C,~rry a ~·1l~7:'I;lctr~li1s1-)·O·n.~(rer-:-an-.x
launch site and more of a common user baiiZ!-Gc#ncr;iT-CICC:lFic-~j:(:li;'Qe-"Track>i~~ 
facility for a wide variety of space S~icm-TC;~{i~:>i:s')~;~~-(;~:T~r~~'>'I';oth~uTf~iCk~ 
activities. i~id~~~-§:Jt~T~~L~~:~~I;iLS.~~0~tJ~-

Since much of .the new equipmcnt Because ot tbe hIgh l1amc attenua-
foreseen for the Vandenberg hcadquar- tion of radar signals expccted from the 
ters of the range will be highly auto- big solids in the Titan IlI-C, the geome
mated, only a modest increase in try of the radar tracking stations will 
personnel is expected over the next few have to be altered. For westward mis
years. sile launches, FPS-16 radars at Point 

"There is also a real need to be Pillar, near San Francisco, and on San 
able to tie in WTR in real time to the Nicholas Island have circumvented the 
global network, which calls for pre· flame attenuation problem met by the 
cision timing," said range commander Vandenberg radars. For t~ s~:H:.P2.s.W 
Brig. Gen. 1. S. BJeymaier. lvfQL,J/l\!}]"~1:~s.!."_~~~~er:.,,a. ne .. ~ar 

At sea-The range's requirements sjt~wil1 b-c neEdeL 
also are expanding in the open ocean. -CO;;1p'17t~~Therc arc Univac J 218 

I There are now 10 ships under opcra- c~~1.L!..bJe~ of t~nstr.1.lJ.D.~.l)~0; 
tionaI control of \VTR. Five are Apollo tL9ll sites a.n$.Wl_J1C:~.lLQ.LQ~_lI:<Q-
ships and two are satellite recovery 18 :'>ite. Tbesc are counled to an 1B0(1 
ships based in Honolulu. 709"4-:.rtsouth Vandenberg for J2resSit 

"The predominant operation has pOSItion dlglraTdiiraml(r{Orinstantane~ 
changed from SAC operational firings ods Iiifl2:~lCtPi7W·Cf16n-on"\.vest~ 
to space and R&D firings," noted lalir1Ches an·cf-ior-so'(i1e--sou'tfiCri~ 
Stanley R. Radom, technical director IU'lifiCbpL --- ...... 

of Western Test Range. "As a result, BLPeceI~nbcr the 7094 wi1L~.£...{e
we have had to become more sophisti- pla~J2J:-an JJ~Q:.LIQ::1S...-Y-.. :hish_b~~ 
cated in our instrumentation. \Vhereas faster acc!~~"~SUc:£g,~L"JQf..agc...£.alu£ilJ;. 
we previously had research and de- TIre-ofncr hmze comnuteLwm then be 
velopment shots confined to the Cape, used e-xc10T~~0=~(fZt:P~Q~t-~£:~!:;ti0E.;-
there are now space systems and analY3~ ThJL-~~e.utraLCOlllplltcr~now-
boosters fired here for the first time." E~cl~.Li.D2.t.0:.QJ.z'll)_~~!-12cgSml~itiiHl ... Q .. ~5} 
. "~':.~~lD.fl.l)~~J.~~ Ol~U1ill!?SlU. f°..L.t.bs~.i!?,ilillJ:ll~.flJ..ation=iliQ2~ata..-i~ 
mstn!E2~r!!.f!,tlQ)J.." . ..tQ.LMQ["",./' he added; ~I11it~~tl Oo2p.§.:.".Ib£=nI£~~e,l)~om
'we need high"SI'.2:.tillQ..hllJ.lX" .• 0}lc:LI .. E;.siun- pllter does not make use of dat-a iiOin
dafi~~'Y§rcJj:!£2p;.21~L..£Ls.r.jtjc:'.~L1l.tiJ. otr-snOretaciTltics. .----==-==-........ ~-,
We ~~ 1~~1l!:}L...!.~L1he gC.llillillyJor ----x-siud'yottl1c-=-op'timum configura
~anneu:§l~~L!!tYIls!2S2~~,!2~.£.YilLD1L .. Qur tion for eXlstmg anel- riTtlircrcq~lrre
lI1strumentatlOn plan. \Ve need verv ments 10r cOm'Put~~atth7'Va;~r(;~berg 
·.a"CClifarermpac-~· . p-iccl1c'ilon-:ior=ib-; he~T~\£~Dz~~.g§SY5~-t·r1?t a 
Tirrttrltr-C-ooosT;;is' a-n'(f~al--J11C;:~O"" computer center serving all rat1i2'(:--rc
nam~(:-C"ovCry~ ln~~~tnce';rry phases of qUlrcmenrs b·Y~7~~d;L:;rc~"~·traf 
MVLi.1ftthT~'- .. proce~2..r ~ir~6s re~lUir.9..Q. DW~:;~~t9!-
-:Rad;~ddcd that \VTR was not CISlon on thIS IS expected thIS sumru.,cr. 

likely to duplicate anything at the Cape, Sysf'€n1L)eVefOj?~.l'-Q:rn __ b,~~~n
although it is starting to receive certain tra~ analyze W~R sompl!..~er re
types of instruments from the Cape for quirements. 
use at Vandenberg and in the impact --,~m;ge-- control factors-In the 
area. Range Control Center, the range con-

"We wiII not go to sophisticated trol room is currently set up to enable 
\ instrumentation like Mistram or Azusa two launch operations to proceed at 

and that family," said Radom, "because the same time. Simultaneous launch, 
we do not yet have the requirement for however, depends on compatible in
guidance evaluation." strumentation on the two missiles. 

Slow growth-By a scheme of trilat- Within the range control room, the 
erati,2D.:.-.~~~Ilg--= e'XB:n:6z="r~~The range control officer provides the single 
ttacking accuracy for. both polar and point of contact betwen the user and the 
wesT\vardraLlnch~eswllrDe-i~ilse'd:-rEen.- range. He is responsible for' the data 
put'SeU'oPlcrt·2C1mTqu.3's~\Vln" be --;sed collection by \-VTR. Responsibility for 
tOfii[il1CrJnCre:ls~capaFlfiYrB~lit-i1ie flight safety rests with the range safety 

~l?ro~~i_~T~~2~?5~~§:g~"TI::i{f@? officer. 
109 new mstrumc.nrariq,n to a minimum. A new range control room under 

~am-iracri·ng-·rT~d~~r·S-~at Vander;':" construction will provide a capability 
berg are two FPS-16 units on Tranquil- of four simultaneous launch operations, 
Ion Peak, and a TPQ-18 radar closer having a total of 16 plot boards in the 
to the pads at South Vandenberg, hav- range safety area. There will be two 
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range control officers, one for each pair 
of launch operations. This new room 
should be in use later tl1is year. 

Telemetry-Instead _~l).LIJ.ld.ll1g 
the tckmetry station at South Vandcn
bag. Wl1t""has C;\"/)-:;nTGTti: c t.G.l91l1.QJi'Y 
c'EiiTiT!TOpm'tC"3~})ythc 6595th Test 
\V1 ng. D1atls:-'o-flc"cc n tC~r};·j'S-l;-cc~"x:" 
pa lldc~~t)~§"i.!2c a~k~~}3~--;~'lc!l~c:.Gi 
Central ratlkr than fragment the fac';Yi
lib. 
--"hc telemetry central has deeommu
tator units for all range user require
ments. Also, it has a predetection re
cording capability llsing Defense Elec-
tronics Inc. pre-detection receivers and 
translation units. There is a vcrv Jar!:'e 
and comprehensive "Systc"~7~"{o'r"""~los'~~1 
1·oopaI1dop·c·i1=·fooo-·[-(;-Sli~1~:"·-uYiCLi.l·0-
prcsen·tl<.·"rC-~1~'EI)rc-;'~·i1·l~t=o·i; i\;~Zt='f(rs t 
s tcp.-BstZ{G1T'ihn1cntoY~a cc'~tr-:~l~~o j~;
pu{erfaCiTllY--\\~·:i~(rn;-aKc-iC1Q.2·ic·ar·to 
mOvc-tE'elZtC-to~t11'c san1e'~"iocatlon 
a ndp~r'ov icre .scp7tl~atc~~o71~;-fO~1:·C~8~'h 
u·Scr.··\vrih~rmrlvldu-51>(i'i'SI;1;)T~ tOrboiil 
prc-TmlricTl1r;gc11cc·K~c)llr1i·irQr7J[:'lln1·e 
fli gfiTcCat-a:-£fv-loE~lttng~n1 c c'o 111})'U"i cr 
cenir:ll7Jos~--t-ot1ie~t"'cTcni~rrYcCiltr'71r ,-.------..-.--= ..... ~._.a: .... -..:..=Io::.._~_...=a! . .;;i~ 
full use of real-time digital readouts 
cai1'6e made. =~-

-'1 study i0J~.2s to.....gec~11 
the final configuration desirable tor the 
teIFrl1CffYccntrai:-TJ;C-prcscnt systcnl 

• aho\vsd'i17C't rcado'Lrtci"tir"ing-ire.TaunCt1 
c IOsc(J:1(ioptcs tliig:-C111Cllyf'or ba 11 is tic" 
pfOgrail1s;-bYIl-.iL\v1'u6i:.~cXi)a[idCdfu-;: 
u~-\V1Ui.-S"iY<It~-i.YU'0SlCY~-:-tlWiTI not: 
ho\;."Cver, [eil~fo ii~-ce-p7iYfo~g, 
as the paylGaa dcvelo·p'cr-rmsDt"c"lrnTC's 
f(jf-ffiis. - r 

--'''rOIi1eet the needs of Titan III-C 
laun{Flcs, a !.sJ§Ctrv;:t:{DoI}_~IJ~ 
mOVed to a ridge overlo~\LQZ...b..a.tiW.l:lc 
~cI7xis'tlng-raUnch sites for the 

.... 

missiles and rockets, May 30, 1966 
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ICBfJiAl'arm 
(Air. force) 

.,' .... 

MILITARY DESIGNATION: Program 
461 (formerly MI DAS) 

TYPE: Early warning satellite 

STAlUS: Has remained in R&D and 
led to very successful results and 
sensor development 

PRIME CONTRACTOR: Lockheed 

ORBIT: Orbits of 300-3,000 mi.; 
polar; detects and warns of enemy 
ballistic missile launches 

CONFIGURATION: No details 
avoilable 

INSTRUMENTATION: Infrared ra-
. diation sensors by Aerojet-General 

REMARKS: Was open program un
til secrecy order of March, 1961; 
orbital system concept changed 
from one of precise orbits to one 
of random orbits; a number of in
space detections have been made 
of' both liquid and solid-fueled 
ICBM launches; recent successes in 
sensor development has lead to 
start of a new multiple-purpose 
satellite, primarily for early-warn
ing (Program 266), which will lift 
the satellite to synchronous orbit 
and move it to operational status. 

Integrated: 
Satellite S'ystem 
(Air Force), 
TYPE: Advanced ear,ly warning 
satellite with some' secondary 
sensing functions on, non-inter
ference basis; Program 266 

STATUS: Pre-d~velopment; RFP's 
put out by SSD and at least fo~r 
firms oro believed to have re
sponded-Aerojet/TRW as a team, 
Hughes, and a Lockheed. team; 
development expected' to start in 
FY'67 

CONFIGURATION: 'Probably a 
1,600-1,800 lb. 's'atellite for 
synchronous orbit .to be launched 
by Titat! III. Aerospace Corp. re
portedly did much conc;ept form~-
lotion ' 

REMARKS: Follow-on to Program 
461, lifting to synchronous altitude 
for optimum rcBM lav,nch detec
tion, and incorporating' major' im
provements in sensor's, com~unica
tions links, and. dota subsystem. 
System probably fir$t of what will 
eventually be a true multiple-pur
pose satellite including' early warn
ing, meteorological, nuc\.eor-detec
tion and damage. assessment 
SensoTS. Aiding development is APl 
project in which a satellite :test 
bed is being developed ~a obserye 
subsystem int~ractions. ' 

I,',. , "". t. 

Initial Defense 
COli1munica~ions 

Satellite Program 
(IDeS?) (Air Force) 
TYPE: Initial militqry comsat·. net
work; primarily for R&D but will 
serve operationally, after" R&D 
phose 

STATUS: PartialJ~' opeJ:ationai . 

PRIME CONTRACTOR: Philco Wbl, 
satellifes; Hughes will' supply 40-
ft. antenna systems f~r ~round 
sites and 6-ft. antennas for Navy 
vessels; Radiation, 'nc., 15-ft. high
ly mobile ground terminal antenna 
system 

CONFIGURATION: Series of 24 
I DO-lb. active repeater satellites 
placed' in random ,18,300-n. mi.
high circular equatorial orbit in 
three launches of, 8 satellites each 
aboard three Titan III-C's. Satel
lite is spin-stabilized, operates at 
X-band, and will provide a few 
channels for global strategic' com
munications 

REMARKS: First launch June 16 
highly successful; second launch 
this fall; 2-3 of fotal 24 will 
be gravity-gradient, experimental 
satellites; provision also made for 
replenishment launch using refined 
version of philco satellite; even
tually to be replaced by ADCSP. 
IDCSP. and ADCSP will be man
aged by DCA, with,Air Force given 
satellite and booster responsibility, 
a'nd Army and Navy responsible 
for respective ground 'and ship 
terminal development 

~ange Relay 
SateH~te 

(NASA/DOD) 
TYPE: Unmanned satelli·te 

MISSION: Tracking satellite net
work which could replace existing 
ground and ship facilities in the 
1970's 

STATUS: Study 

BOOSTER: Undetermined 

PRIME CONTRACTOR: None 

REMARKS: Both NASA and DOD 
are currently' engoged in feasibility 
studies of the satellite sy stem, 
which will probably be a ioi,lt ef
fortif approved; lockht>ed Aircraft 
Corp. and RCA selected in May, 
1966, to perform studies or the 
NASA concept, the Orbiting Dato 
Reloy Network (ODRN) 
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SAnnos .' I 

. (Air f oree) , : 

MJ~ITARY DESIGNATION:' Program'· 
720A . 

TYPE: Reconnaissance sat~Uite " " 

STATUS: Operational 

PRIME CONTRACTOH: . Lockheed; 
sensors, Eastman Kodak; re-entry." 
capsules, 'GE; recovery system~ . 
Avco & Northrop 

CONFIGURATION: LE ngth, 22 ft.;'. 
diameter, 5 ft.; weight, .4,lOO Ihs. 
with E-5, capsule, 3,000 Ihs. with' 
E~6' capsule; weights do noHnt.lude. 
entire. Agena stage '.:'".' 

PE.RFORMANCE: Pol'Jr.·' ~~bit ' of" 
100-300 n. mi.; solar cellpadc;iles 
extend operating time' . ,,;;, 

I,NSTRUMENTATION: Photo i~telli-~: 
· gence equipment'. :))- ,Eastman~ 
Kodak ." 

BO.OSTER: Mlas-Agerla or Thr,ist-' 
Augmented Thor ' 

REMARKS: System hal had highest 
· national priority for recon' efforts; . 
apparently consists, of. on'e lau'nch, 
'a month; photo equiFment aboard 
has 20-day lifetime; processed film '> 

scanned by TV for' immediately 
useful data: then recovered from ... 
orbit· for detailed analysis' a'fter 
us~ful life ends; electronic. eaves
dropping version, known as Fer~et, . 
picks up communications and car-

· ries out electroniC intelligence; a 
successor system, capable of chang-' 
iog orbital plane and. altitude on 

.'command, may have been de
·veloped; this newer rE·connaissance . 

satellite, would have up to six re-
co.verable data caps vIes 'or cas
settes with lifting-body characteris
'tic~, permitting da ta recovery, 
w;ithout returning ertire satelJite, 
to earth; major effort now,is on 
developing SAMOS 1'ype able to' 
function at synchronous altitude 
orbit. . ' 

) . 

,. 
technology wee~, jury' 2{ "1966 . .' ,".' ..... " 

'.'. .""' 
, , ~ t .... ,: 
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Tit~n IU 
(Air Force) 
MILITARY DESIGNATION: Progr<lm 
624A 

TYPE: Standard space launch sys
tem 

STATUS: Development and flight 
testing • i 
CONTRACTORS: Martin Co., core 
vehicle, airframe an,d systems in
tegration; UTC" large solid rockets; 
Aerojet-General liquid rocket pro
pulsion; AC Electronics, guidance; 
Rolph M. Parsons Coo, f,acilities de
sign; Aerospace Corp., technical 
direction 

PERFORMANCE: Capable of piac
ing 5,000 to' 25,000 Ibs. in low 
Earth orbits or 2,100 Ibs. in syn
chronous orbits, depending Ion 
configuration 

,·PROPULSION: Core vehicle, two 
, liquid roiket engines with 430,000 
·,Ibs. ,thrust total; one liquid rocket 
engine with 100,000 Ibs. thrust, 
and two liquid rocket engines with 
8,000 Ibs. thrust each; strap-on 

-motors of two solid rockets, e'bch 
120 in. in diameter, generating 2.4 
million Ips. thrust total and weigh
ing 500,000 Ibs. each 

'CONFIGURATION: ,Titan 111-04 is 
core vehicle with new upper 
stage; Titan III-C, currently most 
powerful ro'cket ever launched 
by ,U.S., uses two five-segment 
outboard solid rockets; configura
tion used depends on mission 
parameters; Titan III-B, a non-man
rated' version, being developed 
for satellite launches,b,ther r;nis
sions, uses first two Titan III-A 
stages minus man-rating electronics 
<lnd an Agena upper stage; Cen
taur also being considered as an, 
upper stage possibility; first'launch 
plonned in mid.1966; seven seg
ment solid strap-on' version., to' 
launch 30,boo-lb. MOl into ,tow
'~ltitude, polar orbit from Western 
Jest Range;, Titan 111-0 with 2-3 
segment solid, ,strap-on olso ex
pected to enter development 

REMARKS~ First flight of Titan III
'A, September, 1964; first Titon' 111-
~ flight, June 18, 1965; 17 de
v'elopment flights planned"':""4 Ti'tan 
III-A, and 13 Titan III-C; THan 
IIl-C used to place first eight 
IDCSP satellites in orbit June 16, 
,1966; heavy use seen for tll-C 

. version; follow-on buy planned; 
-will be used for future IDCSP, 
~DCSP, TACSAT, olso for Vela and 
synchronous' orbit military multiple-
'~urpose, satellites ' 

Titan un [Engines 
MANUFACTURER: Acroiet-General 

REMARKS: Titan II engines used in 
modjfied form; principal chang~s 
are in upper-altitude capabilities 
for the YLR-87-AJ-5 and the incor
poration of (I malfunction detec
tion system; both liquid stages 
man-rafed; first stage re-designed 
to'start either on ground or if'). 
space and engine efficiency in~ 
creased ,to accommodate variolJs 
payloads; second-stage operating 
time increased beyond Gemini 
range; nozzle expansion ratio eXr 

peefed to be increased and inie~
tor., design changed for core ve
hk~ \ 

T'H:an IDg 
Transtage 

" 
MANUFACTURER: Aerojet.General 

PROPelLANTS: Storables-nitro
gen tetroxide, Aerozene-50 

START SYSTEM: Gas pressurized 
srs1em 

IGNITION: Hypergolic 

WEiGHT; 228 Ibs., each 

RESTARTS: Unlimited 

AREA RATIO: 40:1 

THRUST: 16,000 Ibs. 'total-8,000 
Ibs. from each of the, twin barrel, 

REMARKS: Capable of start/stop 
operation in zero-g environment; 
engine has ablative chambers and 
titanium exhaust skirt; engine is 
slated to provide orbital changes 
for' Titan 1\1 payloads 

Titan IU-C 
Staging Rocltets" 
MANUFACTURER: United T~chnol
ogy Ce~ter 

PROPELLANT: PBAN with alumi-, 
num additives and am,monium 
perchlorate oxidizer , ' 

NOZZLE MATERIAL: Composite 
structure with aluminum housing, 
asbestos phenolic exit 'cone· and, 
graphite throat 

DIMENSIONS: 5 ft.. lonOr 6 ,in. 
wide 

THRUST: 4,500 Ibs. 

DEVElOPMENT STATUS: Flight 
tests under way 

REMARKS: Each Titan III·C booster 
motor carries eight staging rock
ets for separation from the Titan 
II\-C core after burnout 

Section: IBM Management Summary 

:Titan EBD 
Transtage 
Attitude 
,~ontrol System 
MANUFACTURER: Rocketdyne 

MANUFACTURER'S NUMBER: SE-
9 (covers system of eight smoll en
gines for attitude control and ul
lage) 

,PROPELLANTS: Nitrogen tetroxide, 
mono methyl hydrazine 

COOLING: Ablative 

THRUST: 25 Ibs. and 45 Ibs. 

REMARKS: System composed of 
positive propellant tanks" pres
surizing system and eight engines; 
four engines develop 25 Ibs. thrust 
and four reach 45 Ibs. thrust 

Titan HI-C 
Boosters 
MANUFACTURER: Unite-d Technol
ogy Center 

MANUFACTURER'S NUMBER: 1205 

PROPelLANT: PBAN with alumi
num additives and ammonium 
perchlorate oxidizer 

NOZZLE MATERIAL; Steel with 
graphite cloth-phenolic and silica 
cloth-phenolic exit cone liner 

DIMENSIONS: 92 ft. tall; 10· ft. 
dia. 

WEIGHT: Approximately 500,000 
Ibs. 

IGNITION: Small solid rockets 

AVERAGE THRUST: More than 
1,000,000 Ibs. 

BURN TIME: About 110 sec. 

STATUS: In flight test 

REMARKS: Each Titan III-C carries 
two 1205 motors; each motor 
consists of five center segments, 
two end closures, nozzle, nose 
cone~ thrust termination and de
struct system, and secondary liq
uid injection TYC; in addition to 
five-segment Titan III-C configura
tion, the 120-in.-dia. motors can 
be used in one- to seven-segment 
versions 

technology ,week,'J~ly 25, 1966 _ 
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Nuclear Detcciion 
Satellite 
(ARPA) 
TYPE: Detection-satellite system for 
nuclear explosions in space; for. 
merly Project Vela 

STATUS: Operational and develop
ment 

PRIME CONTRACTOR: TRW Sys
temsi los Alamos Scientific Labora· 
tory, SandIa lab., Aerospace 
Corp., payload 

PERFORMANCE: Operational sys
,tern would consist of three satel
lites in,' one orbital plane with 
three more in a plane 90 degrees 
from the first; orbital altitude 
60,000 n. mi.; can detect x-rays 
from a one-me9aton nuclear explo
sion at a distance of 3 x 108 km; 

'also has other detection equipment 
for gamma roy detection and com

,plex memory logic 

FRAME: Six satellites already 
launched were 20-sided for max
imum coverage; weight, 500 Ibs.; 
maximum in dimension, 40 in.; 
two new, 750-lb., 26-sided de-spun 
satelliles, with attitude control will 
be launched in December 

BOOSTER: Atlas-Agena B; Titan 111-
e for final pair 

REMARKS: Initial pair of satellites 
were launched Oct. 17, 1963, in 
tandem and placed in virtually 
identical 'near-circular orbits; fa nal 
positions Were suc.h that a constant 
separotion of 100,000 mi. is main-

, toined; 4 additional pairs of satel
lites were modified so as not to 
duplicate first launch data and 
second pair of nuclear test detec
tion - satellites was launched July 
17, 1964; third pair launched July 
20, 1965; last pair to be launched 
in December; highly slIccessful pro
gram to date; data from first four 
satellites deteriorating now; third 
pair still performing well; event
ually nudets sensors will be in
cluded in multiple-purpose satel-
lites ' 

technology week, July ,25, 1966 

~ :McDonnell ,is wo'rking 011 'a laild 'landing design -for. the Gemilii space; 
" craft, pr6bablyfor the Air Force ITlai1l1cd orbiting laboratory UvIOL) GCI1'lini :: 

'" B ~llode1. All fundamental design work has been comp1cted for the final two,': 
<,Nationa1 AC,ronautics a'nd Space Administration Gemini spacecraft. ' ' 

... '" 
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1\10 L Progresses 

USAF Secrecy 

Johnson Signs DOD Bill 

Air Forcc's IVlanncd Orbiting Lahoratory (l\IOL) is moving quietly but quickly 
toward its first test launch, now scheduled for Oct. 28 from Cape Kenlledy. 1:10L will 
start carryin£; men in space in 1969. , 

l\'lOL backers lllust still forestall tIle 'Vhite House budget cutters in sessions now 
under way on the Fiscal 1968 budgct. But, after years of being stymied. ~'IOL at last 
appears well 011 its \\'J)'. Gen. Bernard A, Schricyer is telling friends he would not kwc 
decided t(') retire as head of Air Force Systems Command if {vIOL's future was still in 
doubt, I Ie leavcs the service Aug, 31, . 

l\-1artin/Dcnver is assembling at least 10 experiments to be flown on this first \TOL 
test mission. The experiments-some directly related to tlle 1\10L program and others 
independent engineering measurements-will he placed in a Titan 2 oxidizer tank be

, tween l\10L's modified Gemini capsule anel its Titan 3C launcher. 
The operational I\10L wi11 consist of Gemini connected to a can-shaped laboratory. 

Air Force astronauts, while orbiting in space, v.'ill go through a door in the Gemini heat 
shield to reach the laboratorv. A door has been cut in the Air Force's test Gemini 
capsule to he flown in October, and the test will show if the door in the heat shield 
presents any dangers to the men in the capsule during re-entry (A \V &ST Apr. 19, 1965, 
p. 26). The capsule will go into space and immediately re-entcr; the tank will go into 
orbit and transmit data from the experiments. 

To Ute distress of Air Force space enthusiasts, these and other details about ]\fOL 
are being suppressed. The Air Force's secrecy policy on l\10L has even kept the scn'ice 
from revealing that one of its astronauts-rvlaj, i\lichac1 J. Adams-recenth' resi~nec1 to 

: enter the X-15 program, and led to a tight-lipped po1icy on routine hardware details. 
Actually, the Air Force plans to finish negotiations for its i\10L hardware in Sep4 

tcmbcr. This close deadline probably means the Air Force will award United Techno1o£;y 
Center a sole-source contract for the seven-segment, strap-on solid motors which win be 
used on Titan 3 in its configuration for l\10L operational launches. No compctition 
for these motors has been announced. The solid motors will give Titan 31\1 the C'xtra 
capability it needs to compensate for JvlOL's weight gain-from 20,000 lb. origina1ly 

. to 33,000 lb. now. 

AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECHNOLOGY, July 18, 1966 

President Lyndon B. Johnson has 
signed the FY 1967 DOD authorization 
bill covering Defense Dept. research 
and development funds. Action came 
the day after Congress cleared the bill 
July 12. 

less than was called for in the total planned FY '67 
Aerospace Corp ... budget of $75.2 million. To meet this 
cutback in funds,. a portion of the MTS had to go. Aver
age MTS salary in 1965 was about $17,760; those now 
leaving probably average $15,000. Program offices at 
the corporation. are said to be upset by the staff reduc
tion, which they -feel will make their job more difficult. 
Supporting. staff ,will also be cut, by a number yet to be 
determined.,'Technical staffers who were laid off we~ 
given one month's notice and one month's severance 
pay:' 

The bill totals $17,480,759,000. This 
is $337.3 million less than the House 
authorization, $310.7 million more than 
the Senate version and $553.8 million 
more than the bill as it was presented 
to the Congress by the President. 

The conference bill provides $7.04 
billion for RDT&E, the remainder for 
procurement. Increases in RDT&E in
clude $50 miffior;-ro'r TIle lvf;m~ 
ing La'Gorato;:;:"':fi6.6 million for COil--

I __ "h, 
dor, and $5 million for the Deep Sub-
mergence Systems Project. 

~ 
Language in the bill regarding the 

1\10L and funds for the Advanced Man
ned Strategic Aircraft directs that these 
funds are not to be used for any other 
purpose. 

Section: IBM Management Summary 

iSM Confirmed as MOL Subsystem Winner 

Douglas Airctaft Co., prime contractor for the Air 
Force's Manned 'orbiting Laboratory, has confirmed the 
COUNTDOWN report (TW, June 27, p. 3) that Inter
national Business Machines Corp. has been selected for 
developm'ent of the data-management subsystem for 
MOL. 

technology week, July 18, 1966 
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Section I 

INTRODUCTION 

IBM CONFIDENTIAL 

1. 1 MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY MISSION 

MOL is the Department of Defense's (DOD) experimental orbiting 

lab oratory for determining the military effectiveness of man in space. It is 

the outgrowth of several studies previously undertaken by the Air Force and 

NASA and will undoubtedly be the prime DOD effort in space for the next 

several years. 

Although final funding has not been determined.. it was initiated with approxi

mately 10 5 billion dollars .. of which approximately 150 million is allocated 

for Fiscal Year 1966. The experiments planned for MOL are oriented 

towards military objectives and what man's contribution can be in space 

towards the military mission; as such~ the experiments will, for the most 

part~ be under security classifications. 

NASA's efforts in space have been oriented toward civilian scientific 

achievements and the ultimate landing of a man on the moon. 

There will be a high degree of co-operation between the Air Force and NASA 

in order that costs be held to the minimum and that advantage be taken of 

technological advances. In order that the MOL Program may move ahead 

rapidly and economically, the Air Force plans to use as much of the "State-
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of-the-Art" equipment as possible. A modified Titan lIt-C will be used as 

the booster and a modified Gemini spacecraft will be used to house the 

astronauts during launch into orbit and re-entry back to the earth. The al-

ready established Satellite Test Annex at Sunnyvale and its associated 

Satellite Tracking Stations located around the world (together called Satellite 

Control Facility) will be modified as necessary for mission control and the 

control of experiments to be undertaken. 

The Air Force also has "in-house" many of the capabilities needed for MOL 

which were developed for and with NASA in the past. Such facilities as 

Brooks AFB, Texas, have been instrumental in medical research related to 

the astronauts' well-being while entering into space. during mission and sub-

( ) 
--"' sequent safe return to earth. Facilities of the Eastern and Western Test 

Ranges, where abundant capability already exists from previous space 

programs, will be used to launch, track and control MOL. The astronauts 

will be trained at the Air Force Aerospace Research Pilots' School at 

Edwards AFB. 

Basically~ MOL is a modified Gemini with a small housetrailer-sized 

laboratory module attached to it. When adapted to the Titan II -C booster 

and poised on the launch pad, the MOL vehicle will be about 153 feet high. 

The Geminil canister payload will measure 54 feet" with the canister 

(laboratory) itself having dimensions of 41 feet long by 10 feet in diameter 

and a weight of 19,000 pounds. The laboratory will have two compartments 
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approximately equal in size. One compartment, which is to be pressurized, 

will house life-support systems providing a shirt-sleeve environment for 

the MOL's two-man crews. The unpressurized compartment will contain 

instrumentation and power supply. (see figure this section) 

Entry to the canister section from the attached Gemini capsule, in which the 

crew will ride into orbit, will be provided through an access hatch in the 

Gemini heat shield. Present concept calls for the two~man crew to remain 

in the approximately 1, 000 cubic foot laboratory for the entire 3~-day stay 

in space, keeping the Gemini section in a standby condition, poised for the 

return to earth at the end of a month, or earlier, if necessary_ Re-entry from 

orbit will be accomplished by landings on water, using similar techniques 

presently employed with Gemini. 

l\lIOL orbits may have altitudes considerably higher than previous manned 

flights. Estimates to date indicate that they may reach 350 nautical miles. 

When launched at WTR, MOL can be inserted into orbit with inclinations 

ranging from 65 to 90 degrees. Any equatorial-type launches would be rna.de 

from Cape Kennedy. 

1. 2 PRIME CONTRACTORS FOR MOL 

The Douglas Aircraft Company was awarded the prime contract to 

develop and build MOL. While launches of a fully equipped MOL will not 

be until late 1968, several unmanned launchings will occur in late 1966 or 
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early 1967. A total of five flights by two-m.an crews are currently scheduled. 

The General Electric Company has been chosen as prime contractor to plan 

and develop MOL space experiments. Although the experiments have not 

been revealed"both for reasons of security and final definition, they are 

thought to involve such things as visual definition of objects in space, visual 

definition of terrestrial features, radiation measurements, ocean surveillance, 

erection of large antennas in space and experiments in the use of large 

telescopes. 

1. 3 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

The implementation of the MOL Program will be directed by the Space 

Systems Division of the Air Force Systems Command with Aerospace 

Corporation playing a major role in general systems engineering, technical 

direction and overall technical management of systems and subsystems. MOL 

funding will be obligated from SSD in the specific areas of launch vehicles, 

ground equipment, launch pads and other facilities. Other tasks to be 

carried out by these two organizations are system procurement, integration, 

design, development, test, evaluation and mission operations. 
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MOL PROJECT OFFICE PERSONNEL 

Tie Line from the East: 8/153 + 

Area Code 213/670-8350 
776-3931 

Name 

C. B. (Charlie) Brown 649 

T. M. (Ted) Charbonneau 465 

K. I. (Ken) Friedman 

K. A. (Ken) Gaj ewski 

W. B. (Bill) Gibson 

R. C ~ (Bob) Heath 

R. G. (Bob) Krause 

M. B. (Mort) Needle 

J. H. (Jay) Priday 

T. H. (Tom) Sawyer 

FSD 

R. A. (Roger) Bieberich 

Re V. (Rip) Coalson 

W. C e (Will) Derango 

D. A. (David) Fuchs 

J. E. (Jim) Hamlin 

F. M. (Fred) Kayser 

D. A. (Don) Lee 

J. J 0 (Jim) Selfridge 

G. D. (Jerry) West 

B. P. (Bert) Whipple 

F. Ii. (Fritz) Woelffer 
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Home Phone 

213/363-4722 

213/323-3456 

213/894-8729 

213/671-2774 

213/EJ ... 5 - 9131 

213/HI6-760S 

213/378-0957 

213/789-5359 

805/937-3316 

213/372-6091 

213/671-6448 

213/823-2307 

213/456-6812 

21:'-3/348-3949 

213/823-1588 

213/456-6812 

213/348-0438 

213/GL4-5622 

213/395-4491 

213/346-5691 

No Home Phone 

7/29/66 (replaces 4/15/66) 
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(, 
Map IBM Branch and 

Index No. Customer Location Region Marketing Manager. 

3.0 USAF Systems Command GEM Air Force Programs 
Andrews AFB" Md. J. W. Richardson 

3. 1 Aerospace Corporation GEM Westchester 
Los Angeles" California fl. G. Hoyt 

3.2 Space Systems Division GEM Westchester 
Los Angeles, California H. G. Hoyt 

.3.3 Satellite Control Facility GEM Westchester* 
Los Angeles, California H. G. Hoyt 

San Francisco** 
H. W. Funk 

3. 3. 1 Satellite Control Facility GEM We stchester* 
Remote Tracking Stations H. G. Hoyt 
Los Angeles" California San Francisco** 

(: 
H. W. Funk 

3. 3. 2 Satellite Control Facility GEM Westchester* 
Bird Buffers H. G. Hoyt 
Los Angeles" California San Francisco** 

H. W. Funk 

3. 3. 3 Satellite Control Facility GEM Westchester* 
Computation .Support Equipment H. G. Hoyt 
Los Angeles" California San Francisco** 

H. W. Funk 

3.4 National Range Division GE1VI AFSC Programs 
Washington, D. C. B. Bruns 

3.4. 1 Western Test Range GEM Westchester 
Vandenberg AFB, California H. G. Hoyt 

3.4.2 Eastern Test Range GEM Cape Kennedy 
Cocoa Beach.. Florida W. O. Robeson 

3.5 Edwards Air Force Base, GEM Riverside 
Edwards" California J. F. Bales 

0 
* Procurement through SSD, 

** Account Support. 
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C Map 
Index No. Customer Location 

3.6 Aerospace Medical Division 
Brooks AFB, Texas 

3.7 Eglin Air Force Basel 
Eglin AFB" Florida 

3.8 Wright-Patterson AFB 
Dayton, Ohio 

3.9 Electronic System Division 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

4. 1 Douglas Aircraft Company 
Los Angeles, California 

4.2 General Electric Company 
Valley Forgel Pennsylvania 

(\ 5. 1 Martin Company 
-_.,/) Denver, Colorado 

5.2 McDonnell Aircraft 
St~ Louis, Missouri 

. 5~ 3 Philco Corporation 
Palo Alto, California 

5.4 Lockheed Corporation 
Sunnyvale, California 

5. 5 Systems Development Corpn. 
Santa Monica, California 

o 
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Region 

WRO 

ERO 

GEM 

GEM 

WRO 

ERO 

WRO 

MRO 

WRO 

WRO 

GEM 

tBM Branch and 
Marketing Manager. 

San Antonio 
J. R. McSween 

Mobile 
w. C. Stiefel 

Dayton 
B. O. Evans, Jr. 

Boston GEM 
P. H. Bradley 

L. A. Scientific 
C. D. Thimsen 

Philadelphia 
R. J. Dougherty 

Denver 
N. H. Hawkins 

St. Louis 
D. C. Tobin 

San Jose 
E. H. Dohrmann 

San Jose 
E. H. Dohrmann 

Westchester 
H. G. Hoyt 
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\ C.·"· CUSTOMER NAME: 

REGION: 

DISTRICT: 

BRANCH MANAGER: 

DP SALESMAN: 

SYSTEMS ENGINEER: 

FSD REPRESENTATIVES: 

OTHER IBM PERSONNEL: 
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IBlVl CONFiDENTIAL 

HQ Air Force System Command 
Andrews Air Force Base 
Maryland 20331 
Phone: 301/981-9111 

GEM 

Defense Programs 

R. A. Simms - AF Program Director 
J. W. Richard son - Program Mgr. 

J. W. DeBlasi 

Gene Lokey 

R. Strang 
W. McGentry 

R. G. Taurence - Mktg. Rep. SPOs 
R. P. Bruns - Mktg. Rep. Ranges 
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AF Flight Test Center 
Edwards AFB I Cal. 

Brig. Geri. I. L. Branch 

~ n 

IBM CONFIDEI\JTIAL 

AIR FORCE SYSTEI\1S COMMAND 
Headquarters I Andrews AFB, Mel. 

Gen. B. A. Schriever I Commander 

r--------~~-+----------=__,;---.-----~----... --........... ------~-.----

Aerospace Medical Div. 
Brooks AFB, Texas 

Maj. Gen. T . C. Bedwell, Jr 

Air Proving Ground Center Electronic Systems Div. 
Eglin AFB I Fla. Hanscom Field I Ma s s . 

Ma j . Ge n. J. E. Robert s Ma j . G en . J . W . 0 I Neill 

National Range Div. 
Andrew s AFB / Md. 

Ballistic Systems Div 
Norton AFB I Cal. 

Brig. Gen. H. J. Sa nds J Jr 

1- MOL Directorate 
I Vice Director Deputy Dir. 

Lt.Gen. L.I. Davis 
Space Systems Div. 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
Iv1aj . Gen. B. I. Funk. 

Aeronautical Systems Div. 
\!'/right--Patterson l\FB I Ohio 
Maj.Gen. C.H. Terhune/Jr. ~ Pentagon / Washington I DC SSD I Los Angeles 

Brig .Gen. H. L. Evans Brig .Gen.R.A. Berg 
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RANKING AFSC PERSONNEL \VITH MOL INFLUENCE 

General B. A. Schriever - Commander AFSe, Director of MOL. 

Became Commander of ARDC, Later redesignated Air Force Systems 

Command, in 1959. As head of the AF Ballistic Missile Division, he 

directed the massive USAF ICBM R&D program. Relies heavily upon 

Aerospace Corporation engineering support. 

Dr. Mike Yaram.ovych - Technical Director for MOL. Dr. Yaramovych 

is ass~gned to NASA but has been on loan to the Air Force for over a year. 

He was originally assigned to General Evans' staff when General Evans 

assumed the position as Director of the MOL project. He will probably 

remain with MOL during its lifetime, or at least until the program is well 

under way. He is pro-IBM and has worked with us on previous projects. 

Brigadier General Evans - De'puty Director of MOL. Prior to assuming 

this position, General Evans was director of development under General 

Fer.guson. During the source selection and evaluation procedures, General 

Evans was Com.mander of the MOL proj ect - General Schriever was later 

moved in over him as MOL Director. 

Section 3.0 Page A/2 



IBrlJT CONFlDEDTTIJ..l.L 

Brigadier Russ Berg - Director of MOL SSD. Prior to assuI'..'1ing -el1.is 

post .. General Berg! s only participation in MOL was in the source 

selection and evaluation procedures. During the past he has been primarily 

associated with AF "Dark" projects. 

Lt. General J. Ferguson - Deputy Chief of Staff, for R&D" AFS. Early 

in the MOL program" General Ferguson and his staff participated in the 

initial planning. Now that the project is established" it does not appear he , 

will provide further assistance. 

Colonel William Brady - Assistant Director of MOL, SSD. Colonel 

o Brady was director ~f the MOL project in its conception. Prior to that, he 

was associated with Advanced Technical Groups at SSD. He has a long history 

of R&D Program activity. 

Brigadier General Kronauer - DDR&E Ranges. General Kronauer has 

been associated with range business over the past 8 to 10 years. Before 

becoming Range Commander for DDR&E he was staff to General Paul 

Cooper. He interviewed with IBM in Washington when he was contemplating 

retirement. 

Brigadier General Martin - General Martin has been associated with AF 

o "Dark" projects for several years. He will probably have considerable inp-~lt 

in the MOL payload area. Will also dictate security requirements. 

Section 3.0 Page A/3 
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Major Don Floyd - General Evans' staff. Major Floyd has visited the 

IBM Owego and Washington facilities. He was previously staff to General 

Ferguson and prior to that in a special group under MacMillan. He has 

had meaningful input to the MOL program in the course of his responsibilities 

in crew selection and experiments. 

George Hess - Chief Scientist, technical direct or for MOL and NRD for 

General L.1. Daves Commander National Range Division. 

Colonel W. R. Hedrick" Jr. - Director of AF Satellite Control facility. 

Directly responsible to the Undersecretary of the Air Force, Dr. Paul" for 

the operation of the SCF in Sunnyvale and its remote tracking stations. Reports 

administrati ve to Major General B. I. Funk, Commander SSD. Pro-IBM. Will 

actively manage configuration and operation of SCF in support of MOL. 

General J. Bleymaier - Commander WTR. Formerly associated with MOL 

project in AFS C. Will dictate WTR systems support for MOL. 

Section 3.0 Page A/4 
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In order to strengthen its research and development effort, the Air 

Force activated the Air Research and Development Co!Umand (ARDC) 

on January 23 1 1950. Most of the Air Force1s technical resources, 

scattered throughout a half dozen commands, were transferred to 

ARDC , which assumed responsibility for the research and development 

phase of new weapon systems. 

On April 1, 1961, ARDC became the Air Force Systems Command 

(AFSC) with the responsibility for research l development, production 

and procurement of all considerations involved in placing a complete 

aerospace system in operation. The Command assum.ed all former ARDC 

functions, facilities and personnel, except those involved in basic 

research. It also incorporated the necessary procurement personnel 

and their contract management regions in order to place complete 

weapon systems managem.ent control under AFSC . 

development to delivery to operational commands. 

Section 3. 0 
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B.. I. Background 

The Air Force Systems Command wi It manage MO L for the Air Force who has been 
designated by the Department of Defense to manage MOL. More specifically the Space 
Systems Division of AFSC wi II manage MOL, and coordinate MOL policy decisions through 
AFSC 1 USAF and DOD. 

The Systems Command has gained considerable experience in Space projects 
through operation of the missile Ranges at Patrick AFB and Vandenberg AFB, and the 
Satell ite Control Facility under Space Systems Division. 

B. 2~ Equipment installed at HQ AFSC includes IBM 1410 used in command data manage
menf'.· This system and a Honeywell 800 for major command date systems work is managed 
by the Comptroller organization. DCS/C manages a network of 1410s at AFSC Bases. 

Section 3.0 Page B/2 
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CUSTOMER NAME: 

REGION: 

DISTRICT: 

BRANCH: 

BRANCH MANAGER: 

ACCOUNT MANAGER: 

IBM CONFID.ENTIAL 

Aerospace Corporation, 
Inglewood.. California 

GEM 

Western 

Los Angeles .. " Westchester 

Skip Hoyt 

Ed Chappelear 

DP SALESMAN: Bob Fairbanks .. 
Bob Krause .. 
Bob Oller. 

FSD REPRESENTATIVE: Johnny Jones, 

Section 3. 1 

Jim Selfridge, 
- 'Gren McClure. 
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL SATELLITE SYSTEMS DIVISION 
8 November 1965 

c 

ADMINISTRATION & TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT SERVICES 

H. H. Jensen X87544 

J. A. Marsh x85l62 
GROUP DIRECTOR 

2260 

Yuri Tanaka x85l62 

TECHNIC TAFF 

c. M. Beyer xB7438 
Marion Brownsberger X87544 Lenora Martinez xB7438 

J. L. Chambers x87779 
B. M. Collins xB 7779 
R. L. Hayes x87544 

Lorraine Dinwiddie x87779 

DATA ~YSTEMS OFFICE 

c~: 

V. wqfte X87436 

Director 

, Rhea Disrud' x8 7436 

Control & Display 

T. J. Carr, Mgr. X85780 

H. J. 'rye xB5780 
F. J. Zampino X86710 

Orbit Determination 
R. D. Brandsberg, Mgr. X87448 

Liz Provence X87448 

R. W. Day X8~027 
D. Saadeh X85274 

Digital Systems 

G. J. Hansen, Mgr. X87526 
Ginni Thompson X87526 

R. R. Arndt X87529 
R. W. Baker x85696 
S. J. Long XB5559 
H. M. Reynolds X85392 

De.ta Equipment o E. A. Ragland, Mgr. X87444 

Vicki Hawks X8744b 

E. J. Benison X861.77 
R. E. Berri X87565 
E. E. R1 t7.1aff XA51~97 
J. L. 'rillman X86634 

ANALOG SYSTEMS OFFICE 

G. J. Bonelle x87504 

Assistant Director 

Barbara Ward x87504 

J. Machlis x85809 

SGLS 

w. F. Tackett, Mgr. x85330 

Betty Roach X8S330 
R. K. Moss X8S330 
H. R. Sigler .x85330 

TT&C Systems 

D. D. Stevenson, Mgr. x85334 

LaDeana Young 185334 
M. :. Ackerman X87670 
C. S. Hoff x87668 
J. A. Jackson X87673 
H. H. Ross x87671 
F. T. Sinnott 'xB7672 
J. T. Thompson X87669 

Joyce Bra~ee x87666 

SCF Con~1gurations 

U. C. Nolte, Mgr. X85336 
Florence Cloud X85336 

J. R. Fleury X87855 
L. S. Preston X86302 
R. P. Re1m~rt X87512 

REQUIREMENTS OFFICE 

R. ~. Colander X87542 

Director 

Dottie Allen X87542 

C. E. Ianiher )E7457 

Program Requirements A 

R. H. Scott, Mgr. x87440 

Ann Veto x87440 

M. L. Black X87524 
V. L. Gentry x87520 
H. H. Halpern X87521 
P. O. Morton X87522 

Program Requirements B 

E. L. Spalinger, Mgr. X87442 
Carol Freeman x87442 

G. P. Buck X87450 
T. H. Hedene X87525 
F. A. 0' Leary X87859 

Implementation 

·~·i. F. Arndt ~ Mgr. x87u54 
Doris Bowman xB7454 

L. S. Comyns X87452 
T. R. James XB7458 
R. F. Mandich X8745l 
C. M. Nakamura x87460 
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The 112tSSlon of A erospace Corporation 

T: HE MISSIO~ of ~erospace. Corporation is a br~ad 
one. Workmg with the. AIr" Force, the corporation 

takes part in planning advanced missile and military 
space systems, directs and supervises their development, 
and participates in test launchings. In effect, Aerospace 
Corporation'5 responsibilities range from the idea or 
concept in the mind of the scientist through the count
down at the missile range to successful demonstration 
of the system, 

Aerospace Corporation was incorporated under the 
laws of the State of California on June 3, 1960. 

The establishment of the corporation was predicated 
on the need of the U. S. Air Force for top scientif1c and 
engineering competence to provide advanced planning, 
general system engineering, and corresponding tech
nical direction or supervision of advanced ballistic mis
sile and space programs. To assure objectivity in all its 
relations with government and industry, the corporation 
was established as a not-for-profit, public-service insti
tution. 

The concept represented by Aerospace Corporatior. 
was recommended in the "Eleventh Report by the 
(House) Committee on Government Operations," 
bascd on a study by the Committee's Military Oper
ations Subcommittee and dated September 2, 1959. 

Shortly after, the Secretary of the Air Force requested 
a management study committee headed by Dr. Clark 
B. Millikan of the California Institute of Technology to 
review the management of Air Force ballistic, missile 
and space systems programs. The committee recom
mended establishment of a new non-competitive organ
ization to replace Space Technology Laboratories, Inc., 
in providing assistance to the Air Force in the manage
ment and direction of missile and space programs. 

This is how Aerospace Corporation was born. Head
quarters for the new organization were set up in a 
modern research and development center located in 
El Segundo, Calif., adjacent to Los Angeles I nterna", 
tional Airport. 

Technology advanced by leaps and bounds after 

Section 3. 1 

by D. D. WHITCRAFT, Jr. 

Director of Government Relations, 

Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, Colif. 

World War I I. Designers and builders of aircraft and 
missiles were coping with systems far more complex 
than ever before. The Air Force recognized that new 
and improved management methods should bc formu
latcd if its ballistic missile program were to proceed at 
the urgent pace required for national defense:, To assist 
in the management of ballistic missile projects, the Air 
Force in 1954 utilized a new approach-a pr:vate con
tractor as a system engineer and technical dircc~or over 
numerous associate contractors. 

Development of the requi red missile systems sooner 
than anyone had dared hope, and performance that 
exceeded the original design specificatiom, proved the 
basic soundness of this new technical management 
approach. 

However, by 1959 it appeared that perhaps retine
ments could be made in the Air Force's technical man
agement approach. The organization providing the tech
nical assistance was owned by a profit-making tlrm. In
dustry-those companies which sought the job of 
building missile and space systems and subsystems
questioned the objectivity of the Air Force's systems 
engineer. 

Objectiv,.ity in this case means absolute birness and 
impartiality in dealings with both the government 
·and industry. Recommendations concerning contract 
awards, for instance, must be based solely on cont:'act 
bidders' competence to handle the job.' 1\0 personal 
financial interest in the job should sway the systems 
engineer's decision. It was because the system engi
neering organization was owned by a pront-making 
corporation-which conceivably could wield influence 
for its own benefit-that industry at large was moved 
to object to the privilege of a potential competitor. 

Page A/I 



To safeguard ohjectivity, it was ckcided to form a 
not-for-protlt org~ll1ization, with no stockholders to 
appease or dividends to carn-an organization whose 
only re:1son for being was to serve the government, an 
organization in which every U. S. taxpayer was a "stock~ 
holder." As a further step in assuring objectivity, the 
organization would engage in no manufacture or pro
duction. This org~mization is Aerospace Corporation. 

Aerospace Corporation performs its work under 
contract with the government-principally the Air 
Force. Its technical work is divided into three main 
categories of eITort: systems resc:1rch and planning, 
technical program operations, and lahoratory opera
tions. 

The: scientists ~ll1d engineers engaged in systems re
scarch (llId plul7l1ing channel their talents to planning 
for hal1istic missiles and space systems, working as a 
ream with the Air Force. This elTort is devoted to as
sisting the Air Force in conceiving advanced weapons 
and military space systems and preparing initial general 
specilicatinns. Includeu in this effort is the technical 
evaluation of proposals suhmitted by industry for such 
new systems. The oojcctive for this operation in csscr:ce 
is the translation of milit;lry requircments into C()flCcpts 
of military systems to fullill those rcquirl'J1Knts. This is 

calkd advanced systems analysis, planning and initial 
systems engineering. 

In the area 0f systems research the corporation is 
currently conducting study projects related to advanced 
ballistic missiles, orbital interceptors, manned satellite 
maintenance vehicles, low-costsp:ice launching systems 
'and recoverable satellites, and is conducting other 
studies involving advanced technology. 

Technical program operations take over where sys
tem research and planning leaves off. Supposing for 
example, that initial systems-engineering efforts have 
resulted in a concept of an advanced satellite system for 
which the Air. Force has a requirement. So the concept 
can be converted into hardware, contracts have been 
awarded to industry to build the system. Technical 
program etTorts are directed toward assisting the Air 
Force in the technical management involved in the 
actual development of the space system. In most cases, 
Aerospace Corporation performs what is called general 
systems engineering. 

This might be the time to discuss. briefly what is 
meant by systems engineering. Basically it concerns the 
operations involved in developing a complex system 
usually requidng the integration of a number of rel-

Section 3.1 

atively complex suhsystems, each of which may concern 
a difTerent hranch of technology. General systems en
gineering, that portion of systems engineering which 
Aerospace Corporation performs, dC21s with the ovc raIl 
putting together of u systL:m. It involves design com
promiscs between subsystems, such as deciding that the 
engines must he higger because the payload cannot be 
smaller, or that the payload must be smaller because 
the engines can't he larger. Analysis of subsystems seeks 
to find if anything can give to make the.; system better, 
cheaper, or more reliable. R.::cognition and defInition 
of how the subsystems At together to form a whole 
.system constitutes a part of the process as weil as sUEer-

vision of system testing. All these arc conducted to the 
.:xtcnt required to assure that system concept and 
objectives are 'being met in an economical and timely 
manner. In order to fulfill its general systems (:ngi
neering responsibilities, the corporation technically 
directs the associate contractors working on the pro
grams. 

.'1 
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Detailed systems engineering, the actual detail work 
of engineering the system, is normally the responsihility 
of the industri~il contractors. Aerospace Corporation 
docs not intend to get into the detailed systems engi
neering, although it is ready to lend assistance to the 
contractor when required. 1 t may he given responsihility 
for detailed systems engineering in special cases where 
approved by the Secretary of the Air Force. 

Aerospace Corporation is concerned with nearly the 
entire spectrum of Air Force space systems. Work in the 
missile area includes a mobile, mid-ranQc ballistic missile 
(MMRI3M) system. r n addition to Air Force-fundcd pro
grams, the division supports several missile-space 
programs of other government agencies in which the Air 
Force has responsibility. On the Mercury program, for 
example, the Corporation works with the Air Force in 
supplying to NASA the Atlas launch vehic1e. It also per
forms general systems engineering on the Titan II booster 
for Project Gemini. f01low-on to Mercury, and on the 
Titan III space booster program. 

At Aerospace Corporation, /uhowtor.r rescorch oper
ation.)· are conducted in two general areas: 

1. Research and experimentation aimed at asslstlI1g 
the corporation in its systcms research and technical 
program operations; and advancing the state of the art 
in arcas critical to achieving continuing scientitlc prog
ress. 

2. Applied research program management to assist 
the Air Force in the management of its applied research 
programs being performed hy industry under Air Force 
contracts. 

The corporation is involved currently in a numhn of 
laboratory research projects. Chemic~d, nuclear, and 
electric propulsio/l are hcing studied. In the field of uero
mechanics, study work is under way concerning winged 

Section 3. 1 

and hallistic reentry conflgurations: simulation of hyper
sonic night conditions llsing a h,Yrcrsonic shock tunnel: 
arc tunnd experiments to mC'\<.;ure hcat transfer rates of 
various makrials which might he used for reentry appli
cations; and ionized gas studies. In nl(l[eria/s re\(,(lrc/z, 
investigations arc heing made into solid state physics, 
materials, structures, and environmental cfTccts on ma
terials. In electronics, research is being conducted in 
advanced solid state circuits for space communicltic!I1s 
and detection systems, research in electromagnetic and 
cOl1lmllnica'lio!1s tcchni(.llles, and in attitude and positi()n 
sensors and cOl1tmls. In "'[NiCe physics. the corpllLltion 
is performing studies of the atmosphere, the raJi~lti()n 
helts, and solar anci stellar radiation. 

As the foregoing indicates, during its brief existence, 
Aerospace Corporation has become deeply involved in 
the nation's missile and space programs. In September 
1962, total employment reached approximately 4,000 
persons, nearly 1,400 of whom were scientists and engi
neers working in three technical divisions. In addition, 
construction was underway on facilities to house the 
Aerospace Corporation San Bernardino Operations 
which was estahlished in June 1962 to provide technical 
support of advanced programs of the Air Force Ballistic 
Systems, Division which had moved to Norton Air Force 
Base near San Bernardino, California. 
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General Bernard A. Schriever, USAF Systems Com
mand (AFSC) commander, before the reorganization 
of the Air Research and Development Command, com
mented on the urgent need for such a reservoir of 
trained personnel: 

"I am frequently asked, 'Wouldn't the Air Force 
prefer to handle the integration of systems itself as an 
in-house job?' I do not want to minimize the outstanding 
contributions made by our Air Force' engineers and 
scientists in our own laboratories ... but the expanding 
budget for research and development and the sharply 
accelerated growth in our requirements ... has forced 
us to enlist the aid of companies such as Rand, Aero
space, Mitre Corporation, and others .... 

"When we. add to it the further need for integration 
of the best industrial contractors we can find, the mag-

Mr. Whitcraft jOined the Aerospace 
. Corporation as Director of Govern
ment Relations in August 1960. He 
preViously headed the Western Dis
trict Office of the Defense Systems 
Department of General Electric Co. 

From August 1956 to January 1957, 
on a leave of absence from G.E., Mr. 

Section 3. 1 
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nitudo of the problem facing the Air Force today b(:
comes clear. We simply do not have, internally, all the 
manpower resources necessary to carry out the tech
nical management of all our programs. 

"We do not, however, lack competence w]l]-;in the 
Air Foree to manage complicated technical programs. 
We do have this managerial competence. \f./c wili con
tinue to have the capability for technical man(ig;'::11cnt, 
and will continue to expand it. ... 

"However, the total requirement for pers()!> ~ of 
this kind throughollt the Air Force far excc~d:-. th..: 
number of people we now have or can hope to get. 
There will be continuing need to employ objective or
ganizations which can provide the Air Force with addi
tional technical competence. Aerospace Corporation 
has an essential part in our long-range planning." ~ 

Whitcraft served as a consultant to 
the House Appropriations Committee 
(Nugent Group) on a three-man in
quiry . into the overall guided missile 
program of the Department of De
fense. A major in the Air Force Re
serve, he served on active duty from 
1945 to 1955. 
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January 25, 1966 

ME!\JlORANDUM TO FILE: 

Subject: IVleeting v.rith Aerospace on Communications Control on 
January 1~) I 1966 

Mike Burk{:;, '1'. Charbonneau and I met with Earl rZa;rland,. Carl Beyer allJ 
E. Retzlaff to discuss communications control, monitorillY and switchillU" 
In this meeting lVlike Burke went over again our rationale fOl~ recommendillY 
that switchillg of encrypted circuits be performed external to the CPU. 
Aerospace agreed with the rationale. We then discussed our approach to 
line monitoring and switching. This was fairly complete but did not consider 
automatic switching at Remote Sites. 

Earl Ragland summed up their requirements I as follows: 

1. At lea st three lines/ statio:l, (1) one or more voice; (1) data; 
(1) spare fully used for sync. purposes. 

2. All lines are long lines I no radio I routing is not cOYltrolled. 

3. Backup is always required, voice and teletype. 

4. Indicators and alarms are required at the STC and remote sites. 

5. Control should be exercised by the STC. 

6. Reinitiation should require essentially no time. 

7. High priority and remote I!1anual override should be provided. 

8. The remote sites should be able to reinitialize at that end. 

9. The computel~ program for Comm. Control should be protected 
from interference by other programs. 

Aerospace would like us to present a design which includes tradeoffs in 
error detection, such as channel costs, programming, storage and inter-

Section 3.1 Page H/1 
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Memorandum to File (continued) January 25 I 1966 

ference if the spare and data lines are used to carry the same information 
with checking internal to the computer I versus external checking. They 
also implied that we would help them and ourselves if we discussed the 
design with AT & T. 

Mike Burke has agreed to develop and coordinate our technical work in 
this area. We should be able to discuss our new design with Aerospace 
about February 3, 1966. 

JJS:jh 
cc: M. Burke I B·~thesda I 

J • E • Ha mlin / 
R"Krause 
G. McClure 
A.Valakos,Bethesda. 
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March 24, 1966 

MEMORANDUM TO THE FILE 

SUBJECT: Discussion with Aerospace Corporation Personnel 
22 March 1966 

Attendees at this discussion were as follows: 

Aerospace 

F. Arndt 
G. Hansen 
H. Reynolds 

B. Krause 
M. Needle 
G. West 

We discussed the security problem associated with a multi-processor 
configuration for the STC buffer computer. We presented I informally, 
our solution to the problem using System/360 storage protect feature 
and some hardware partitioning capabilities. The Aerospace people 
were receptive to our suggestion for a formal briefing on the subject I 
and recommended certain points to be emphasi zed. 

GW:jh 

cc: Messrs. C. B. Brown 
W. B. Gibson 
J. E. Hamlin 
R. G. Krause 
M. Needle 
J. J. Selfridge 

Section 3.1 
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Manned Orbiting Laboratory Project 
LOS ANGELES AEROSPACE BUILDING 

March 24, 1966 IBM CONFIDENTIAL 

TO: Mr. J" J. Selfridge 

BRIEFING TO AEROSPACE CORPORATION ON IBM DIAGNOSTICS 

Aerospace Attendees: Dr. Marsh 
Earl Ragland 
Don Stevenson 
Vic White 
Lee Murphy 

On Tuesday, March 22 I Messrs. Jim Selfridge i Bob Krause I and 
Rip Coalson briefed the above Aerospace personnel on subsystem 
Diagnostics which have been designed and operated by IBM. The 
diagnostiCS performed at WSMR (AF Athena Program) on the radar t 
telemetry and con1mand subsystems were discussed in order to 
exemplify IBM credentials in diagnostiC techniques. 

During the course of, and following the briefing I the following 
observations vrere made: 

1. In general, the briefing was very well received, and there was 
active participation (constructive) from the customer. 

2. Lee 1\1urphy stated that the diagnostics presently performed at 
the Remote Tracking Sites are not as comprehensive or automated as 
those described during the briefing. 

3 • Dr. Marsh stated that the Air Force wanted to replace the men 
who check out the tracking equipment with completely computerized I 
detailed I diagnostics. He also implied that he desired the diagnostics 
techniques vile presented to be extended to a more detailed level of 
fault isolation. 

4. After the briefing I Lee Murphy requested that we give the same 
presentation to other members of the Aerospace organization. We 
replied affirmatively. 

R. V. Coalson 

RVC/lr 
cc: Mr. C. B. Brown 

Mr. RI) G. Krause 

Section 3.1 Page H/4 
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CUSTOMER NAME: 
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DISTRICT: 

Space Systems Division, 
Inglewood, California 

GEM 

Western 
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BRANCH MANAGER: Skip Hoyt 

ACCOUNT MANAGER: Ed Chappelear 

DP SALESMAN: Bob Fairbanks, 
Bob Krause, 
Bob Oller. 

FSD REPRESENTATIVE: Johnny Jones, 
Jim Selfridge, 
Glen McClure. 
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Air Force 

Maj. George Hrebec* Tel. 31263 
Capt. Robt. B. Stuart Tel. 30070 
Lt. Donald G. Hard Tel. 30070 
Lt.Dennis r. Scovern Tel. 31263 

Aerospace 

Richard E. Day* 
Britan 

Chuck Hazel 
Andy Pope* 
Joe Helland 
Art Halenbeck * 

* == Prime mover 
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Air Force 

Col. Ru s s ell Herrington I Jr. 
Capt. Norman North 
Maj. Chas. McGinn 
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Tel. 30410 
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Air Force 

Maj. Howard Clark 

Aerospace 

Ernie LaPorte 
Jim Henry 
Pete Soule* 

* = Prime mover 
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Gemini 
Lt. Col. Gandy 
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Air Force 

Col. Robt. Levin Tel. 31820 
Capt. Frank Brunstetter .. 
Capt. Robt. Zeiger* 
Capt. Buena Parks 
Capt. Chas. Wilson 

Aerospace 

Jim Roberts* 
Dr. Pete Husman 
Dr. Leon Thomas 

* == Prime mover 
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Crew & Biomedical 
Col. A. I. Karstens * 
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Air Force 

Capt. Oma He ster I Jr. 
Lt. Lawrence Savage 
Leonard Atkins * 
Merlin Dunn 
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Lt. Col. Robert Bormul1 * 
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Tel. 33538 
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TJNSOLICITED PROPOSAL TO SSD 

1. PROPOSAL Gf~AL: Acquire Software Support and Integration contract 

for the 2250 in thE:- STC. 

A. Design, produce, test and document 160A driven diagnostics 

for the 2250. 

B. Design, produce, test, document and install a display 

software subsystem operating on the BB in a Postpass mode, utilizing 

the recording tape. (Much like a current program which drives analog 

plotters). 

C. Simultaneously or subsequently build a real time display 

module which "plugs into" a Model 8. 0 or 9. a Bird Buffer. 

D. Design, produce and demonstrate advanced display 

application of 2250' s as follows: 

Section 3. 2 

1) Mission Control Complex command and control data 

display and computer input methods, with special emphasis 

on high priority unmanned vehicles and MOL; 

2) Diagnostic display information both for the STC and 

RTS. 

l~age ell 
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3) Replacement of SOC display and command functions. 

II. PROPOSAL METHOD! 

A. Acquire MLSD/ Division Litton Industries as a subcontractor. 

1) Definition of responsibilities: 

a) Design the programs up to and including detailed 

Interface Specification ** IBM/MLSD 

b) Produce control and/ or sub-control 

routine IBM 

c) Produce display driver subroutines IBM 

d) Produce data production and/ or retrieval, 

interpretation, tagging and formatting 

sub-routines MLSD 

e) Provide interface code for Operational 

BB MLSD 

f) Provide operational procedure 

docum.entation MLSD 

B. Do detailed design in Los Angeles in close concert with 

SSD/ ASCO/ SDC and SPOE offices. 

C. Do program development I testingl demonstration at AF / CPDC 

(Santa Monica) and STC (Sunnyvale). 

** Proposal should indicate that any existing software in the AF / cnoc would 
be used for this task. 

Section 3.2 Page C/2 
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III. ADVANTAGES FOR IBM OF MAKING THIS PROPOSAL: 

A. Gives us a better feel for current aspects of SCF 

mission control (The project that needs this is the big one) 

B. May give us access to advanced information on the BB 

replacement and associated display philosophy. 

C. Provides an opportunity to get feedback intelligence on 

how displays will be set up for MOL at the STC. 

D. Provides IBM protection in terms of p. R. on the 2250. 

(i. e., no chance of another situation like the 3600/1300) 

E. Provides a feel for working with MLSD in the event we 

would consider them as a potential subcontractor for future larger 

proposals. 

IV. TIMING: FINAL PROPOSAL TO SSD IN 13 WORKING DAYS: 

Technical Schedule: Costs: 

A. by 1/1 6mm 

B. by 2/15 lOmm 

C. by3/l5 16 mm 

D. by 6/30 16 mm 

48 mm (4 man years). 
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SECTION B 

SATELLITE CONTHOL FACILITY 

I. Introduction 

The Mission of the Space SysterDs Division of the Air Force Systems 

Command is the development of Space Systems. A major portion of the 

effort of the Space Systems Division is the development of satellite 

systems. One of these system.s is the Discoverer Program. which is a 

research and development space program designed to demonstrate Air 

Force capabilities for the laun.::h, stabilization, control and recovery of 

instrumented capsules from orbit. 

Inherent in the development of each satellite system is the development of 

the capability to control its functions while in orbit. Once the satellite 

has been successfully injected into orbit., the fulfillment of the test 

objectives depends on maintaining contact with the vehicle and controlling 

its operations. This i~ the task of the Satellite Coptrol System. 

The Satellite Control System consists of the ground and ·space equipm ents 

that are required to permit intelligent on-orbit operation of a satellite 

system. This operation relies on the real time analysis of telemetered 

status data, the determination of the characteristics of the satellite 1 s orbit, 

the issuing of commands to precisely control the functioning of the payload 

Section 3. 3 Page B/l 
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and e)..rperiments, and the various communication links and computation 

centers. The ground portion of the Satellite Control System is termed 

the Satellite Control Facility. 

II. Objective and Approach of the Satellite Control Facility 

The primary objective of the Satellite Control Facility is to satisfy the 

on-orbit control requirements'Df approved satellite system development 

programs. The Facility is required to support many different satellite 

programs in the next few years. While there are some common satellite 

control functions among eacn program" in general, ·each program and even 

each flight series withina satellite program, has peculiar control require

ments which must be met. 

To meet these various requirements, the approach has been to provide a 

Research and Development Satellite Control Facility tailored to accomplish 

the real time, on-line, orbital control of satellites during their development. 

The Facility is an R&D tool that must reliably provide on orbit satellite 

control support during th~ flight testing period. In addition, the Satellite 

Control Facility is used to simulate and test operational prototype Satellite 

Cont rol Systems. ·Thus, the approach has been to maintain basic support 

while testing and developing new and advanced satellite control systems for 

approved Air Force space programs. 

Section 3. 3 Page B/2 
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III. Satellite Control Facility, SCF 

The SCF consists of the Satellite Test Center (STC)(sometimes called 

Satellite Test Annex because of its Lockheed, Sunnyvale location) and 

the Remote Tracking Stations of. which there are ten. Dual tracking 

stations exist at Vandenberg; Hawaii; New Boston; New Hampshire; 

single stations are located at Kodiaki.G·uam; Alaska; Indian Ocean; and a 

northern site. The entire facility was developed to support Air Force 

space programs which are for the most part highly classified. Additional 

tracking sites have been deactivated and are referred to as mobile sites 

available for MOL at SUVA or Okinawa .. Communication between the sites 

and the STC consists of voice and data. Data lines are 1200 bps phone 

line s where the se are available. From the 10 S, data is transmitted over 

100 wpm teletype (Note: The modems have a 50 kbps capability). The 

present ground system configuration is shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

The STC is equipped to support six satellites simultaneously. Its data 

processing subsystems are divided into two groupings. There are nine 

(160A's). Six 160A's are used as Bird Buffers for the six programs supported, 

two 160A's are spare Bird Buffers and one 160A is a switching computer. 

Section 3. 3 Page B/3 
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The four 1604 computers(nowbeing changed to five 3600' s) perform the extensive 

computations for the SCF. The STC has six area s or complexes set aside for 

the User Programs where orbit planning, aata analysis, and command 

generation is performed. A Data Presentation Room has facilities for 

monitoring each satellite and the portion of the network involved at any time 

and making up status displays for the User Program Complexes, a Multi-Ops 

Room and a Main Control Room. The User Program areas provide a means 

to analyze and control on-board systems. The Multi-Ops Room oversees 

scheduled operations, detects c.onflicts and resolves operations and 

maintenance difficulties throughout the SCF. The Main Control Room 

has facilities for supervi sing all satellite operations and has six satellite 

controller positions. Data Display and Voice communication are available 

to each control position in Main Control, Multi-Ops and the User Program 

Complexes. 

The three dual tracking stations are capable of supporting certain combina

tions of two satellites simultaneously. Each tracking station has fout 

main groupings of equipment. The se are: 

1 . The antenna systems for tracking, acquiring telemetry signals, 

and transmitting commands; 

2. 

Section 3. 3 

The subsystem s used to convert raw TM to digital form, to 

acquire the satellites, lock on and route range, azimuth, and 

Page B/7 
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elevation signals to the tracking computer, and to initiate 

and verify command transmission 

3. The Data Processing System which uses one 160A for track-

ing and the other for telemetry data compression, this system 

interfaces with the STC 

4. The Station Operator's Console which is used to monitor the 

site operation and make adjustments to obtain the desired 

performance. 

Section 3.3 Page B/8 
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~ SCF in NIOL 

The SCF m,ay be adapted for MOL as easily as any other network and 

mission control facility. This becomes particularly obvious when 

planned improvements to the SCF are implemented. At the STC, 

improvements include the addition of computer generated display and 

operator inquiry capability; replacement of the 1604 computers with 

3600 computers; and the replacement of the tape intercome system bet-

ween the 160A and the 3600' s with disk files. The Bird Buffer complex 

is undergoing study with a goal of replacing the (8) 160's with (2) larger 

computers as a possibility. The computers would back each other up 

and share m,emories. This change c,ould result in replacement of the 

switch computer (160A) and the Computer Data Select and Cross Connect 

Unit. User Program security would be maintained through a mem,ory 

protect device. A configuration like this is shown in Figure 3. The 

Computer Select and Cross Connect Unit, the disks, and the 3600' s would 

remain. The planned displays will make use of the existing STC closed 

circuit TV system and may mix computer generated data with slides 

and data prepared manually on forms. Routing of this data to User 

Program Complexes may be under control of the Computer Select and 

Cross Connect Unit or by computer switching of channels. Tracking 

C) 
./' 
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station inputs would be handled by the Input Multiplexor with the computer 

performing a Bird Buffer as well as a Tracking Station Buffer function. 

Such a configuration lends itself well to the present STC operations and 

to MOL operations. The entire facility is assumed dedicated to MOL in 

the following discussion although a subset could be used. All of the com-

puter equipment could be dedicated to a MOL mission which would be dif-

ficult with the present Bird Buffers; i. e. I sharing of the mission data pro-

cessing and display generation can be assigned easier to two machines 

which look like one than as signing portions of the job to six different 

computers although the multicomputer approach is feasible. Any display 

could acce s s any of the sy stem information. The us e of more than one of 

the 3600' s for MOL however would not be justified and even that could be 

eliminated if the new computers are large. 

Station or Bird Buffers 

The Station Buffers or Bird Buffers have and would continue to have the 

following capability: 

Executive Control This program controls the operating 

sequence and input/ output 

Command This program verifies transmission of 

o commands to sites; processes and 

Section 3. 3 Page B.l/2 
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maintains command status; and prints 

out commands in post-pass. 

Prepass This program maintains an updated file 

on TM processing tables, command messages, 

antenna pOinting data, scheduling messages, 

and operator instructions. 

Upon request, it transmits this data to the 

site, verifies and records the transmission. 

It also changes the TM mode on request. 

Telemetry Proce s sing This program accepts TM from the station, 

performs the data conversion to engineering 

units, ?lnd prepares display or printer messages. 

Tracking This program accepts tracking data from the 

site, formats the data for display or printout, and 

sets up the display or print flags; transfers data 

to the (1604/3600) for updating of ephemerides; 

detects alarms or status messages and alerts Pro-

gram Users. 

Communications This program provides the capability of com-

municating with the 1604/3600 to obtain data 

c from the 1604/3600 for prepass, commands, 
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and scheduling and sends data to the 1604/ 

3600 for vehicle tracking data. 

This program provides the operator interface 

with the Bird Buffers and uses control cards now 

and will use at a later time inquiry keyboards to 

initiate activities, request prepass data, obtain 

information for di splay, send data to sites, 

obtain. scheduling data, reque st and verify 

commands, send operator instructions to sites, 

select or modify the TM mode, and other miscel

laneous operator functions. 

Computing Facility (1604 -3600) 

The 1604 I s/3600's are time shared by all satellite program users, with the 

actual schedule of usage being prepared by the scheduling program and 

multi -ops personnel. Four main functions are performed: 

1 . Orbit determination and prediction 

2. Ascent and reentry calculations 

3. Preparation of vehicle command messages 

4. Production of operations schedules for the SCF 
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Orbit determination and prediction involves the collecting of tracking 

data from the launch site and tracking stations, and the use of these data 

to generate ephemerides for the active satellites in the system. The 

specific operations performed by the Orbit Determination and Prediction 

programs are: 

Receive raw tracking data from the launch site and tracking 

stations via the Bird Buffer Subsystem 

Screen and process the raw tracking data to obtain updated 

orbital elements. 

Print out the raw tracking data for vi sual analysi s 

Use nominal or actual orbital elements to calculate vehicle 

acquisition rise and set times for SCF tracking stations 

Use nominal or actual orbital elel'tlents to generate vehicle 

ephemerides over designated time periods. 

Provide for data fitting and tracking data prediction over an 

orbit adjust. 

Maintain the capability to select and combine orbital vectors 

to obtain updated orbital elements. 

Generate pointing data for driving antennas at tracking 

stations. 
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The Ascent and Reentry programs support the critical phases of a satellite's 

operational life by performing the following operations: 

Section 3. 3 

Process nominal vehicle ascent parameters to provide track

ing station antenna pointing data for vehicle ascent. 

Produce a nominal ascent ephemeris. 

Process data from weather balloons to determine wind shear and 

its effect upon booster periormance. 

Reduce ascent tracking data received from tracking stations 

and determine orbital-inj ection parameters. 

Provide the capability to establish a nominal orbit with nominal 

injection conditions. 

Predict the time to start the reentry thrust stage, based upon 

deSired impact location. 

Determine nominal reentry impact location, based upon the 

time of thrust start. 

Receive, screen, and process raw reentry tracking data to 

determine the impact point location. 

Provide a reentry ephemeris and antenna pointing data for 

driving antennas and for use by operations personnel. 
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The vehicle command messages that are transmitted to the veh cle by 

the tracking station are assembled and formatted by the Vehicle Command 

programs. Operations performed by the Vehicle Command programs are: 

Generate Real Time Commands (RTC) and Stored Program 

Commands (SPC). 

Update command table s based upon transmi s sion and veri

fication of recepti6n by the vehicle. 

In general, analog or digital commands are transmitted to satellite systems 

to perform the following type s of functions: 

Section 3. 3 

Set or reset a Fairchild timer and shorten or lengthen timer 

periods. (The Fairchild timer turns equipment in the satellite 

on or off at predetermined times.) 

Send Stored Program Commands (SPC I s) to turn equipment on 

or off at the proper time. 

Turn beacons, payload, or telemetry systems on or off with 

Real Time Commands (RTCls). 

Adjust or calibrate internal systems; initiate special events 

such as engine ignition, separation, or recovery. 

Page B.l/7 
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Operating Areas 

The STC operating areas presently contain the Main Control, User Pro

gram, Multi -Ops, and Data Presentation areas. 

The Main Control Area presently has facilities to pennit a satellite con

troller and his assistant to monitor and control a particular satellite in 

real time. These people are the interface between the users and the SCF 

operations. Their station equipment includes TV displays which pennit them 

to obtain status data on the vehicle systems, commands, and results of 

TM processing. Voice communication is provided with the site, the Users 

and the Data Presentation personnel. In addition, the satellite controller 

can request that pre -prepared slides be shown on the large screens in the 

Main Control Room. There are eight screens on which 35 mm slides can be 

projected so that they are visible to all Main Control Room people. 

There are six controller positions in Main control. In addition, a super

visory controller's position is located on a dais behind the controllers 

and a Program and Test Director is located on a balcony overlooking the 

Main Control area. The balcony area also accommodates a few VIP's. 

Main Control contains approximately 2000 square feet and is laid out 

similar to the MOCR at the M SC. With computer driven display (as planned) 
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and allocation of functions to controllers by MOL MCC requirements 

such as Spacecraft systems, Flight Surgeon, Network Control, etc., 

the room would be similar in capability to an MOCR. 

The User Program Areas (six) each contain approximately 1, 000 square 

feet. They are divided into sub areas for data analysis, orbit planning 

and command generation. Presently these areas have closed circuit TV 

and printers driven by the 160A through the Computer Select and Cross 

Connect Unit. Each area is closed off from all of the other Program areas. 

Voice communications with the controllers and other STC personnel is pro-

vided. These room s could be used as staff support rooms for MOL and 

would have the equipment required. 

The Multi -Ops area which contains approximately 400 square feet has 

a 1 60A dri ven printer, closed circuit TV, and voice communication for 

scheduling and controlling the SCF in conjunction with the scheduling 

program. A similar function is required for MOL. 

The Data Presentation room contains approximately 1300 square feet. 

Personnel in this room monitor and direct operations at the site through 

voice contact; focus TV cameras on 1 60A printouts, update status forms 

manually which are picked up by TV cameras; advise the satellite con-

o trollers verbally of station performance; initiate and monitor changes 
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in the computer program operation; and perform record keeping functions. 

These personnel have closed circuit TV displays, a printer, and teletype. 

They will have the new display when it becomes available. In general 

they support the satellite controller by preparing material he will need, 

implementing his requests for action, and assisting in monitoring the 

over -all operation for each program. 

In addition, there are six rooms which contain closed circuit TV and voice 

communication. These are used by the Test Directors as offices and to 

monitor their system during non-real-time operation. These rooms vary 

in size from 200 to 400 square feet. These will also get the new displ~y 

system when it becomes available. 

The SSD baseline document states that the MCR and support areas would 

require approximately 6, 200 square feet of floor space. The STC operating 

areas contain approximately 11 ,000 square feet exclusive of communications, 

computers, maintenance, and other support. 
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CURRENT SCF EQUIPMENTS 

AND COST 

PART 1. 160A COSTS (MONTHLY LEASE RATES) 

TRACKING STATION CONFIGURATION - SINGLE SITE COST 

ITEM ·NO: EACH SITE TOTAL 160A SYSTEM 

160A Main Frame 2 2250 ' 4500 
166-2 Printers 2 690 .1380 
169-2 Memories (16K) 2 200 4000 
167 Card Readers 2 460 920 
603 Tape Drives 8 550 4400 
161 On-Line Typewriter 2 262 524 
162- 3 Data Syn::!hronizer 2 600 1200 

16924 
4 Single Sites (Each 16 1 924) 3 Dual Sites (Each 3384~) 

BIRD BUFFER CONFIGURATION - SINGLE 

ITEM NO. EACH BB TOTAL 

160A Main Frame 1 2250 2250 
166-2 Printers 4 690 2760 
169-2 Memory (16K) 1 2000 2000 
167 Card Reader 1 460 460 
603 Tape Drives . 4 550 2200 
16! On-Line Typewriter 1 262 262 
162-3 Data Synchronizer 1 600 600 

Cost per Single BB 10532 

8 BB and 1 Switch Control 
Computer (Each 10532) 

STC BLACK ROOM CONFIGURATION - 160A 
USED FOR CLASSIFIED ProJECT 

Section 3.3 

Approx. 
8 1 000 

SYSTEM 

160A SYSTEM 

P$.ge B. 2/1 

SUB 
TOTAL 

*169 1 240 

SUB 
TOTAL 

* 94 1 788 
* *264 1 028 

. SUB 

TOTAL 

8~000 

**272,028 
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AF/C"PDC TEST BED AT SDC FOR BB/TS PROGRAM CHECKOUT 

ITEM NO EACH' CPDC TOTAL 

160A Main Frame 3 2250 
166-2 Printers 5 690 
169-2 Memories(16K) 3 2000 
167 Card Readers 1 460 
603 Tape Drives 12 550 
161 On-Line Typewriter 3 262 
162-3 Data Synchronizer 3 600 

Total SDC / CPDC ·R TS Installation 

6750 
3450 
6000 

460 
6600 

. 786 
1800 

25846 

STC - PERIPHERAL SUPPORT COMPUTERS (2-160A's) 
Approximate Figure 

AF/CPDC Peripheral support computers (2 ... 160A's) 
Approximate Figure 

*25~846 

**297~874 

~::13~ 064 
**310~ 938 

*14~OOO 

**324 , 938 

PART II. 3600 COSTS (Although Several 1604's are yet in system, they are 
in process of being phased out and replaced;rnonthly rentals were approximately 
same).. ," 

ITEM TOTAL 

3604 Processor & Console 1 13, 000 
3603 Core Storage 1 10~ 000 
3606 Data Channel (900 ea.) 5 4~' 500 
3623 Mag. Tape Controller, 1 2~ 900 
606 Mag. Tape Transport (825 ea. ) 8 6, 600 
3602 Com. Module 1 2, 000 
3644 Card Punch Controller 1 675 
3649 Card Reader Controller ,1 325 
405 Card Reader 1 400 
415 Card Punch 1 295 
3659 Line Printer Controller 1 700 
501 Line Printer 1 865 
3691 P-T Reader Punch 1 310 
3681 Data Channel Converter 1 275 
3682 Satellite Coupler 1 175 
3000/7000 Data Channel adapter (Approx). 1 1~ 000 
7631-2 File Control 1 835 
1301-1 Disk File 1 2, 100 
731 Typewriter(Approx). 1 45 

. TOTAL SINGLE CONFIGURATION: 47~ 000 

Section 3. 3 

CONFIGURATIONS IN SCF: 5-STC;2-AF/CPDC;1 .. ASCO * a76~ 000 
TOTAL SCF MONTHLY CDC LEASE ~,~ *700._.2.;~.~_ 
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The following equipment is on lease to SSD for the Satellite Control Facility: 

.Q!y. Machine 

7 523 

20 026-1 

1 010 

2 056-1 

8 082-1 

4 519-1 

5 557-1 

8 407A-1 

1 826-2 

1 083 

2 066 

.. 2 068 

5 7631-2 

5 1301-1 

1 7360 

Section 3.3 

Description 

Card Punch 

Alpha Printing Punch 

Card Punch 

Alphabetical Verifier 

Sorter 

Document Orig. Machine 

Alpha Interpreter 

Accounting Machine 

Card Punch 

Sorter 

Data Trans. Print Card 

Data Trans. Telephone Signal 

File Control Unit 

Disk Storage Unit 

Special Char. Printing Device 
Code 

Total 
Monthly Rental 

$ 745.00 

$1,350.20 

$ 10.00 

$ 111.00 

$ 496.00 

$ 656.00 

$ 898.00 

$ 6,900.00 

$ 120.00 

$ 119.00 

$ 248.00 

$ 170.00 

$4,300.00 

$10,500.00 

$ 10.00 

Page B. 2/3 
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SUBJECT: CDC Computers Purchased by SCF 

TO: MOL Project Notebook 

In a call January 25, 1966, on Max Kostiner, head of CPDC 
at SDC I I learned that the CDC computers recently purchased 
were: 

1 - 1604 stored now at SDC 

1 - 1604 now installed at the STC 

1 - 1604 stored at the STC 

Mr. Kostiner felt that these 1604 I s would go on an Air Force 
availability list and not be used in the SeF 0 

R. G. Krause 

Section 3.3 Page H/l 
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FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

IBM CONFIDENTIAL 

January 3 1, 19 G 6 
Mr. J. J. Selfridge 

W. DerClngu, G. West 

Trip to Los Gatos and Palo Alto to discuss the SCF 
Proposal (28 January, 1966). 

Our design concepts for the SCF Real-Time Data. System were discuSS9d 
with Dick Crus (ASDD) in Los Gatos. Before joining IBM, Dick worked 
for LMS,C at the Satellite Test Center in Colonel Alton's organization for 
about four years. He was surprised that the Bird Buffers might be replaced 
by another system of data buffers and believes; as we do, that the 
ultimate solution to the srrc's computer probl/2ms is the integration of Bird 
Buffer and 3600 functions into a single computer complex. He agreed that 
we should not attempt to levy extensive requirem'2nts on the 3600 computers 
to support our proposed real-time system, but should instead strive to 
maintain a II hardl! interface with the on-dema7.1d processors. 

He considered our design concepts reasonable, in light of his experience, 
but felt there would be a security problem with Cl multi-processor con
figuration at the STC. The persons levying requirements for one of the 
highly-sensitive projects have a reputation for II unreasonableness ". Dick 
did not contribute any ne'vv concepts for our propos.'ll, but promised to let 
us kno'i."l if he had any subsequent thoughts about the matter. 

We next ca~led on Arnold Peckar and John Bridges (FSD) in Palo Alto. We 
hoped to get an idea of the future processing requirements for the satellite 
program in which IBM has been engaged. For security reasons they could 
not discuss the detailed support requirements that are being proposed but 
they were dble to indicate that very little in the way of orbital support 
(other than payIoad data collection) would be required for their satellite 
-program. The bulk of the processing workload would be payload data 
reduction which is not the, respoflsibility of the SCF. 

GW:jh 
Distribution: 

Section 3.3 

C • B . Brown,/ 
W. B. Gibson, 
J. E .. Hamlin, 
MOL Group. 

G. West 
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MOL STANDARDIZED CALL/TRIP REPORT 

Cus~me~~ospectName(l)_~S~a~t~e~ll~i~~~T~e~s~t_C~e_n_te_r ___________ ~ ___ (15) 

Individual (s) contacted (16) See List Below (59) 
----~~~--~~-------------------------------------

Your Name (60J J. J. Selfridge 
SCF Project Manager 

Summary of Facts Covered:* 

Attendees: 

M. Burke, IBM 
W. Derango 
R. K. Johnson 
R. G. Krause 
J. J. Selfridge 

(70) Date (71) February 18. 1966 

Lt.Col. Alton, Test Wing 
Major Kuhn 
Major Mullarz 
Major Clearwater 
Capt. Wallace 
Capt. Leonard 
Lt. Grove 

Our briefing to the Systems Operations people under Lt. Col. Alton started 
about 9:30 a.m., continued to 12:30, discussions continued through lunch. 
The Air Force people had another meeting at 1:00 p.m. We resumed the 
briefing at 2:00 and continued to 3:30 and then briefly toured the STC. 

We had excellent technical constructive criticism from Col. Alton. We had 
anticipated most all of Col. Alton I s questions in our briefing. On a number 
of points he asked if we had considered something and we were able to say 
"We will expand on that on a later chart." During the briefing, if we said 
something which was incorrect, incomplete or difficult to understand, he 
advised us on the best way to make the point in future briefings. We could 
not have asked for a better audience. Our approach is correct although it 

(76) 

needs improvement in the communication and system diagnostic areas. No 
exceptions were taken to any of our computer, software, or dis play subsystem . 
de sign. Col. Alton did not discus s anything proprietary to the Air Force 
in the way of plans. 

Major points of discussion were as follows: 

1. System Control will be at the STC with diagnostic control at the 
tracking stations. System diagnostic capability must be greatly 
improved. 

2. Communications is a system-wide problem with many facets: rates 
from TTY to 50 Kb; secure and non-secure semi-fixed, dial and 
conferencing capability; some communication satellite commitments 
are already firm. 

*If two unrelated subjects were covered, please fill out two forms (i.e., Bio-Med and 
Checkout) . 

Section 3.3 more - Page H/3 
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3. The implementation schedule will be tight. 

4. Data security is a severe problem. 

Page 2 
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The following points were raised during the briefing and are itemized below: 

Remote Sites: 

1. SGLS will not go through the TDP-2 but is selected independently. 

2. The 670 has been troublesome and some of its functions should be 
part of the station computer (as per our expanded system approach 
for two SGLS bit streams with STL). The 670 will be replaced. 

3. Col. Hedrick does not want mission control capability at the sites. 
Diagnostic control at the sites is necessary. 

4. We should expand the number of sensor and control status indications 
brought into the computer through the Data Control Unit, 1827. 

5. If SGLS became the only TM link, the sites would need only one 
computer. 

Communications: 

1 • Sensing of Red switches with same device used to sense Black 
switches may be considered improper. 

2. SCF will have complete encoded voice system with the new data 
system. 

3. Operations people not convinced they can ever do voice switching on 
a scheduled basis. Nor are they convinced of reasons for doing 
so. 

4. Teletype circuits to the sites as well as other geographic points is 
a neces sity • 

5. There will be a wide band (50KC perhaps) link to the launch complex 
for prelaunch and powered flight. 

6. There is also a wide band link to STC for non-real time (i. e., 461 
data analysis) which must be considered. 

Section 3.3 - more - Page H/4 
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7 . Communications system must include a local dial and conferencing 
system and voice circuits to the sites all of which are not encrypted. 

8. Teletype store and forward circuits for internal and external use may be 
a neces sity. They hope they can omit paper tape. 

9. Although they believe comm. switching under computer control with 
scheduled interval switiching is pretty fancy, they see a need for 
Goddard-type (490) syste. (IBM has been asked informally to improve 
thi~ . 

10. Communication switching should possibly be under control of a 
separate computer. 

11 . Conferencing of digitized voice circuits is a severe problem in red 
switch area. (Philco, in Philadelphia, has demonstrated a system 
called a HUB controller for conferencing digitized voice.) 

12. The MOL program will use a 50 KC COMSAT channel in 1971. 

13. They wanted to know our credentials in digitized voice, commercial 
error detection and correction equipment, EDAC, and line monitoring 
for quality. They suggested that line problems are transient in 
nature rather than slowly deteriorating. 

14. They suggested we work with Lt. Col. Paul at SSD in the communications 
area. 

Satellite Test Center: 

1 • They suggested we refer to System Control rather than Operations 
Control. 

2. They suggested we develop a demonstration for the data security 
problem if we want to convince proj ect people. 

3. Computer scheduling of support; i. e., Scrabble, may be scrapped after 
a year's evaluation. They don't believe they have answer yet. We 

4. 

did not get into our approach to computer-aided scheduling. 

There is a class of data which requires a separate computer system 
and a secure link to the 3600' s. 

5. There is a need for large board display for status information; ~ , 
the display FSD built for DCA to show commurtcation lines. CRT's 
will not meet all needs of Multi-Ops. 

Section 3.3 - more - Page H/5 
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Programming: 
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1. Suggested we pitch simulation hard to SSD and Aerospace since 
it is overlooked by them and may take place of rehearsals and aid 
in training. 

Implementation: 

1 . Remote Sites will not be easy because of space problem and need to 
tie into more senSing and status points. 

2. Our schedule is optimistic; implementation will start later and end 
earlier. 

3. The present system will not be operating after 1968. 

4. There will not be any computers in the present building when the 
new system is in. 

5. The 3600' s will remain in the system. The investment in programs is 
too great to replace them; although by 1968, 60% of the programs 
will be in JOVIAL. 

6. The STC addition will require DOD approval which will impede the 
schedule, making installation in November 1967 at the STC very 
optimistic. 

Miscellaneous: 

1 . Col. Hedrick had to report personally to Dr. Flax on the 4M overrun 
on SGLS. 

2. They may allow as much as 90 days for proposal preparation followed 
by 60 days for evaluation. RFP perhaps two to three months away. 

3. The MOL Project will define its own mission control requirements. 
This may be a way of getting MOL funding for the SCF. 

4. They would like some data on programmers' effectiveness using 
JOVIAL or other higher order languages. They had heard there was 
a 2 1/2-times improvement in programming efficiency. 

5. They wanted to know if the 1827 was actually available. 

- more -

Section 3.3 Page H/6 
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6. We have an opportunity to go back and give more detailed briefings 
on such subjects as communications, security and system control; 
i. e., scheduling. 

7. Col. Alton is willing to spend a day at Houston with us. He suggested 
that Bob Krause arrange this with Tom Carr of Aeros pace. 

Followup: 

1. Russ Johnson should be provided with data on higher order language 
for Col. Alton as an opportunity to assess briefing. 

2. Teaming or communications should be investigated with W. E., ITT 
or Phil co • 

3. Ask Col. Alton for data to improve site diagnostics. (Major Bond 
refused us this data) . 

4. Provide Col. Alton I s group with information or demonstrations on 
large boards such as the San Jose development on the Nortronics 
system we installed at Goddard. 

5. Provide Col. Alton with exact data on progress of FAA implementation. 

\J ~ 4PJi. jAJ( 
(}t1. Selfrr.a " 

SCF Project Manager 

nS:jb 

cc: Messrs. 
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C. B. Brown 
M. Burke 
F. E. Chappelear 
W. B. Gibson 
J. E. Hamlin 
R. K. Johnson 
J. Klotz 
R. G. Krause 
G. McClure 
MOL Group (one copy) 
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TO: Mr. W. B. Gibson 
MOL Project 
LOS ANGELES AEROSPACE BUILDING 

SUBJECT: Your Letter of January 17, 1966 

IBM CONFIDENTIAL 

March 18, 1966 

SAN FRANCISCO GEM 

The penetration of the Satellite Test Annex has been successfully 
initiated. Mr. R. E. (Bob) Curtis, Systems Engineer, has been intro
duced into the account. The STC accepts his presence, and he has been 
given a desk. Some initial activities are in process relating to 1301 
file application. In addition, I have been making regular calls and 
have been able to meet a growing number of people in the activity. 
Col. Alton accepted my suggestion that a briefing of STC operation would 
be helpful to us. He will give us this briefing as soon as security 
clearances have been established for us at STC. The lack of security 
clearances, yet, do inhibit our penetration, but we hope to have them 
soon. 

I have managed to learn the following information on the new 
building: 

1. Start date is targeted for January 1, 1967. 

2. Completion date is targeted for February 1, 1968. 

3. It will be a four-story building of 40,000 square feet 
per floor--total 160,000 square feet. Ceiling height 
is currently planned as 13' including a 3' space under 
the floor for housing of cabling, etc. 

4. Some apprehension exists that the height of the building 
makes it an overly conspicuous one for Air Force tastes. 

Section 3.3 Page H/8 
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Mr. W. B. Gibson - 2 - March 18, 1966 

5. The building will be devoted almost entirely to technical 
and computer equipment with little space devoted to other 
facilities. No space is allocated under present planning 
for technical representatives, for example. 

6. Approximately 300 MOL personnel will be assigned to 
the new faciH ty • 

I have been unable to learn who the contractors are, or will be, 
for the building. I have not yet been able to learn either the status of . 
LMSL or Philco in the eyes of the AF STC personnel. 

Lt. Col. Alton certainly appears to be a key decision maker at 
the STC because of his very close liaisons and associations with the 
future plans. 

Further information on this subject will be passed on to you as 
it is learned. 

RKJ/jag 
cc: Mr. Herb Funk 

Section 3.3 
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AprilS I 1966 

MEMORANDUM TO: The File 

SUBJECT: Satellite Control Facility 

Phone call from Russ Johnson confirmed that Col. Alton is being 
transferred from the STC in Sunnyvale to be General Hedrick's 
:eight-hand man in charge of the ADP Committee. General Hedrick 
,-"ants Col. Alton to continue to be in charge of all electronic 
equiplnent procurement and action. Col. Bond from the SCF I Los 
Angeles I is being transferred to Sunnyvale to take Col. Alton's 
place. 

Colo Alton commented upon our recent PL 1 presentation to the 
effect that the JOVIAL language has had some recent revisions which 
caused substantial improvements. We are attelnpting to verify this. 

W. B. Gibson 

WBG:jb 

Section: 3.3 Page H/lO 
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April 5, 1966 

MEMORANDUM TO: The File 

SUBJECT: Mellonics. 

DP Salesman Vince Ziogas, in San Jose, called on Bernie Dove who 
is an old friend. Bernie volunteered the following information: 

1 • They have just received an additional $500,000 program
ming contract for the Satellite Control Facility. 

2 • He is convinced that Mellonics will get the programming 
contract for the monitor portion of the upcoming data 
systems procurement. 

3. Mellonics has some programming contracts from Philco 
but is having difficulty working with Philco well. 

4. Dove does not believe that Philco has a chance of winning 
a major programming systems contract in this area. 

By copy of this memo to Bob Krause and Glen McClure, I am asking 
them to verify what area the recent contract is in. 

/~//""'/' fl~ ".'/ ) /7" ...,... 
/' . 

W. B. Gibson 

WBG:jb 

cc: Messrs .. R. G. Krause - LA Westchester 

Section 3.3 

G. T. McClure - FSD, lA Aerospace Bldg. 
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FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIVISION 
Los Angeles, California 
May 9, 1966 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: AFSCF Proposal Planning Meeting, May 6 I 1966 

Our marketing data indicates that the RFP will be released during May. 
Because of this, a meeting to determine an IBM course of action in re
sponding to the APSCF RFP was held in the Westchester GEM conference 
room on May 6, 1966. 

Attendees: 
C. B. Brown, MOL Project 

H. G. Hoyt, Westchester GEM 
R. G. Krause, Westchester GEM 

R. G. Finnegan, FSD Marketing 
J. p. Jones, FSD Marketing 

R. Harri s, Jr., F SC WC Manager 

J" E. Hamlin, Advanced Programs 
J. V" Klotz, Advanced Programs 
J" J. Selfridge, Advanced Prograln s 

R. B" Talmadge, FSD Space Systems 

A proposal organization and teaming considerations were presented and 
discussed. Everyone present generally agreed that the nFP will require a 
systems response with standard computing equipment, special equipment, 
engineering services and programming. Thus I FSD should plan to respond 
for IBM. 

The attached organization chart illustrates the responsibilities delineated 
below. 

Mr" J. E" Hamlin, as Proposal Manager, will be responsible for IBMI s 
systems bid, making sure that our response is complete, competitive and 
timely by using all neces sary IBM resources. 

Mr. R. G" Krause I SSD and A.erospace DP Account Representative, has 
customer account responsibility. He will be Proposal ~Aanager for the 
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DP portion. Since the account is a DP account and since Mr. Krause 
has IBM responsibility for it, he must concur with all phases of the pro
posal's development, develop the marketing plans associated with it, 
and approve the final proposal itself before submission. 

Mr. J tI V tI Klotz I Advanced Programs, will be responsible for the Manage
ment Proposal, including the Program Office Organization, Functions, Plan I 
Personnel and Facilities. 

Mr. J. Io Selfridge, Advanced Programs, will be responsible for the 
Technical Proposal including the system design, equipment configuration, 
programming, systems engineering I and the detailed project implementation 
plan. Mr. Selfridge vvill integrate the efforts of the FSD Engineering Lab 
and SDD SpeCial Engineering 0 

As explained by Jon Klotz, FSD intends to bid prime at this time. Outside 
of prese~lt SCF contrC1ctors, there does not appear to be any advantage to 
teaming. An arrangen1ent with one and not the other of the present SCF 
integrating contractors may not look proper to the USAF. Since only one 
of the present contractors is interested in teaming with IBM I we plan to go 
prime deferring final decision until receipt and analysis of the RFP. 

Other pOints covered in the meeting were: 

a • The need for a backup equipment configuration for the STC. 

b. The need for further technical meetings and agreements between 
the people concerned with the technical.proposal. 

Note: In regard to (a) a.nd (b) above« meetings will be held in 
Poughkee-psie starting on May 10, to develop a backup equipment 
configuration and to determine the SDD support availab.le for the 
proposal and contract in'lplementation. 

c. MOL Project su.pport to the proposal will be provided through 
Mr. R" G .. Krause. 

d. DP will, as a separate course of action, continue to market IBM 

standard products to otherJ;bidde~. PA:') . 
. ·xJ~ ~ 

I.· Selfridg tl 
JJS/pc 
cc: Attendee s 

F. E Q Chappelear 
G. B. Gerrich 
W" Be! Gibson 
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MOL STANDARDIZED CALL/TRIP· REPORT 

Customer/Prospect Name (1) Air Force Satellite Control Facility (15) 

Individual(s) contacted (16)Col. H.R. Minckler, scr Advanced Planning (59) 
Office 

Your Name (60) R.G. Krause, I. Klotz (70) Date (71 )_...;;.5,,-1.;;;..;16;;..£./....-,6..;;,..6 __ (7 6) 

Summary of Facts Covered: 

The purpose of the call was to discuss the SCF posture on lease versus 
purchase. The subject was very timely inasmuch as Colonel Alton and 
Colonel Minckler had just returned from Washington where Colonel Alton 
had been giving his briefings on the upcoming RFP to replace equipments 
in the scr. Colonel Minckler met with Colonel Alton frequently while in 
Washington and made the following comments about the Washington briefing: 

"The problem of lease versus purchase came up again. GAO, which 
thinks in terms of commercial machines, was trying to fit the scr into 
its commercial views. These people do not understand the scr's 
R&D role, nor its systems approach. Colonel Alton presented Colonel 
Hedrick's view that he firmly believed in lease since it allowed him to 
retain flexibility. Colonel Hedrick would like to move equipment in 
and out as needed instead of being stuck with purchased equipment. " 

This is one more substantiation of earlier expressions by Colonel Hedrick 
on this subj ect, both in his trip to Poughkeepsie I and in the call Bob Evans 
made in February. In practically every conversation with Air Force and 
Aerospace personnel concerning data processing equipment, I have been 
asked if that item could be leased; therefore I it is absolutely essential 
that any computer equipment bid to the scr be made available for lease. 

KG: J::j~ 
R. G. Krause 

RGK/lr 
cc: Mr. C. B. Brown 

Mr. r. E. Chappelear 
Mr. W. B. Gibson 
Mr. I. E. Hamlin 
Mr. H. G. Hoyt 
Mr. I. Klotz 
Mr. C. E. McKittrick, Ir. 
Mr. J. J. Selfridge 
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MOL STANDARDIZED EmX./TRIP REPORT 

Customer/Prospect Name (1) IBM - Poughkeepsie, Nt Y. 

Individual(s) contacted (16) SDD Personnel (see below) 

Your Name (60)_..;::;G;..:.._W---.e.:::..;st=---____ (70) Date (71) May 18, 1966 

(IS) 

(59) 

(76) 

Summary of Facts Covered: J. Selfridge, C. B. Brown, R. Talmadge and G. West 
met with SDD personnel in Poughkeepsie on May 10-11, 1966, to discuss the 
computer hardware requirements of the SCF project. Joe Terlato, Dave Dossin, 
Jim DeRose I Chuck Harden, Ron Hurley, and Lloyd Cudney of SDD were present 
at the meeting. 

We reviewed the features of the Model 9020 which led to its tentative selection 
as the STC buffer computer. We then inquired concerning feasibility and cost 
of having similar features developed for the Model 44 as a backup STC configura
tion in the event the rental price for the 9020 cannot be obtained or determine 
that the STC application requires more compute power. The features needed I 
listed in order of priority, are as follows: 

a. A multi -processor configuration; i. e., shared me mories and eros s 
communications between processors; 

b. Malfunction detection and configuration control; 
c. Stand-alone storage and compute elements. 

Joe Terlato indicated that the 2 and 3-processor shared memory configuration of 
Model 44' s is known to be feasible but doubted that a 4-processor configuration 
would be practical. The primary problem is a lack of space for additional circuit 
boards in the Model 44. He estimated that the engineering cost to develop 
9020-type error detection and reconfiguration capability and stand-alone memories 
would be on the order of three quarters to one million dollars. This expense does 
not seem justifiable for the STC application alone. We were not certain that the 
3-machine configuration of Model 44 I S can accommodate the I/O components 
required for the STC. A second HSMPX channel is needed, and the space usually 
occupied by that circuitry may be taken up by the shared-memory boards. 

We requested clarification of the error detection and fault isolation capabilities 
of the RTS shared-memory 44' s. A list of questions on the Model 44 was compiled 
to be answered by the engineering people at Hursley. The questions were: 

1. Explain the error-checking techniques in the Model 44 processor. 
What triggers the machine check indicator? 

2. Is it possible to have two HSMPX channels and the shared-memory 
feature by rearranging the circuit boards? 

3. Does a four-plex configuration of Model 44 f S appear fea sible? 
4. Can anything be done to improve the error detection capability of 

the machine? 
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The call to Hursley was not completed while we were there, but Dave Dossin is 
to provide us the answers. 

Joe Terlato promised the full support of SDD in our SOP proposal effort and 
assigned Dave Dossin to work with us on any problems that might arise. 

G. West 

GW:jh 

cc: C __ B. Brown 
D. Dossin 
R. Hurley 
J. J. Selfridge 
R. Talmadge 
J. Terlato 
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MOL STANDARDIZED ~-L/TRIP REPORT 

Custome~Prospect Name (1)~~IB~~~_-_A~t~l=a=~=i~c_C~it~v~-_F~S~D~~~~~~~~~(l5) 

Individual(s) contacted (16)~~F~~~~P~ro~j~e~c~t~S~t~a=ff~~~~~~~~~~~~_~9) 

Your Name (60) G. West (70) Date (71 >_....;M;;..;.,;.;:;B.J...V-:;;;I;...;:;.8J..1 ....;;1;...;:;.9..-.6..;;,.6 ____ (7 6) 

Summary of Facts Covered: 

G. West (FSD, Los Angeles) and T. Sawyer (DPD - Westchester Branch) met with 
FAA project people in Atlantic City concerning the characteristics and status of 
their real time control program for the Model 9020. The management personnel 
for the Project ~Nere busy dealing with F~ people and we were able to see them 
for only a few minutes. 

Jack Duey gave us a rundown on the plans and status of the control programs, and 
answered our technical questions. It appears that a good portion of their program 
design is directly applicable to the SCP control program. However, the FAA 
computer program itself will by no means satisfy the SCF requirements. The 
principle differences are the following: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

The FAA software does not have to run in a secure environment, hence, it 
has, at best, a rudimentary memory protect scheme. 

Since data from one flight can be mixed with other data from other flights I 

all processing routines cycle through their message queues prior to exiting. 

Data is passed via common "message queues" which are not secure. 

The sequence control portion of the SCF control program should be compatib1 e 
with the Model 44, while the FAA monitor need operate only on the Model 9020. 

Some of the I/O components in the SCF differ from the FAA configuration. The 
FAA program has no capability for handling disks or 2250 displays. However I 
this display code could be used with minor modification. 

The FAA control program (excluding OEAP) will have about 12k words of code, and 
it appears that the direct labor cost will be 9-12 man years. HankWarren 
discussed the I/O portion of the control program with us. 

Some design documentation has been produced I and we desire to have copies of 
the existing documentation and to be placed on the distribution list for future 
documents concerning the control program. Art Geiger recommended that we make 
a written request for this material. 

GWTS:jh 
cc: C. B. Brown, E'! Chappelear I 

w. B. Gibson, J. J. Selfridge 
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TO: Mr. W. B .. Gibson 
LA Aerospace 

IBM CONFIDENTIAL 

GEM Region 
Air Force Programs 
Washington, D. C. 

June I, 1966 

SUBJECT: SCF Advanced Data System 

We learned this week in calls at USAF R&D that financial considerations 
continue to be a major concern in this procurement. The RFP will not be 
released until funding is resolved, probably after the first of July. According 
to R&D, the announcement of the procurement in Commerce Business Daily 
was premature and SSD has been so advised. 

As mentioned in my memo dated May 26, initial operating capability of ADS 
is planned for January 1969. The competitive RFP will address only the Bird 
Buffers and Remote Tracking Computers I however, and the 3600' s may be re
placed sole-source with 3800' s. An operational date of January 1969 makes 
it feasible to consider purchase of the installed 160 AI s. As a result, the 
160 AI s are on the Air Force "Buy List" and will be bought as soon as purchase 
funds are available. 

RPB:mr 

cc: Mr. J. W. Richardson, Local 
Mr. H. G. Hoyt, IA GEM 
Mr. R. C. Strang, FSD 
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TO: 

SUBJECT~ Status Report of SCF Simulation as of July 20, 1966 

The simulation of the proposed 9020 System for the Satellite Tracking 
Center using 7094 GPSS III has reached a pOint where some progress can 
be reported. The model for simulating the 9020 System assumes the 
following: 

1. a configuration of 4 CE's, 4 IOCE's each with multiplexor and 
3 selector channels and 8 memory boxes of 262K bytes each. 

2 • that there will be 10 tracking sites communicating with the STC 
via dual 2400 baud lines. 

3. 14 missions will be supported simultaneously. 

4. 3 2314 disk file units which will communicate between the 
3600' s and the 9020 System. 

The model pre sently simulates the following: 

, 
J. • 

2. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

message traffic from the tracking sites via 2400 baud lines. 

100 wpm teletype message traffic into the system. 

attention interrupts from the 14 mission control rooms from the 
2250' s. 

updating of displays and 2311 disk files in the system control 
area and mission control rooms as a result of I, 2, and 3. 

updating of 2314 disk files as a result of I, 2, and 3. 

updating of 2311' s in mission control rooms as a result of I, 2 I 
and 3. 

The results of this data can be summarized as follows: 

1. utilization of core and CEls is low (1-14%). 

2. utilization of 2314 is about 30%. 
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Page 2 

3. queues as defined in the model practically do not exist with the 
exception of those waiting for updating of 2260's in system control 
area--these still are not large J max. length of 4 

4 • additional modification and additions to the model will include 
simulating the following: 

a. inputs from the 3600's via the 2314 
b. generation of attention interrupts via the 2250's in 

the system control area 
c. message transmission to the 10 tracking sites via 

the 2400 baud lines 
d. 100 wpm teletype mes sage output 
e. make further verification to see model simulates real 

world. 

The conclusion that can be drawn from what has been learned up to the 
present date is that the simulated 9020 System I as indicated above I 
has not come close to becoming saturated. 

KIF:jle 
cc: F. E. Chappelear 

J. J .. Selfridge 
W .. B. Gibson 
C. B ~ Brown 
T. H. Sawyer 
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Satellite Control Facility 
R.emote Sites 
Space Systems Division, AFSC 
Inglewood, California 

GEM 

Western 

Los Angeles Westchester 

Skip Hoyt 

Ed Chappelear 

Bob Fairbanks 
Bob Krause 
Bob Oller 

Johnny Jones 
Jim Selfridge 
Glen McClure 
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Air Force , __ _ 

Iv1aj. Buswell - Proj. Engr .. 
Lt. Col. Birks - Comm. 
Lt. Col. Lutz - Comm. 
Lt. Col. Sauer - Development 
Lt. Col. Rolin - Recovery 
Lt. Col. Frobom - Support Engr. 
Lt. Col. Redpath - Digital Systems 

* Maj. Bond - Digital Systems 

* Vick White - Digital 
E. Ragland - /I 

J. Hansen -- II 

R. BrClndsbcfg __ II 

D. Stevenson - Rl' & Analog 
W. Tackett /I 
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Engjnccring 
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R. Berri 
H. Tye 
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Col. Baum - Planning 
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Lt. Col. Cummins - Readiness 
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R. Colander - Requiremonts 
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B. 2 EQUIPMENT INSTALLED AND SYSTEM DESIGN 

CURRENT SCF EQUIPMENT 

AND COST 

160 A COSTS (MONTHLY LEASE RATES) 

TRACKJNG STATION CONFIGURATION - SINGLE SITE COST 

SU3 
ITEM NO. EAC}I SITE TOTAL 160 A SYSTEIVI TOTAL 

160 Main Frame 2 2250 4500 

166-2 Printers 2 690 1380 
(~, 

169-2 Memories (16K) 2 200 4000 

167 Card Readers 2 460 920 

603 Tape Drives 8 550 4400 

161 On-Line Typewr. 2 262 524 

162-3 Data Synchron. 2 600 1200 

16924 

4 SiYJ.gle Sites (Each 10, 924) '3 Dual Sites (Each 33,848) *169,240 
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PRE LIIVIINA RY 

BRIEF OF EXPECTED RFP FROM AF SSD FOR 
REMOTE TRACKING STATIONS 

PART 1. HARDWARE CHARACTERISTICS AND RE(~UIREMENTS 

The Remote Tracking Stations (RTS) of the Air Force Satellite Control Facility 

(SCF) are believed to re luire upgrading to meet new and e)...rpanded requirernents 

. 
for tracking" commanding and telemetry. An RFP is expected from AFSSD which 

will delineate -rmprovem ents which are required in the digital handling subsystem. 

The digital data handlinE system includes computer equipment" associated peripheral 

equipment" real time inpllt-output channels and software. Specifically" the existing 

subsystem e)..rpected to be replaced includes the presently installed CDC 160A 

computer real time 110 peripheral devices and software. In additionJ bidders 

("~, will be expected to submit alternate proposals which include incorporation of 

functions now performed by the existing Input/ Output Buffer (lOB) and the 

Computer Communications Converter. This would enable the computer channels 

to interface with the Corllmand Logic Equipment(CLE) J the DigitalCommanci 

Buffer (DCB), the Station Operators Console(SOC), Timing Data Generator(TDG), 

Computer Data Tern: inals (CDT)" Antenna Servo Control Registers" the KG-l3 

and teletype(TTY). 

Alternate proposals are believed acceptable especially in computer real time 

channels and control equiprnents. Alternate(s) proposals should" if possible in-

corporate: Display consoles of the computer driven CRT type 'which permit the 

station operator to monitor and modify station operation through access to 

<:' 
through a keyboard; the functions of the Telemetry D2:t.a Processo~ ::\.fod. II(TDP-2)ii 
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the functions it performs can be ,performed economically in cornputer and/ or 

channel equipment; Digitizing of analog telemetry data, and deCOIT .. E'1otation of 

PAM, FlVI/FM and PCM now performed by TM ground stations in the RTS may 

also be considered for inclusion in the proposal if overall station performance 

can be improved" leads to greater standardization and is economically feasible 

(in any case the computer equiprnent proposed should have the basic capability 

to integrate these functions at a later time. 

IIO equipment now interfacing with the present computer is formatted into 12 

bit words. Some of these equipments have been designed to be expandable to 

larger word sizes. The current equipm,ent configuration is shown in attachment 

1 and 2. The proposed system. should optimize the interface word length to 

increase speed and minimize interruptions. 

The use of CRT displays will, in effect, cause certain of the functions nov! 

performed by the SOC or CLE to be redundant. Alternate proposals should 

clearly delineate portions of the SOC, DeB or CLE which rnay be eliminated. 

, The proposed systems should provide a multiprocessing capability, i. e. all 

processing units should have access to all preliminary storage so that progr8.r.Qs~ 

tables, and data are available to all processors. The multiprocessing approach 

selected should provide a fail- soft capability without the need for complete 

redudancy of computer elements. 
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REMOTE TRACKING STATIONS I/O SOURCES 

Input/ Output at the Rem,ote Tracking Stations consist of telemetry inputs frorn 

the Telemetry Data Processor 'lVIod. II; inputs from and outputs to the Station 

Operators Console; inputs from and outputs to the STC at Sunnyvale (CCC); 

inputs from and outputs to the Digital Command Buffer; and a variety of control 

signals and data to and from other station equipment. The data channels 

required and data rates - assum,ing 16 bit in/ out channels - are as follows: 

Equipm,ent 

Telemetry 

SOC In 

Out 

Command In 
Equipm,ent 

Out 

Site/ STC In 
Communications 

Out 

TTY In 
Out' 

Section 3. 3. 1 

Channels 

1 (Note: the TDP-2 may be modified 
to output words greater in length than 
12 bits). 

(4) individual control bit s 
(2) 4 decimal digit numbers 
(1) 2 decirilal digit numbers 
(26) individual condition bits 
(4) 5 decim,al numbers 
(22) individual condition bits 
(5) 2 decimal digit num.bers 
(4) 6 bit quantities 
(1) 5 bit quantity 
(3) 12 bits 
(4) 2 decimal digit numbers 
(I) 4 bits 
1 

1 

1 
1 

80 KC" 12 bit 
words per sec. 

less than 1 j sec. 
less than 1/ sec. 
less than 1/ sec. 
less than 1/ sec. 
1 e s s than 1 / sec. 
1 ess than 1/ sec. 
less than 1/ sec. 
less than 1/ sec. 
less than 1/ sec. 
2500 wps max. 
less than 1/ sec. 
1/ sec. 
100 12 bit words/ sec 
with parity check 
100 12 bit \vords/ sec 
with parity generatic 

60 vipn"l 

60 wpm 
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Timing In 

Antenna In 
,(RAE) Out 

Status In 

SWItching In 

(17 bits) 
(20 bits) 
(10 bits) 

-4-

(Note: 10 bit input is presently 
from. 110 type"writer) 

2 
3 

24 (Individual bits) 

18 (Individual bits) 
1 (2 bit indication) 

TELEMETRY DATA PROCESSOR MOD. II. 

l/sec. 
11 sec. 
less than 1/ sec. 

~?""t 10/ 1"-1 bl s, .sec. 
12 bits, 20/ sec. 

less than 1/ sec. 

Ie C's'" thr- '.- I / r< e '"' .;::) ~ d~.:. j, ;:::, ........ 

less than 1/ sec. 

The TDP - Mod. II is a buffering and m.ultiple}..ring device capable of handling: 

(",' (4) digitized PAM FM/FM inputs at 900., 12 bit .. words per second; (1) continuous 

analog data PAM or FM/ FM at 40., 000 sarnples per second for which the TDP- II 

also performs scanning and digit izing; (2) lovv speed" 256 bits per second, 

VE LA-PCM data stream; (3) medium. to high speed PClVI parallel inputs, 

typical speeds are 10.,000 and 83., 000, 12 bit words/ second. The TDP-II outputs 

12 bit words" status or data to the telemetry computer. Each word contains 

source identification (1 to 8 sources) in addition to Sync. identification. status or 

data bits. 

The TDP-II also provides the System Time Code Word to the telemetry processor 

on a separate output channel. 

The maximum data rate from. the TDP-II is encountered from high speed PC:0.: 
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at one megabit. One input word would be required at each frame and subframe 

indication. Outputs to the TDP-II is one 12 bit word to select one of eight 

TDP-II channels .or"input words (data or status). 

STATION OPERATORS CONSOLE 

Input·s from the SOC are used to inhibit STC Communications, select the 

C.ommand Mode, computer or manual, to start and stop manual commanding, 

to set the co:nmand reject level, and to enter and verify the nurnber of the cUY'rent 

and ne}"i; vehicle to be commanded. Each vehicle num.ber requires 4: deciLJ.al 

digits. Comm.and reject level requires 2 decimal digits. 

One bit outputs to the SOC are as follows: 

Section 3. 3. 1 

Computer verified 
Acquisition program in process 
Acquisitiop progran1. ready 
Tl\1 ant enna ill anual 
Tl\!I antenna search 
TIvI antenna slaved 
A utolua tic Tracking 
I\:..ldar lllanllal 
1\:..l dar search 
Hadar sIn ved 
Locked-on 
Command. equipm.ent not ready 
Com.mand equipmen~ ready 
Timing ready 
TirrJing not ready 
TM ready 
TM not ready 
Radar track~r ready 
Radar tracker not ready· 
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Comlnand' cor{)puter ready 
Cornmand conlputer not ready 
Radar tracker digital 
Radar tracker analog 

IBI,;I CON?IDEJ>JTIAL 

Con1puter Auto Commanding ready 
Computer Auto Commanding in progress 

. Computer Automatic Commanding Completed 

Outputs to the SOC also include 5 decim.al digits for each of the following 

indicators: 

Estimated Tirne of Arrival (ETA) Current Vehicle 
Estimated Time to Track (ETT) Current Vehicle 
Estimated Time of Ar rival (E A) Next Vehicle 
Estimated Time to Track (ETT) Next Vehicle 

Each input or output to the SOC normally occurs at speeds greater than once 

per second and are negligible in any I/O timing, or interference calculations. 

COMMAND EQUIPMENT 

The command equipment is presently known as the Comrnand Logic Equipment 

and will be replaced by the Digital Command Buffer. Inputs from the Command 

Logic Equipment are as follows: 

One bit input s 

Section 3. 3. 1 

CODHuand Transm.it Request 
Analog Manual 
RelTIote Enable 
Computer Automatic 
Master Control &, Display Unit 

. Computer CorDmand Advance 
Rej ect Count Clear 
Accept Verifications 
Reject Verifications 
Digital Manual 
Single Comn'land 
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Analog Long 
Hepetitive 
Repetitive Stop 
Computer A utoma tic Stop 
Error Override 
Manual Verify 
Spoof Reset 
Command Verify 
Analog Command Error 
Verification Accept 
Verification Rej ect 

Eight bits or two decimal digit input s 
Command Number Select 
Repetitive' Number Select 
Rej ect Level Select 
Vehicle V erifica tion 
Transmis sion Count 

Six bits inputs are 
Mast.er Control & Display Unit Command Number 
lVlaster Control & Display Unit Command Data 
Analog Command Verification 
Analog Echo Check 

Five bit inputs are 
Echo Check 

Outputs to the Command Equipment are as follows: 

One bit outputs in three words 
"VII command bit 
fl011 comriland bit 

Section 3. 3. 1 

If Iff command bit 

End of \Vord 
Storage reset - 2 commands, 1 ms and 50 ms. 

'Command error 
Spook 
Cornplete block ' 
_A.nalog verification error 
Trap roper comrnand 
Verification not r-ecei ved 
Comlnand rej ect 
COD1mand accept 
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Rej ect level reached 
Analog select 
Digital select 

Eight bits or 2 decimal digit outputs are: 

Analog command number 
Improper command number 
Rej ect count 
Repetitive co:unt nurnber 

Four bit outputs are: 
Pulse width 

Inputs from the command equipment are mostly manual with the except of 

command verification. 

Outputs to the command equipment in the present system could occur at 2_ 

maximum reate of 2" 500 words per second" i. e., a 99 word table output at 

a 25 per second rate. 

DIGITAL COIVIMAND BUFFER (DeB) 

. The DeB will replace the CLE and the command functions of the lOB in the 

ICS (Integrated Command System) and it will provide the ICS with considerably 

more com.mand and verification capability than that provided by the CLE. It 

will comprise Command Buffer logic, Authentication Buffer logic, and Command 

Selection Logic. 

(a) C~mmand Buffer Logic 

This section of the DCB will comprise the logic required to 

interface the computer (through the C'CP) with the SOC and 
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the SPB. Computer outputs and inputs will be fornlatted 

and routed to and from proper destinations by means of 

function code logic similar to that eHlployed in the lOB. 

Command bits will be formatted and transferred by means 

of logic similar to that employed in the CLE. 

(b) . Authentication Buffer Logic 

This section of the DCB will comprise the logic required to 

interface the computer with ~he lV[odel 670 Telemetry 

Processor. By means of this logic, the computer will provide 

the 670 with addresses to enable the 670 to decommutate the 

proper verification and authentication channels. The logic will 

also provide means for transferring verification and authentica-

tion data from the 670 to the computer. 

(c) Command Selector Logic 

This section of the DeB will provide the logic required to 

select command sources, command transmission configurations, 

command transmission bit rates, verification sources, and the 

DCE. It will also provide echo check logic, loop-test logic, and 

simulated verification signals for checkout of the res. 
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DIGITAL ENCODER EQUIPMENT (DeE) 

The DCE is a new equipment which will operate only when the DCB is the 

selected command source. The DCE will accept the formatted digital com.mand 

bit stream from the DCB" modify it" and forward it to the command transmitter. 

\Vhen the DCE is in use" echo check signals will be obtained from the input' to 

the DCE rather than from the output of the command transmitter. 

NOTE: The 670 stored-program telemetry data processor decommutates 

command verification and authentication data and provides it to the computer 

through the DCB. 

STATION OPERATORS CONSOLE (SOC) 

A new SOC command panel complex will be used with SGLS and the DeB. The 

new panel complex will not affect corrn.nanding operations when the CTU is in 

the CLE mode" except possibly to add additional capability. The new command 

panel complex will comprise a Primary Panel" an Analog Command Panel~ a 

Stepper Switch Command Panel;, a Command Status Panel" and SOC Status 

Displays. 

(a) 1;he Primary Command Panel will provide the following 

capahilities: 

(1) Selection and display ofa four-digit comlnand number. 

r .. ·· .. · ~ 
(2) Selection and display of a two-digit repetitive number. 
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(3) Selection of a 'one-digit reject level. 

(4) Display of a one-digit reject count. 

(5) Display of a three-digit transmission count. 

(6) Selection and display of one of four command 

sources 

(7) Selection and display of one of up to twelve 

command modes. 

(8) Selection and display of one of cleven command 

transmission configurations. 

( (9) Selectionmd display of com.puter control of com.mand 

transmi s sion configuration. 

(10) . Selection and display of one of eleven command 

transmission bit rates. 

(11) Selection and display of computer control of command 

transm.itter. 

(12) Selection and display of one of four verification 

and control modes. 

(13) Selection and display of the DCE~ and display of 

computer selection of the DeE. 
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(14) Selection of a Transmit Signal and display of 

Transmission in Progress. 

(15) Display of Improper Command. 

(16) Selection of Restricted Comrnand Enable and display 

of Re stricted Command. 

(17) Display of Transmission Alarm and selection of 

Transmission Alarm Reset. 

(18) Display of Verification Alarm and selection of 

Verification Alarm Reset. 

(19) Display of Spoof Alarm and selection of Spoof Alarm 

Reset. 

(20) Display of Reject Level Alarm and Selection of Reject 

Level Alarm Reset. 

(21) Display of Verificati on Ac cept" . Verification Rej ect, 

Verification Not Received" and Verification Error. 

(22) Selection of Computer Command Advance. 

'(23) Display of Authentication Error. 

(24) Selection of Repetitive Stop and display of Repetitive Stopped .. 

(25) Selection of Computer Auto Stop and display of Computer Auto 

Stopped. 

(26) Display of DCE Alarm and selection of DeE Alarm and 

selection of DeE Alarm Reset. 
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(d) The Command Status Panel will provide the following 

displays: 

(1) Computer Cmd Ready, In Progress, and Complete. 

(2) D DE Ready, In Progress, and Complete. 

(3) VHF Command Subsystern MSAP or ZZZ Control. 

(4) Prelort Encoder Analog or Digital Mode. 

(5) Display of Decommutator numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 Sync & Out of 

Sync. 

(6) PClVI Decommutatornumbers 1 and 2 Sync and Out of Sync. 

(7) UHF Command Subsystem Status. 

(e) The SOC Status displays will provide Ready, Not Ready, and 

Configuration indications for the following equipments: 

(1) VHF Command Transmission Subsystem. 

(2) UHF Command Transmission Subsystem. 

(3) Command Antenna Complex. 

(4) DEC. 

(5) DCB. 

(6) SGLS. 
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COMMUNICA TIONS TO AND I"'ROM THE STC 

Site/ STC communications are handled by 1, 200 bps phone lines and telety;.e. 

The phone lines are connected to the data processing systelYl via modems 

and encryption equipment. Inputs to and outputs from the encryption equipment 

in the present system, is performed by a Computer Communications 

Converter (CCC). The CCC performs serial to parallel and parity checking 

on input data. Parallel to serial and parity generation are perforn'led on 

output \vords. Additionally the CCC, in the present system, selects the proper 

computer for data input and alternates between computers arter each transmit 

and receive operation. The CCC provides status of itself and the auto- s)T1:c 

(ASU) ~quipment (associated with the encryption) and accepts control comrnands 

for itself and the auto sync. equipment. 

Data is transferred at a 1200 bps rate over two half-duplex lines; i. e. , 

the CCC can receive on one line and transmit over the other simultaneously. 

Teletype at 60 wpm can be received and transmitted at each site. TTY for the 

computer is not presently entered automatically. It must be manually entered! 

output via a paper tape reader / punch. 

OTHER CONTROL SIGNALS AN'D DA T A 

Timing: 

The System Time Code Word (STeW) is input to each con'lputer once 
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each second from the Tim.ing Data Generator. The SYC''1V is 17 bits in length. 

The Vehicle Time Code Word (VTCW) is input to the computer once each 

second from the VTCW Interpolator. The VTCW is 20 bits in length. An 

additional 10 bits are used and provided through the computer typewriter to 

indicate VTCW offset from the STeW. The offset is used to indicate 

I differences in actual and predicted time associated with tracking data. 

RADAR AND TELEMETRY ANTEN-NA DATA 

R~ A~ E Range Rate and Status from the Radar and TM antennas are input 

to the computer as 12 bit words. These data could occur as 24 bit words. Each 

antenna is read once per second for a total of 120 bps for each antenna. 

Outputs to the R,) A~ E acquisition servos are three separate output words. 

One word from each of three output channels to each acquisition servo. These 

occur at the rate of 20 wps. 

EQUIPMENT STATUS AND SW1TCHING 

Status of the station; equipment; i. 8. ~ ready, search~ in progress~ etc.) 

as indicated at the Station Patch Board, SPB, is input to the computer. 

One bit inputs are as follows: 
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TM Auto tracking 
TM slaved 
TIVI search 
TM manual 
Tl\/f tracker ready 
MCDU ready 
MCDU com.plete 
Remote Command equipment read:, 
Remote Commanding in progress 
Remote'·Commanding completed 
Radar tracker 1 on 
Radar tracker 2 on 
TM tracker 3 on 
FM/FM 1 on 
FM/FM 2 on 
PAIvl Ground Station 1 on 
PAIvT Ground S-~ation 2 on 
Decom 1 Sync Out 
Decom 2 Sync Out 
FM/FM ready 
TDP ready 
PAM Ground Station ready 

The switching status of station equipment as indicated at the Cross Con:lect 

Panel is also input to the computer. 

One bit indications are as follows: 

Section 3. 3. 1 

TLM Inhibit 
T & C Inhibit 
CCC lA TlVL 
CCC IB TM 
CCC 2A TM 
CCC 2B TM 
CCC lA T & C 
CCC IE TIVI 
CCC 2A TM 
CCC 2B TM 
CCC lA T & C 
CCC lB T & C 
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CCC 2A T & C 
CCC 2B T & C 
T & C Computer 1,2,3 and 4 
TlVI Computer 1, 2, 3 and 4 
Command Equipment 
CCC ready 
TLM Fade 
T & C Fade 

Two bit indications are as follows: .. 
TDP-1 

The above status and switching data would not be likely to occur at a rate 

exceeding once per second. More likely it would be ready by the computer once 

per pass. 

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT 

Auxiliary storage is required at the RTS for program storage, data logging, 

and other functions .. This storage may be tape or disk. Disk is preferred to 

avoid errors which may arise in station setup and operation due to mishandling 

of tapes by opecators. 

Card reading and punching equipm.ent is required to enter program changes and 

would not 'normally be performed as part of the real time operation. 

Hard copy output printout is required at the station in advance of a PASS 

. operation to provide operating instructions as received from the Satellite Test 
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Center" to provide a printed record of events) and to assist in progr8.:rQ or 

equipment maintenanceo This information could possibly be desired via CRT 

displays at the SOC console. Real tin'le display of data may also be desired at 

the SOC Console. 
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PRE LIlVIINA R Y 
BRIEF OF EXPECTED RFP FROl\1 AFSSD FOR 

REMOTE TRACI(ING STATIONS 

lElVI COI'\FIDENT!AL 

PART·II SOFTWARE CHARACTERISTICS AND REQUIREMENTS 

OPERATING SYSTEM DESIREl\1ENTS 

The programming and operating system will be integrated for the new RTS 

Data System. It will include an Executive Monitqr ~ assembled library routines, 

input/ output control program for all peripherals, a JOVIAL Compiler, an 

assembler and a loader. All RTS programs must operate under control of the 

Executive Monitor. 

Executive Monitor Characteristics 

The EM will control operations on both CPU's and will perrI'lit 

easy transition between R TS modes of operation by previously 

scheduled information or by manual operator intervention. An 

example of this transition would be entering an STC- scheduled 

Satellite PASS operation during the printing of non real-time 

data in a POSTP F.LSS mode. Information on interrupted in-process 

jobs should be saved' so that processing may be completed at a 

later time. Additional characteristics of the EM should 

guarantee the following: 
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a) Standard communications between the CPU's and any 

operator-user. 

b) Real-time access to the RTS library programs to take 

full advantage of written" tested code. 

c) 110 assignment tables with automatic handling of hardvvare 

locations and flags as·sociated with traps, interrupts and 

special registers. 

d) Standard linkage from object programs and'system programs 

to commonly used subroutine s within the EM. 

e) Task assignment to available processors in prioritized 

order using a multi-processing philosophy. 

f) provision of a job execution. status report upon request. 

g) Standard job accounting and record keeping routines for RTS 

operations. 

(; Nlultiprocessor Phi~osophy Characteristics 

A multiplicity of program execution is scheduled by the EM 

which also controls the time sharing of 1/0, memory" and 

processors. This should be accomplished by use of a job table 

specifying a list of current programs and their status" and a 
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nlemory map specifying available, in use" or unavailable (locked) 

areas. The EM will also maintain tables, containing file ip..iormation 

and concomitantly control '~sage of eac'h I/o device. Accordingly, 

a single program should be able to be executed truly sirn.ultaneously 

by the two processors referencing different sets of data. Generally" 

the EM must insure the programmer the ability.to believe that he 

is using a single conventional computer" yet never let a piece of 

the total system remain idle. 

System Program Sample Design 

Tile design of the total set of RTS system prograrns will not be 

designed in detail, but a sample desig:'1 outline of impor-'cant 

cornponents will be contained in the RFP to illustrate and restate 

design objectives. 

1) assembler - EM interplay 

Assume a program has been read into memory for 

execution. Specified p~ograrn points should enable progr2 ;.-:'n 

segments to operate in paralleL w."1en these poir..ts are reached" 

the EM is entered. The action of the EAI at th;2!se ent:. ... ance 

points depends on the type of executive call made.. lVI:2.ny 
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entrances will be required; declaring paralle'I prograrrl. 

segments will be different from declaring the end of a 

segn'lent. Entrances will also be required for timing .. loop 

control., job delineating state::.nents) etc. 

Job definition and seglnent flagging should be possible by 

means other than a transfer instruction to a sYlnbolic 

entrance name. This means should be as close to a natural 

language e:>...rpression as possible with no need for artificial 

symbology. The assembler or compiler :rnust be able to 

accept the imperative statements of the programrDer 'which 

direct the EM to a course of act ion and translate these state-

ments into entrance instructions for the EM~ In adciition., 

the assember must construct all other entrance parameters 

and a job table. 

2) Job Table - a complete set of job tables should be loaded 

by the EM to guarantee that the monitor has knowledge of 

all possible parallel processing at that moment. 

3) More considera tions of system desIgn 

- Debugging on simulation tools must be available, as 'well 

as the ability to run the program totally on one CPU. 

Section 3. 3. 1 
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- the compiler should not dernand that the task to be 

performed is done on IYlultiple processors . 

.,.. prioritization scheduled tasks should be able to be 

changed in real-tirne. New tasks should be able to 

be defined at any time o 

- It should be possible to resolve meJ:nory conflicts 

when CPU! s are attempting to get to the same m.emory 

module. 

CENTRAL I/O CONTROL PROGRAM 

Input and output to the CPU's will be controlled by a Central 110 control 

program (IOC) which is" of course.. controlled by the ElvI. The roc \vill: 

a) Control the reading/ writing of records 

b) Provide for overlapped I/O reading, writing and computing 

c) Perform automatic blocking and deblocking of disc file records 

d) Check reading and writing errors and correct program corrigible 

errors. Error analysis should be atter.o.pted in all cases. 

e) Provide sequential and randoYi1 processing of data on the disc 

file. 

c f) Schedule the use, of disc file ar:cns including automatic handling 

of arm failure. 
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g) Alter 110 unit assignments if necessary at execution time by 

means of manual intervention. 

h) Insure that RTS disk packs are properly formatted and contain 

standard labels. Labels should be written upon output and read on 

input. 

i) Check/ Process end-of-data file conditions 

j} Write recovery-flags to facilitate restart recovery. 

The IOC will provide for standard operator program communications. It 

must De accessed operationally by on system program by means of 

appropriate assembler/ compiler MACROs. No program should be able to 

initiate I/o directly "without the use of these l\1ACRO's. Execution of MP.CRO-

constructed instructions will necessitate entry to the Executive" and the 

Executive will control and monitor the IOC .. 

The computer console will be considered an IIO piece of gear ~ and accordingly 

will function under control of the lOC. 

STORAGE PROTECTION 

A storage protection feature shall be provided to preserve a program if 
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another erroneously attempts to store over it, whether the storage medium 

is core or disc. Storage operations either from a CPU or Channel \vill be 

subject to this feature. 

Programs should be self-checking, ·with program or machine error producing 

a unique interrupt condition so ,that the cause of the error may be easily 

a sc ertained. 

Software must automatically initiate corective action to the fullest possibl e 

(~ extent. 

Examples of necessary and desirable interrupt conditions are as follovfs: 

A. Internal (Processor Generated) Interrupts 

1) Illegal instruction executed 

2) Halt instruction executed 

3) Ar:ithrnetic overflow 

4.) Real-time clock overflow 

5) Attempt to write out of bounds 

6) ;Parity error from n1.emory 

7) Interr-Jpt a computer 

8) Initiate 1/0 

9) Store interY'upt mask register 

Section 3. 3. 1 
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10) Store menlory bounds registers 

11) Exe cuti ve call 

1) Interrupt from the other processor 

2) Failure of an 110 device to -respond 
when interrogated 

3) Primary power (which had failed) is 
now restored 

4) An IIO operation is completed 

Checkout of New Programs 

The operating system should provIde for facilitating the checkout of Dew 

programs. Simple procedure for loading new programs with test environ-

ment and operating it must be provided. Test tools (such as console snaps .. 

mernory dumps" tape dumps" trace" etc.) should be available. 

The EM will control and monitor the operation of all programs - including 

programs being debugged and associated test tools. 

Automatic Graceful Degradation 

The principal aim of the RTS multiprocessor is to guarantee support activities' 
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with just one processor functioning. This requirement must specifically 

guarantee that: 

a) IIO activities can be initiated on any channel from any CPU ~ 

b) The EM is not to be permanently associated \vith either of the 

CPU I s, nor does it require the complete attention of a whole CPU. 

c) CPU's must respond to all types of interrupts, including Ilo 

interrupts. To avoid duplicate handling of I/o interrupts} one CPU 

could be designated to receive such interrupts at any one time~ 

d) Programs must be capable to operate correctly on either CPU" or 

if both are available. If a systern component fails dUTing task execution" 

the EM must be ableto sense the condition, reassign I/o units,l and 

continue operations. If necessary, it should be able to take steps to 

service tasks in a degraded mode. 

In particular, if one CPU fails,l the EIVI must reassign its current task to the 

other CPU. Possible methods for notifying one CP-U that the other has nl8.l-

functioned rllight be: 

1. A unique interrupt signal is generated) by a malfunction Vl:'llCh 

i~terrupts the other CPU. 
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2. The malfunction makes a status register - acidressable by the 

other CPU and tested each time the EM is operated therein - to 

change state. 

NOTE: In either case., the EM when operated by the still-functioning CPU 

should take note) institute recovery action" and outP"L.t appropriate alarm 

messages. 

As mentioned earlier, both CPU's must be able to receive and act on 1/0 

interruptions) but only one CPU is so designate d at anyone time. \,1rnen the 

( ElVI schedules tasks to a CPU) or atternpts to find tasks and fails) it deterr:-... i.nes 

which CPU has the lowest priority activity and selects that one to receive I/o 

c 

interruptions., until the next task assignrnent is considered. I f a malfunctio:: 

occurs in the designated CPU" the EM should automatically switch IIO 

interrupts to the operable CPU. 

If component failure is so serious that full operation cannot continue" the 

Executive must decide which functions to perform and delete. It is conceivable 

that the type of failure would determine vvhich tasks would be performed; 

however" in general" selecting the tasks to be retained would be done: 1) on 

the basis of the predetermined priority associated with each task" or, 2) 

by shifting some of the tasks normally performed at the RTS to the STC" or; 3) 
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by a combination of 1) and 2). 

Standard job-accounting and record-keeping programs will be provided. The 

Executive will account for, elapsed time on each CPU and on each I/o device 

according to program (Satellite Project) office. The job accounting code will 

be provided at the same time as the job request is made. During vehicle

related activity, the vehicle number may serve to correlate to tr~e appropriate 

accounting code. Start, stop .. and elapsed time figures for each job .. and 

related statistics, will be displayed or sent over the 2400 bps lines u~Jon 

request. 

PROCESSING PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 

o TLIvI Program Characte:('istic s 

Telernetry programs should be able to accomplish the 

following: 

1) Input data from up to eight sources 

2) Demultiplex data 

3) Establish synchronization 

4) Compress and proces s data 

a) Normalization 

b) Compression algorithms (flexibility, several algorithms 

operated on same point) 
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c) Ability to group individual TLM points 

d) correlation of telemetered events with translnitted 

com.mand 
, ... , ~ :. 

e) TiJ.."1l1e-'iagging of data 

5} Data display at SOC 

6) Data transmission to STC 

7) Digital recording of TLM data (excluding one rllegabit PCM) 

8) STC Control of TM processing 

Tracking and Commanding Program Characteristics 

1) Calculation of pointing data from rilinimum paran1.eters 

2) Input and processing 'oftracking data 

3) Output of pointing data 

4) Data transr.o..ission to STC 

5) Data display at SOC (TRI-( and CMD) 

6) Digital recording of TRK data 

7) STC control of report rates and antenna,s 

8) STC control of commanding 

9), CMD data transr.nission to ST': 

10) Command rates of up to 10 KC 
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11 ) E:h.'iensive echo checking and ClVID verification 

-12) Ability to make command mode changes 

13) SOC control of site computers 

14) Digital recording of CMD data 

NOTE: Software RFPmay request.that Diagnostic and Utility prograrlls be 

integrated with the operational system. 
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REMOTE ,TRACETL\G STA TrONS - SA TEL~'il"'E CO)TTROL 
FACILI'fY 

The proposal IB1V1 submitted in' Jult of 1964 to the Air Force Space Syste{'!'.;.s 

Division and Aerospace Corporation recommended a two machine configtlration 

of Systen1. 360 Model 40 operating in the multiprocessing mode to provide load 

sharing and a fail-soft capability. This proposal was unsolici ted and it vias 

ir ... tended that System 360 would replace two CDC 160A r s each operating indeper.d-

ently. The 160_4.. systems at each rer.aote station l , of which there are 10 stations, 

are leased at an approxir.aate rental of $16) 9.?0 a r..r ... onth. With shared me~.i.ory ar ... d 

t\VO Data Communication Channels (29Y.-X) our Model 40 system rented for 

approximately $24,490 a month. 

Since July, 1964, IBM has announced the Model 44 and the 1800. The customer· 

has been continuously supplied with information on these equipments. This has 

led to them being conditioned toward a lVLodel 44 multiprocessing system vfith 

an 1800 front end and an OEM Channel. This could permit them to add more 

of the telemetry pr e processing to the computer systen'1. 
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RPQ' s SCF REMOTE SITES & BIFD BUFFERS 

Below is a listing of the subject RPQ' s with quantities and acceptable 
prices. Note the price of a particular RPQ is not significant in itself, 
except as it affects the total site configuration costs. The site rental 
(bottom line of attached equipment lists) is the important figure. 

F16233 
F16584 
F16585 
F16587 
F16676 
F16677 
F16xxx 
F16xxx 
F16xxx 
F16xxx 

F16xxx 
F16xxx 
F16xxx 
F16xxx 

Remote Tracking Si tea 

Shared Processor Storage - M44 
Switch, Program Controlled, 3 x 3 
Attach 2814 to M 44 
SWitch, Program Controlled, 2 x 2 
Quick Disconnect Cables - 2250-1 
P4 Phosphor - - 2250-1 
Shared Processor Storage, 3-way - M44 
Telemetry Instruction - Special - M44 
Direct Data Connection - 32 bit 
Simulation Instructions - M44 

Bird Buffer 

Telemetry Instruction - Special; 9020 
Attach 2814 to 9020 
Switch Unit - Voice Line 
2902 with 10 SDA Adapters 

Section 3. 3 '. 1 

12 
3 
9 
6 

15 
15 

9 
21 
21 
21 

2 
6 
1 
2 

300 
500 
n/c 
300 

20 
20 

300 
200 
200 
300 

200 
n/c 

1,100 
4,000 
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RTS SINGLE SITE - DUAL CPU - 360/44 

C'; Unit Description Q!y. Rental 

CPUls 
2044-F Processing Unit, 65K bytes 2 $ 9,330 

'3895 External Interrupt 2 60 
5248 Mpx Channel 2 700 
4598 Hi Speed Mpx Channel - first 2 1,300 
4560 Hi Speed Mpx Subch. add 1 st 2 250 
6415 Second Single Disk 2 460 
RPQ Telemetry Inst. 2 400 
RPQ Simulation Insts. 2 600 
RPQ DDC Channel 2 1,600 
RPQ Shared Processor Storage 2 600 
RPQ Storage Protection 2 300 

15,600 

Displays 
2814-1 Switching Unit 1 125 
2250-1 Display Unit 1 700 

1002 Absolute Vectors 1 300 
1245 Alphameric Keyboard 1 50 
1880 Character Generator 1 300 

CI 5855 Program Function Keyboard 1 100 
1,575 

Communication 
2701-1 Data Adapter Unit 2 400 

7862 Teletype Adapter Type 1 2 150 
7696 Sync. Data Adapter Type 1 2 400 
3815 Extended Capability 2 50 
3855 Expansion Feature 2 160 

1,160 

Digital I/O 
1827-1 Data Control Unit 2 380 

3284 Digital Input Basic 2 140 
3289 Digital & Analog Output Base 2 140 
3262 Digital Input Adapter 4 80 
3286 Digital Input-Voltage 20 280 
3285 Digital Input-Contact 4 32 
3296 Digital Output Control 2 30 
3295 Digital Output Adapter 2 30 
3612 Elee "Contact ll Operate 6 120 
6125 Register Output 2 46 

1£278 

Ci Addi tional Options: $19,613 

2501 Card Reader & 1443 Printer-Switched 1,435 
2311 Disk (l control, 2 drives) 2,450 
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RTS DUAL SITE - 3 CPU - 360/44 

Unit Description ~ Rental 

(: 
CPU's 

2044-F Processing Unit, 65K 3 $13,995 
3895 External Interrupt 3 90 
5248 Mpx Channel 3 1,050 
4598 High Speed Mpx Chan. 3 1,950 
4560 High Speed Mpx Subch. add 1st 3 375 
6415 Second Single Disk 3 690 
RPQ Telemetry Inst. 3 600 
RPQ Simulation Insts • 3 900 
RPQ Direct Data Channel 3 2,400 
RPQ Shared Processor Storage 3 900 
RPQ Storage Protection 3 450 

Displays 
23,400 

2814-1 Switching Unit 2 250 
2250-1 Display Unit 2 1,400 

1002 Absolute Vector 2 600 
1245 Alphameric Keyboard 2 100 
1880 Character Generator 2 600 
5855 Program Function Keyboard 2 200 

Communication 
3,150 

C 2701-1 Data Adapter Unit 3 600 
/ 

7862 Teletype Adapter - I 3 225 
7696 Sync. Data Adapter 3 600 
3815 Extended Capability 3 75 
3855 Expansion Feature 3 240 

1,740 
Digital I/O 

1827-1 Data Control Unit 3 570 
3284 Digital Input Basic 3 210 
3289 Digi tal & Analog Out Basic 3 210 
3262 Digi tal Input Adapter 6 120 
3286 Digital Input-Voltage 30 420 
3285 Digi tal Input-Contact 6 48 
3296 Digi tal Output Control 3 45 
3295 Digital Output Adapter 3 45 
3612 Elect. Contact Oper. 9 180 
6125 Register Output 3 69 

1,917 
$30,207 

Addi tional Options: 
2501 Card Reader & 2 1443 Printers-Switched 2,510 
2311 Disk (2 controls, 6 drives) 4,700 

C' 
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RTS SYSTEM SELECTION CRITERION 

Central Processor Units 

CPU requirements for the RTS and typical of tracking stations. They are : 

High reliability 

Fail Soft Capability 

Automatic System (Minimum operator intervention) 

Load Sharing 

High Speed data acquisition 

High Speed Scientific Computing 

Minimum possible physical space 

Price 

The following CPU's were evaluated against the above requirements: 

System 360/40-44-50 

9020 

1800 

Of these 5 CPU's the System 360/44 com.es closest to satisfying all require-

m.ents, with Price/ Performance, planned data acquisition capabilities, and 

space required as the m.ajor advantages. 

Memory Size - 16K 32 bit words per processor. 

The present system is built around CDC 160 A's with 24K, 12 bit words 

Section 3.3. 1 Page E. 3/14 
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per processor. This is considered to be roughly equivalent to 8K 32 bit words 

on the 7044. 

The requirements of range are increasing three ways: 

1. More Satellites 

2. More data per satellite 

3. Higher Transmission speeds. 

The 16K 7044's will handle m.ore than twice the present RTS load. The shared 

mem.ory will allow one In) del 44 to handle the total job in a degraded m.ode in 

case of failure. 

The JOVIAL compiler available for the 9020 will require m.odification to operate 

in this siz e core. 

Disk 

Each CPU has access to 2 sets of 2311' sand 1 internal single disk. 

The disks are attached through t'\W High Speed Multiplexor subchannels. A 

single failure can cause the loss of less than one half of the total disk capacity. 

During normal operation, the disk major assignm.ent is: 

Internal disk - Programming Systems Residence and Telemetery 

mode tables. 

Section 3. 3. 1 Page E. 3/15 
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2311's. - Log input telemetry data during satellite pass. 

These disk functions are presently performed by 16 magnetic tape drives. 

The telemetry data recorded during a 10 to 15 minute satellite pass, will 

fill up to six disk packs, requiring physical pack replacement during the pass. 

A minimum of two operational 2311 's per satellite tracked are required. Degraded 

operation due to a system failure will m.et this r:ninimum. 

2250 Display Consoles 

The 2250' s are used for input & display as the major portion of the SOC (Station 

Operators Console). There are two 2250's per SOC. The first is used prim.arily 

for Tracking and Com.manding information. The second is used primarily for 

Telemetry data. 

In case of 2250 failure, the displays serve as backup for each other. In case of 

2840 control unit failure, the 1443 line printer serves as backup. 

OEM Channel (DOC) 

The high speed input to the system. is through the TDP#2. The present data 

rate is 8qK 12 bit words/ sec. This data rate will be increased in the future 

(approxim.ately doubled). The increased speed will be both in the form of longer 

word length and faster word transfer. 

Section 3. 3. 1 Page E. 3/16 
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The OEM Channel is required to minimize the inteference inherent to the 

byte mode of transfer, and to provide ease in hardware interfacing. 

1827 Data Control Unit 

The 1827' s are included to handle the m.iscellaneous digital inputs and outputs 

from the Station Operators Console and the radar positioning indicators. 

Backup is recom.m.ended here by the m.anual changing of a patch panel to tie 

in a particular 1827 s Digital inputs and outputs. 

2701 Data Adapter Unit 

(- The 2701 's are included to provide the comm.unication capability to the STC, 

via both the telephone and the teletype lines. For backup, it is recom.mended 

that manual switching be done on the telephone and teletype lines themselves. 

Switching at this point is considerably simpler than switching at the input to the 

2701 or the input of the Dataset. In addition, this approach provides backup to 

the Datasets as well as the 2701's. 

2701 & 1827 vs. 2909 or PAM (7289-02) 

Features similar to the comm.unication and Digital I/O specified in the 2701 

and 1827 could be accomplished ina2909 or a PAM (7289-02) . 

All features suppl ied in the 2701 and the 1827 are standard or close to 

standard and therefore supply attractive pricing. 

Section 3.3.1 Page E. 3/17 
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The 7289 could be m.ore seriously considered if rental prices were 

available. 

The 2909 could be mor e seriously considered if it were approved for the 

360/44. The present base price on the 2909 is too hi gh. 

Section 3. 3. 1 Page E. 3/18 
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL SDD POUGHKEEPSIE 
Department B70 
Building 951 
Extension 5-7202 

April 21, 1966 

Memorandum to: Mr. W ~ B. Gibson 

Subject: Our Meeting of April 13, 1966 - MOL 

Referring to the notes that I took, here is my summary of the key points 
discussed in our day-long meeting: 

(1) Present information on the current status of the RFP is that it has 
been written, has begun final review and sign-off procedures, and 
is due out between May 1 and May 15. 

(2) The RFP will call for a technical response in the following areas: 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 

remote site hardware 
bird buffer hardware 
control programs for both systems 
diagnostic programs for radar and communications equipment 
communications switching 

(3) For remote site hardware a single engineering design based on 
triplex 360/44's will be pursued. This design will permit a duplex 
system to exist by disabling the circuitry for the 3rd CPU. 

(4) Because of the requirement to maintain a 1.25 us storage cycle, the 
physical configuration of the triplex system will be as shown in 
figure #2 of D. D $ Dymond's letter of February 23, 1966. Mr. Ted 
Charbonneau accepts the responsibility to obtain Field Engineering 
concurrence that this configuration is maintainable. 

(5) It was pointed out that RPQ #F16955 (special switch for voice grade 
lines) has been submitted to SDD but was in suspense because 
Mike Burke of FSD was working on a solution. FSD's progress on 
this special switch was unknown. More information on the switch 
will be obtained by SDD to see if it is a product of interest to Raleigh. 

Section: 3. 30 1 Page B. 3/19 
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(6) FSD plans to write a single control program multiprocessing 
operating system with the following characteristics: 

(a) capable of operation in both the 360/44 and the 9020 
(written with reduced instruction set). 

(b) will be completely re-entrant. 
(c) will feature multi-tasking and use a common task table. 
(d) will have a single lOS. 
(e) will have a multi-level priority scheduling system. 
(f) will have a security system very much like that currently 

planned for OS/360 (software security). 
(g) supports both store and fetch protection. 
(h) will have an interface to the standard unit diagnostics so 

that they may be run under control of the operation system. 

(7) FSD states that no checkpoint/restart function is required and will 
not be written. 

(8) FSD estimates that the magnitude of the programming system will 
require approximately a 100 man effort. 

(9) All application programs for MOL are to be written in JOVIAL 
(SDC version). Since no JOVIAL compiler exists for the 360/44, 
FSD had hoped that SDD would modify JOVIAL to produce only 
re-entrant code, and use only the 44 instruction set. J. M. Terlato 
stated that SDD would not undertake this modification and requested 
Mr. J. Selfridge to include thi s effort in the FSD cost estimate. 

(10) DPD expects SDD to provide a System Diagnostic Monitor and unit 
diagnostics for all IBM hardware. This was agreed to by Mr. Terlato. 

(11) The hardware definition of triplex 360/44's was felt to be weak in a 
number of areas. SDD accepted the responsibility to rewrite the 
specification to more clearly meet the job needs and to provide 
engineering with more preCise guidance. 

(12) An alternate plan for the central facility is to be developed in 
Poughkeepsie (this work is now scheduled to begin with FSD 
participation on April 26). Among the guidelines offered by 
Mr. Gibs on were: 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

central facility must have at least 3 CPU's 
a compute-power growth play is desired 
security partitioning is a requirement 
price limitations are unusually severe 
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Alternate configurations suggested (not necessarily in order of 
DP preference) included: 

(a) 9020 without IOCE - possibly with 2909 channels 
(b) triplex/44, s 
(c) dual/65' s with one/44 
(d) twin configurations of dual/44' s 
(e) triplex/67, s 
(f) speed improvements on 9020 storage (since judged impractical 

because of high development cost). 

(13) The possibility of including limit and event checking instructions in 
the 360/44 v/ere discussed with Mr. K. Gajewski. A proposal for 2 
special instructions to meet this need were sent to Messrs. Gibson, 
Charbonneau, and Gaje~Nski on April 19, 1966. 

JDR/cmg 

cc: Mr. P. A .. Beeby 
Mr. C. Brown 
Mr ~ T., IVI" Charbonneau 
1\'1r. W. Derango 
Mr. D., A~ Dossin 
Mr. K .. A .. Gajewski 
Mr. CoR" Harden 
Mr. E. V 0 Hofler 
Mr. J. F CI Manning 
Mr. I'll: ~ Needle 
Mr. J" M 0 Terlato 
Mr. J c Selfridge 
IVir. G. West 

Section 3.3. 1 

James F. DeRose 

(Los Angeles) 
II 

II 

" 

" 

" 
" 
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CDC 3300 

MOL POSITION 

( 
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the ~-; 0") (\ (\ 

<:kiU\.) -L-'- ... ,j •. J.'-',-A, the 3100 as Vi 

ir:.'Jp::lcted. Only V2.r:y SIlJelll 3100 systeL~;s reL:&i::1 C~-lC::l0GY' T-:-_::lfi. frJ:; 

3300. See exarr:r~)les below. 

3100 

3100 

3200 

3300 

3100 

3300 

Min:i.r:(!LUD Systen~s 

CPU, 41(, one channel and integTated 
con~::;ole 

C U, alC, two channels, 1/0'1'. IV\!. & 
console 
CPU, 8K, two channels, I/O T. VJ. & 
display console 
CPU, 8K, two channels, I/O T. W. & 
display console 

16I{ Scientific Syster[}s 

CPU, 16I{, 2 channels, Fit. Pt., I/O 
T. \V. & console 
CPU, 16K, 2 channels, Fit. Pt., I/O 
T. W. & console 

2, 70C J5, 

1. 

4,300 205,000 

3)~50 155,OC/J 

5, 530 232, :CO 

5,210 

~his VJ mId virtually eliminate tb.e possibility of CDC bidding the 310C 
for any of the sites involved in this applicaLon. 

The 3300 is a 3200 with an irnproverr.lent in ~he tin~e-sharing- area, '0±fel"lI~g-
a multiprogramming option for dynar;:;ic allocation all_d relocation of progra:2J 
instructions, data and I/O in memory. 1\IIen"Jory expansion up t'0 232IZ vvords 
is also provided by -the lVIPO option. Provi~)ion is also E"Jade for' dual 
Cl~urs. The basic CPTJ and merDory units are the sar.ce as the 3200, 

foHowing p:cice changes have been lYJude: 

C:!?U, 8K) 2. Channels 
8K \lids 
16K wds 

t. pt. option 
Dec. hclw. pkg. 

Total 

Section 3.3. 1 

~)300 

Bental 
3,450 
1,100 
1,900 

600 
i/50 

7,8GO 

- HJ01'8 -

Purchase 
155,000 

50,000 
86,000 
30,000 
35,000 

356,000 

4,300 
1,250 
2,250 

700 
750 

3~~OO . 

205,OJO 
,', " .""\ ." I, 
0U"I.,I\.-Ju 

lOJ)OJO 
30,000 
3.3,000 



11'01' ~'., ~.3~~I~ lCI':ll }")1'o(:csso1' ;:.),Ys [l:llJ) the Local _:",~n. '-:'('ice 
\\7ould be $1, :3 90. l\Tole tl1clt t~18 a·UC1V8 red~uceci lLYlits CO~C[j (~ ci :3 
l}2Dcral processor sy,sLen'}. This ::ceoresents a 1 reductioL OL CIYJ 
and 112Cess:::uy w~!.Lts :for a :Large systerll. If \ve aSCjU{'D(; that the C=)U 
l:ner:n ory represents t)0% of a larcje syste:::n) and since "[he I/O prices r-.L2,ve . 
not chang-ed, then this would equeJ a 7. 590 reduction on a cor.cp12te syst2r~. 

Pl'ocrralTI SUDPort and Delivery 

The new 3300 systern has been promised for deHvery fOT the first Crc.art2Y' 
of 196G. 

The following 9rogTamrfling suppo::t has beE;n prorDised for t1:1e 2200: 

Real-tirDe tape-oriented SCOl-::)E 
Real-time dissk-oriented SCOPE 

1Q ~ 

TL:ne-sharinc~j nJonitor for scieYltLfic install2.xions2Q ~ 
Tir_ce .... sharing rc]onitor business installations 4Q 
II ]\;J.Ls.STER" operating syster.o lQ 19J7 
IvIATS (IvTulti-access ti:c.(]e-sharirg-) 1Q 1987? 

Perforn]ance of 3300 

The following analysis indicates internal speed of the 3300 ~n cor:(Jpa~i-
son to the IBNS 7094 and the IBM 360/44. 1'Jote tpa t this a::~2.1ysis VJas 
done for the 3200 but the 3300 has the S2vC}2, speed. TY:.2 estir.:.:ated '7. 
price reduction has not been included) the 360/44 vi/ould still S~10W a 
definite advantage in the short performancE area, which wauld ap;;ly in 
this case. 

- more -

Section 3.3. 1 D "., -: j.' . ::1 ~l-e (~J.' ""' . ~ ~~ "-". u 
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f(crnc! 

('i l 
\.../ 
Polyn.)mial Eval. 

fr/i '.-' 
Addr(.ss Arithmetic 

.,3· 

709·1, 

(E) (D) 
89.0 150 .. 0 

34.0 

360/4·,1 - Pcrfonricnc:c 

360/4~~ 
S Lt~\N D!\I,D 1-11-?f::<r= fI 

(E) Tr-.\. fE) ID'l ,U) \' I 

105.85 .84 362.75 ;{? .-t-....- 99.80 .89 3j6.75 

39.50 .86 29.25 

float. Point Arith 9 163 114 74.12 ,,85 284040.40 68.87.9'j 279.15 

Fortran IF $j'atomenrs 29.1 

'.5 : 
ty\.atrix Multiply (5x5) 3552 5677 

(AI! times abovei n mi ero seconds) 

i<ernels 112 and 114 wcighted 10~~ each 
Kernels 1/3/5 weighted 80% 

46.49 .63 

4786 .7L~ "114·13 .50 b90A~ 

Price-Performance 3200 Versus 360/1r'-1. 

System ,ecnj'al piP Purchaso 

CDC 3200 22/500 O.L:·O "/,091,000 

360/4Li: (STD Short) 18,015 0.32 821,180 

. 360/J;-d( (STD Long) 18,015 0.51 821, 180 

360/44 (Hi Perf. Shorr) ][3,715 0.28 850,580 

'j 6O/!J;' 11-1' P ." v r-I '\ ide rr . Long) ;8,715 0.45 850,580 

Section 3. 3. 1 

30.74 

9~ 10530 

?/? 

0.47 

0.35 

0.56 

0.31 

0.49 

.42 

1 • 16 

.41 

.95 
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History of Discounts 

'The following pages list several discount situations involving the 
CDC 3100/3200 and other CDC computers. Several other discount 
situations existed with the 6000 series, especially in the educational 
allowance. At Oakridge, CDC offered 100% trade-in allowance on 
a 1604 toward purchase of 6400. 

Section 3. 3. 1 Page G.l/5 
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ADDITIONAL SCIENTIFIC MIXES are included which show the capability 

of the 3300. 
IBM CONFIDENTIAL 

·CDC 3200 

MIX 1 
Inst. 
Time 0/0 Total 

DIV 12.0 2.0 .24 
MPY 10.4 5. 6 • 58 
FAD/FSB 12.0 9.5 1.14 
LD/ST 3.75 28.5 1.07 
LD/ ST Indexed 3.75 3. 6 · 14 
Other Indexed 3.75 18.9 .71 
Test 3.2 13.2 .42 
Others with Ope 3.75 11-.3 .42 
Others without Op. 2 •. 5 7.4 .19 

( 4.91 

MIX 3 

LD/ST 3.75 31.2 1. 17 
Add/Sub 2.50 6. 1 .15 
CAS 3.2 3.8 • 12 
TRA(C) 3.2 16.6 .53 
FAD/FSB 12.0 6.9 .83 
FMP 29.0 3.8 1.10 
FDP 29.0 1. 5 .44 
MPY 10.4 • 6 · 06 
DIV 12 •. 0 • 2 .02 
Shift 2.65 4.4 • 12 
Logical 2. 5 1. 6 .04 
No. Ref. Stg. 2.5 5. 3 .13 
Indexing 0.0 18.0 

4.71 

C' 

Section 3. 3. 1 Page G. 1/6 
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(:: CDC 3200 

MIX 4 
Inst. 
Time 0;0 Total 

LD/ST 3.75 38.0 1.43 
Add/Sub 2.50 7.5 • 19 
CAS 3.20 4.6 • 15 
TRA(C) 3.20 20.2 ~ 65 
FAD/FSB 12.00 8.4 1~ 01 
FMP 29.00 4.7 1. 36 
FDP 29.00 1.8 · 52 
MPY 10,4 .82 .08 
DIV 12.0 .2 .02 
Shift 2.6b 5. 3 · 14 
Logical 2.5 2.0 .05 
No. Ref. Stg. 2.5 6. 5 .. 16 

5.76 

C SCIENTIFIC MIX 

LD & St. 3.75 28.5 1. 07 
Index 0.0 22.5 0.0 
Testing 3~2 13.2 .42 
FAD/FSB 12.0 9. 5 1. 14 
FMP 29.0 5.6 1.62 
FDP 29,0 2.0 • 58 
IVIisc. 3.75 18.7 .70 

5.53 

Average of 4 Mixes: 5.22 

c 
Section 3. 3. 1 Page G. 1/6.01 
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Date 

Jan. 63 

~ 
i 

DISCOUNT HISTORY 

C ont_~~ I D~!El_.f.~!--,,'p,-._~ 

Situation Con~petitive SysteTl2. 

USAF Clirnatic Center CDC 1604/1CO ----.-... ----,~,~. .~ 

Offercd 100 hr. use plan at 
60% of base rental 

I~ 

Discount Disp~si~ion 

40% 7040 ordered 

June. 63 AlvIR (2) CDC 3600 7 1/2 Ordered 2-3600' s 

Sept. 64: 

Dec. 64 

Dec, 64 

Jan,. G~) 

Argonne National 
Laboratory 

NA SA, Goddard 

National Science 
Foundation 

u ~ s. Flores!: Service 

----<------.---------
Estirnated discount by the 

AF Progranl \vas 7 --1 / 2%. 
This is the salnc discount 
allo'wed on 2-1604's in the 
OS Contract. The:-ce are no 
discounts for nlultiple 3600' s. 

CDC 8090 
CT)(T(;ff;';~ed an "educational 
al10'wancc It in a sihiation which 
would fiot qucl.lify for the IBM 
edu cational 8.110v/2nc e. 

30% CDC -S090 ordered 

CDC~ 3200 12% 6 systeIns(Purchase)Ordered 4 .. , 
N'o-t-ent~i"'ed in GS Contract 10% 4 systen1s (Purchase) CDC 3200 

8% 3 systenlS (Purcb,).sc) 

CDC 3200 
'i~;1~-ob8j;ly an "Educational 2 0% No e xL r a usc cha r g c s 0 r d ere d C J .', 3 2:() 0 
Allovvance" . 

C ])C ~~ 100 
B::j f~cd 011 cust0111Cr inforn1ation 
CJJC would ha ve had to have offered 

20%( c ~:;L'j rn atcd) 

a 20% discount to ari'ivc at the prices 
inc1icatcclby the Cl1;~'()nlCr, J\~oL C!)il~l"

c!cl in GS COnl,l"act. (Tile (11)()\'( CI:I,c;CCllllJ1 

rn ay includc ;t rechlction -j n n):t irltcnc'\ nc c 
charges which 11avc been entered in the 
GS Contract). 

I;~ - CDC.: 3100' ['; ordered 

>~J 
~ --.~.: 

n 

::.j 
>J 
~~ 
~ 3 
~ ,I 
>-. 
~> 

t-( 
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Date Situation 

iipril '65 Aerospace Corp. 

.ADril ! 65 ArTIlY J\1ap Service 

J\Jjay '65 

l\!lay '65 

IvIay '65 

IvJay '65 

June '65 

June '65 

June '65 

D. Brown Associates 

1,JlcL 

VA Hospital 
VJashington, D. C. 

l\llH 

NASA Goddard 

J). C. Dept. of HighvJo_Ys 

SPj~])ATS Mobile 

Sec:t:Lon ~j. '3. 1 

~ ~ 
11/19/65 

DISCOUNT BISTOr~Y 
Control Data Corp. 

C OIn ~Jl-_~~,y-~yste In 

CDC 6600 
CDC offered Aerospace the folloYvving: 
1. Unlimited test tilne 

Discount Dispos Hio.;:J: 

UnknovJn No Decision 

2. Two hours per day free test tilTIe iUl111ediately on a test center rDachine 
3. Guaranteed 7094 simulator 
4. 65K processor .at 32K prices 
5. N.o extra shift charges 

CDC 3600 30% (est. ) 
CDC offered tViJO 3600' s at $1. 9 million 
each. The config-urations offered would norrDally 

. sell for $2. 7 million each 

CDC 3100 
In addition to the above discount, CDC 
agTeed to buy back 20% of prime shift time. 
Would be too early to appear in the GS Contract 

109b 

CDC 3870 35% 

CDC 3200 2090 
We were lLnable to give an educational discount 

CDC 6400/6600 20-25% 

CDC 6400/6600/6800 20-25~b 

CDC 3200 20% 
Offered to buy bacl\: 
$2000 of priYne shift for one year 

CDC 3 (lOO k1u (J .3090 (cst. ) 

7094 ordered 

CDC 3100 ordered 

CDC 3870 ordered 

CDC 3200 ordered 

"00/ ,/) r:: 1 r1 00 0;) oro.ereu 

360 Sy'stenlS ord. 

360/30 ordered 

360 ordered 

Page G. 1/7 
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~. 

June '65 ARO CDC 3100 RA 520 ordered 
Trade in 3 old ERA 1102 
$105 toward purchase on CDC 3100 

July 165 Center for Naval Analysis CDC 3400 15% 3400 ordered 

Aug. 165 Navy Fleet Weather 3 CDC 3100's 3 CDC 3100's arc 
San Francisco 1 CDC 3200 1 CDC 3200 ord. 

Special package discount 

Section 3.3. 1 Page G·. 1/8 
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Comments on Discounts 

Since CDC has impacted both the CDC 3100 and the CDC 3200 
with the release of prices for the CDC 3300, it is reasonable 
to assume that the CDC 3100 will be bid at reduced prices in 
special situations. Since the CDC 3200 and the CDC 3300 are 
basically the same, the new prices for the CDC 3300 may be 
applied to the CDC 3200. This move with the CDC 3300 price 
certainly places CDC in a unique position for discounting the 
CDC 3100. 

Additional discounts on the CDC 3200 and the CDC 3300 are not 
expected to be as large as in the past for the CDC 3200. However, 
it is believed that where several systems are involved, as in this 
case, that CDC would discount from 10% to 15% on the CDC 3300. 

Section 3. 3. 1 Page G.l/9 
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c 1966 GSA Contract Terms 

Basic Monthly 11ental 
Unlimited Use 
Extra Use Charge 
Educational DisOJunt 
Multiple Discounts 

Purchase Option 

Maintenance 

Program testing & compiling 

Section 3. 3. 1 

IBM CONFIDENTIA.L 

176 hrs. 
120% 
7 - 14% 
20% RIP 
Old Systems 

160, 924, 1604 
Current tape drives 

7.5% - 30% 

% of total rent paid 
60~G - 2 yr. 
40% - 2 yr. + 
70% - max. 

Edu. Discount 
52% - 2 yr. 
32% - 2 yr. + 
7d% - max. 

If on-site II 
$30, 000 and up 

It on-call" 
No chg. for RM 
during PPM 

$15/hr. 2 hr. - min. 

180 days 

Page G.l/10 
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Systems Configurations 
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CDC 3300 -- System/360 Model 44 

PRICE COMPARISONS ON REMOTE SITES 

1 • Current remote site price using 
CDC 160A's (allows one extra site). 

2. IBM System/360 Model 44's 

3. CDC 3300' s including recent price 
increase on CPU and core memory. 

4. CDC 3300· s same as above but at 
20 percent discount. 

Section 3. 3 • 1 

$186, 164/mo. 

$188,686/mo. 

$ 204, 065/mo. 

$ 163 I 252/ rna . 

Page G.l/13 
2/18/66 
(replaces 2/11/66) 
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RTS SINGLE SITE - DUAL CPU - CDC 3300 

Unit Description ~. 

CPU's 
3304 Processing Unit 2 
3309 8K Words Memory 2 
3302 16K Words Memory 1 
3306 Std. Channel (12 bit) 6 
3307 Std. Channel (24 bit) 2 
3 xxx Special Instructions 2 

Disk 
3438 Disk Control (Dual) 1 

854 Disk Storage Drive 3 

Displays 

Communication 
3276 Comm. Term. Control 2 

316 Data Set Adapter 2 
3xx TTY Adapter 2 

Digital I/O 
3xxx Digital I/O Controller 2 

3xx I/O Points 2 

Less 20% 

Addi tional Options: 

405 Card Reader & 3152 Printer Switched 
854 Disk (2 additional drives) 

Section 3. 3 • 1 

Rental 

8,600 
2,750 
2,380 

900 
500 
400 

15,550 

1,050 
1,410 
2,460 

1,575 

500 
50 
50 

600 

400 
800 

1,200 

21,385 
4,277 

$17,108 

1,425 
940 

Page G.l/14 
2/18/66 

Purchase 

310,000 
100,000 

86,000 
33,000 
17,000 
16£000 

630,640 

47,000 
35,400 
82,400 

63,000 

25,000 
2,500 
2!500 

30,000 

18,000 
35,000 
53£000 

859,040 
171,808 

$687,232 

67,800 
37,600 

(replaces 2/11/66) 
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RTS DUAL SITE - 3 CPU - CDC 3300 

Unit Description Q.tyo 

CPU's 
3304 Processing Unit 3 
3309 8K Word Memory 4 
3302 16K Words Memory 1 
3306 Std. Channel (12 bit) 9 
3307 Std. Channel (24 bit) 3 
3 xxx Special Instructions 3 

Disk 
3438 Disk Control 2 

3xx Two Channel Switch 2 
854 Disk Storage Drive 4 

Displays 

Communication 
3276 Comm. Term. Control 3 

316 Data Set Adapter 3 
3xx TTY Adapter 3 

Digital I/O 
3 xxx Digital I/O Controller 3 

3xx I/O Points 3 

Less 20% 

Addi tional Options: 

405 Card Reader & 2 - 3152 Printers 
854 Disk (1 control & 4 drives additional) 

Section 3. 3 . 1 

Rental Purchase 

12,900 465,000 
5,500 200,000 
2,380 86,000 
1,350 49,500 

750 25,500 
600 24~000 

23,480 850,000 

1,020 45,000 
200 8,000 

1,880 75£000 
3,100 128,000 

3,150 126,000 

750 37,500 
75 5,000 
75 5,000 

900 47,500 

600 27,000 
1,200 52,500 
1,800 79,500 

32,380 1,231,000 
6,476 266,936 

$25,904 $964,064 

2,250 107,300 
2,490 99,600 

Page G.1/15 
2/18/66 
(replaces 2/11/66) 
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REMOTE SITE REPROGRAMMING COST 

An analysis of the programs now being used on 160A' s in Remote Sites 
indicates that the following CDC 160 programs must be converted before 
the last 160A can be taken out of the first Remote Site being upgraded. 

CDC 160 Instructions 

A. Prepass 17,000 

B. Pre-Aquisition 16,000 

C. Pass 46,000 

D. Post Pass 6,000 

E. Diagnostics* 47,500 

F. 1/2 of Plotter/Printout Routines 11,000 

143,500 

*highly time dependent 

Since these 143,500 CDC instructions are approximately equivalent to 
48,000 instructions in the 360 Model 44, we estimate that this will require 
approximately 22 man years costing $500,000 to reprogram. 

In perspective, this is a one-seventh increase in the yearly cost of program
ming Remote Site s for one year. 

Section 3.3.1 Page G.l/16 
1/21/66 
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UNIVAC 1230 at REMOTE SITES 

The system priced below is the rough equivalent of the 
duplex 360/Model 44 configuration shown on page E. 3/4. The 
CPU is hardened, has 2 us core, and uses a 400 nanosecond 
read-only storage. 

Sperry won 40 APOLLO Remote Sites with this system. General 
Dynamics I San Diego" is dOing some of the programming. 

Typical instruction times are: 

Add., subtract, logic 
Compare, mask, branch 
Multiply 

2 to 4 us 
4 us 

10-15 us 

The instruction set is similar to a 7040. A real-time control 
program exists, but we do not have a description. The system has 
both a FORTRAN IV and NELIAC Compiler as well as normal utilities. 

The system has 81 discreet external interrupts and 32 channels 
of 30-bit parallel information. 

PRICE: (SkimQY infornlcllion, estimates only) 

Qty. 

2 

4 
2 

4 
2 
2 
1 
2 

CPU and 12K words core 
reader I punch, printer 

Tapes and 2 cont.~ols 
Data Communi.cations Terminal 

(2701 equivalent) 
I/O channel s'!JJitches 
Parallel input/parallel output 
1827 equivalents 
2250 systems 
Shared storage (estin1ate) 

TOTALS 

Section 3.3.1 

Purchase Estimated Rental 

$800,000 

$800,000 

$19,000 

6,100 
1,400 

925 
140 

1,278 
1,575 

600 
$ 31 ,018/month 

Page G.l/16. 001 
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CDC 160A SIMULATOR 

Introduction 

A preliminary study was made to determine the cost and performance 

feasibility of a 160A Simulator for System/3 60. The following paragraphs 

will deal with the special considerations, as sumptions, design goals, 

preliminary results and conclusions concerning this study. This preliminary 

study is intended to be used as a tool in determining which approaches 

appear to be feasible and to select the approach in line with the marketing 

philo sophy for the SCF. 

The System/360 Model 44 with high speed registers was chosen as 

the machine used for timing the 160A Simulator. However I at this time 

the machine which will be proposed has not been selected, but the Model 

44 appears to be the best price/performer. The 9020 System is also under 

consideration and has some unique hardware features which make it more 

adaptable to implement a simulator (emulator). The ROS of the Compute 

Element (CE) of the 9020 System allows for easier implementation of special 

instructions which can increase the performance of the simulator. The CE 

also has the standard instruction set of System/360; whereas the Model 44 

ha s a II scientific II subs et of the System/360 ins truction repertoire. The 

above features are important in attaining the design goals of the simulator. 

Section 3.3. 1 Page G.1/17 
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The simulator, in the ideal case I should run at 160G speeds with the lower 

limit being 160A performance. Another important goal is to keep hardware 

modification and programming costs to a minimum. These design goals are 

of prime importance in the design of the simulator and in the evaluation of 

other approaches to the solution of simulating the 160A. Since the 160A is 

a relatively small machine with minimal capability I a translator may be the 

quickest I cheapest solution and should be investigated. Another solution 

would be to reprogram all or part of the real time applications programs. 

There are approximately 85,000 words of programs required for the present 

satellite load. Detailed flow charts are available for these programs which 

reduces reprogramming time. The frequency of use and response time of 

anyone program must be determined to analyze which programs may be run 

under simulation in a degraded mode. If some of the programs can run in 

degraded mode, a program simulator with no hardware assistance (cost saving) 

can execute these programs until phase-out occurs. An analysis of satellite 

operation concerning response time, planned obsolescence and the processing 

modes of pre-pass, pass and post-pass can supply valuable information to 

determine which programs must be reprogrammed or which can run under 

simulation. Configuration control and the monitor program changes are 

important factors in simulation mode operation and must be closely studied for 

efficiency and cost. The remainder of this document will analyze the programmed 

simulator approach to the program execution of existing applications. 

- 2 -
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Before describing the simulator, the assumptions and special 

considerations must be stated. These are: 

(1) No input/output or interrupt operations will be simulated. 

(2) One l s complement arithmetic is not taken into account. 

(3) The simulation is done strictly with the standard Model 44 

instruction set. 

(4) Although the minimum design goal was to execute standard 160A 

instructions at l60A execution speeds, no special consideration 

was given to Model 44 core requirements and configurations or 

special instructions implemented on the 160A for satellite support. 

(5 ) All the timings and mixes used in this analysis are for completely 

programmed simulation with no hardware assistance" 

Simulator 

The programs will be executed after the original l60A machine language 

(binary) decks have been pre-proces sed" The pre-proces sing will reformat 

the l60A words and also compensate for 11 s complement arithmetic. After 

initializing the program (setting constants, instruction counter) it is 

estimated that the housekeeping for each instruction execution is 16ms. 

The total time for execution, which includes housekeeping, operation decoding 

and execution, and effective address generation I is approximately 34ms. The 

following table shows a mix of instructions timed under the simulator and 160A 

- 3 -
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operation. For lack of a better word I let's call this group of instructions 

the MOL Mix. The makeup of this mix was chosen because of the following 

criteria. SCF "real time" data must be scaled I linearized I normalized and 

compressed for transmission to the STC. These operations require arithmetic 

and shifting operations and loop control. Since the 160A does not have 

multiply or divide instructions I an alogorithm is used. Hence I the large 

number of add and subtract instructions. Another important data reduction 

function is the analyzing of events. Since the 160A does not have mask 

instructions to analyze bit patterns I the logical product (and) instruction is 

used extensively in conjunction with various shift instructions. The MOL Mix 

shows that the simulator is running about 2.35:1. 

(~ ... 

MOL MIX 

Instructions % 160A Simulator 

Logical Product 15 19.2 30.75 

Shift Replace 5 19.2 40.25 

Repla ce Add One 5 19.2 39.75 

Load 10 19.2 30. 75 

Add 35 12.8 35.00 

Store 10 25.6 39.25 

Shift 10 6.4 26.50 

Miscellaneous lQ. 15.0 37.50 

100% 14.6 Avg. 34.3 

£\ Simulator = 34.3 = 2.35 
160A 14.6 

- 4 -
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AI though the ratio of the simulator to 160A operation is only 2:35 

to I, it must be remembered that no I/O operations or interrupts have been 

serviced under the simulator. 

Conclusions 

Hardware assistance will be required to increase the performance of 

the simulator. Special instruction(s) should be implemented which will 

execute automatic branches to subroutines depending on the op code. Special 

hardware to handle interrupts more efficiently than the present System/360 

capability is required. Interrupt processing is extremely important in real 

time data acquisition and expanded capability in this area can realize an 

advantage over the 160A. The input/output functions can be performed with 

less interference and faster on the System/360 machines. However, a 

special routine will have to be written to implement 160A I/O on a System/360 

machine. As an alternative, all 160A input/output instructions could be 

implemented in the hardware of a particular machine. Hardware simulation 

of instructions or increa sed hardware capability for the interrupt functions 

will probably be expensive. However I the 9020 System CE has ROS which 

hopefully will make hardware simulation cheaper. There should be detailed 

follow-up meetings with the appropriate special engineering groups to determine 

the feasibility and cost of hardware assistance in instruction execution and 

interrupt servicing for both the Model 44 and 9020 System CE. 

- 5 -
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Using a simulator along with standard S/360 programs in the same 

operating system will present an additional programming problem to the imple-

mentation of the monitor program. This additional cost coupled with the 

additional hardware costs may cause the total system cost to be beyond the 

customer's acceptable price range. Therefore I the cost of a translator or 

the total reprogramming effort should be investigated and compared to the 

simulation cost. The latter two approaches could be part of the programming 

contract and not affect the hardware price I making the hardware contract 

more price competitive. 

Implementing special instructions in the S/360 Model 44 will definitely 

increase the performance of the simulator. It is hoped to increase the 

performance of a particular routine by three times. The following routines 

should be implemented with ~ hardware instruction: 

1 . One's complement arithmetic 

2 . Op code decoding 

3. Effective address generation 

4. Data packing 

One's complement arithmetic will need special handling because of the 

plus and minus zero possibilities and the different tests performed on zero. 

System/360 uses two's complement arithmetic. 

- 6 -
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Input/output can best be handled by special instructions also. There 

are two types of I/O for the 160A; namely I buffered or normal. Buffered I/O 

is like a high speed multiplex channel operation; normal I/O operation is a 

character-by-character operation. There are also I/O operations which 

transfer characters to the accumulator directly. For buffered I/O I the 

instruction can proceed to a particular area of storage which has the initializa-

tion data. Then the input/output can proceed in a normal manner on the 

Model 44 High Speed or Standard Multiplex Channels. With the present 

configurations I the high speed channel will transfer data in packed form 

to the storage. The standard channel will transfer data to storage in the 

byte mode. This data will be unpacked and will take a special program to pack 

it before it can be used. Although the configurations use both Model 44 

channels to simulate buffered I/O I there appears to be no problem I except 

packing I in handling data from external sources; e. g . I telemetry I etc. 

The normal input and I/O transfers to the accumulator; e. g . I communications I 

printer I card reader I console inquiries I etc. I will be handled by the standard 

multiplex channel. Since these data transfers will be of relatively low speed 

and low frequency I a programmed subroutine should handle these data transfers 

more efficiently than the 160A. The subroutine will handle data transfers in 

the normal System/360 Model 44 Multiplex Channel mode and put the data in 

the proper storage locations as prescribed by the 160A program. 

- 7 -
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SDS SIGMA 7 

RTS SINGLE SITE CONFIGURATION 

Q.!y. Model De scription 

2 8401 Proce s sing Unit 
2 8454 Memory Module - 16,384 Words 
2 8456 Three-Way Access 
2 8413 Power Fail Safe 
2 8414 Memory Protect 
2 8416 Additional Regi ster Block 
2 8471 Multiplexor I/O Proces sor 
2 848l Selector I/O Processor 

* 2 8482 Additional Selector Channel 
* 1 8495 System Supervisory Console 

2 8~57 Six-Way Access 
2 7010 Keyboard/Printer 
2 7201 RAD Controller 
4 7205 RAD Storage - 1.5MB 

1 (2250) Display Capability 
2 (270 1) Corom. Capability 
2 (1827) Digital I/O Capability 

1 7120 Card Reader, 400 CPM 
1 7440 Line Printer, 600 LPM 

*Unknown Requirements 

Section 3. 3 . 1 

Lease (4 Yr.) Purchas ~ 

$ 5,500 $220,0(0 
4,600 184,OCO 

250 10,OCO 
50 2,000 

250 10,OCO 
150 5,000 

1,000 40,OCO 
750 30,000 
500 20,000 
690 25,0(;0 
600 20,0(,0 
300 12,0(0 
400 16,O(C 

2,700 108,OeO 
19,015 

1,575 
1,160 
1,278 

400 16,000 
875 35,000 

1,275 

$24,303 
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SDS SIGMA 7 

RTS DUAL SITE CONFIGURATION 

.Q!:L,. Model De scription 

3 8401 Processing Unit 
3 8413 Power Fail Saf e 
3 8414 Memory Protect 
3 8416 Additional Register Block 
3 8454 Memory Module (16K) 
3 8456 Three-Way Acces s 
3 8457 Six-Way Access 
2 8471 Multiplexor I/O Processor 
2 8481 Selector I/O Processor 

* 2 8482 Additional Selector Channel 
* 1 8~95 System Supervisory Console 

3 7010 Key board/Prin t er 
3 7201 RAD Controller 
6 7205 RAD Storage - 1.5MB 

2 (2250) Display Capability 
3 (2701) Corom. Capability 
3 (1827) Digital I/O Capability 

1 7120 Card Reader, 400 CPM 
2 7440 Line Printer, 600 LPM 

*Unknown Requirements 

Section 3.3. 1 

Lease (4 Yr.) Purchas 3 

$ 8,250 $330,0(,0 
75 3,0(0 

375 15,0(,0 
225 7,5(,0 

6,900 276,0(;0 
275 15,O( 0 
900 30,O(iO 

1,000 40,000 
750 30, OliO 
500 20,OCO 
625 25,O()0 
300 12,000 
600 24,000 

4,050 162,000 
24,825 

3,150 
I, 740 
1,917 

400 16,Ol}0 
1,750 70,O{)O 
2,150 

$33,782 
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LOS ANGELES AEROSPACE BUILDING 
Manned Orbiting Laboratory Proj ect 

January 18, 1966 

TO: Mr. C. E. McKittrick, Jr. - GEM 

RENTAL PRICES ON 9020 

IBM CONFIDENTIAL 

You were previously informed about the combination of the Remote Site 
and Bird Buffer RFP's into one package. As you know, we plan to bid 
shared memory 44' s for Remote Sites. Purpose of this letter is to ask 
your as sistance by having the GEM Region formally request rental prices 
on the 9020 system for the Bird Buffer. A typical configuration is attached. 
The customer will require two such systems. One to be located in 
Sunnyvale in the Satellite Test Annex and the second to be located at 
Systems Development Corporation for programming checkout and backup. 

You should be aware that the I/O configurations are not firm; but, since 
these are essentially standard equipment, these I/O configurations do 
not affect the problem of getting a rental price on the 9020. 

Your prompt action would be appreciated. 

0; ,./3 -.M t'~"'y3 
w. B. Gibson 

WBG:jb 
attachments 
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January 12, 1965 

MEMORANDUM TO FILE: 

Subject: Meeting with Colonel Hedrick. 

Bob Krause and I met with Colonel Hedrick on January 3, 1966. In our P1keepsie 
meeting Colonel Hedrick said that he had expected to discuss our approach 
to AFSCF problems. He said that our July, 1964 proposal had been well 
received and he thought we would have shown how we could extend or 
improve that proposal. 

He said he has funds programmed to completely install SGLS throughout 
the network and to upgrade his data system (i. e. Remote Tracking Stations 
and Bird Buffers). He feels that his funds may be cut by the Vietnam situ
ation and he will know for sure after the President1s budget goes to Congress. 

He indicated some concern for his overall dat a system design and, in fact, 
said he was considering having a PDP wherein he would have companies 
like IBM, CDC, etc., supplied with data on their system design, 
antiCipated growth and problems which they would use to develop under 
contract a new system design which he would then procure. He also dis
cussed the possible application of Comsat or military satellites as the 
communication link between remote sites and the STC. This may provide 
higher bandwidth transmission and allow smaller or perhaps no computers 
at the remote sites. He recognizes that waiting for a PDP or communication 
satellite would delay satisfying immediate requirements and that not waiting 
may cause him to have an outdated system in a few years. 

As a result of this meeting, Bob and I realized that we must present our 
overall design to Colonel Hedrick as soon as possible. Our system would 
permit the growth he needs, without tying him to obsolete equipments. 
Accordingly, we are preparing a presentation and working session with him 
for January 18, 1966. In the meantime, Bill Grisham, Bethesda, is 
investigating tradeoffs iIi the phasing and costs of commercial and military 
communication satellites operating at wide bandwidths in the next several 
years. The material developed by Gri sham ShO~ ~art f our presentation. 

JJS:jh 
cc: W.B.Gibson, J.E.Hamlin, J.P.Jones, R.Krause. 
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Federal Systems Division 
Pleld Lvi arket1 ng-Lo. An~Jeles 
february 2 # 1966 

Subject: SGLS/PC.h,l Data Handling Equi-proem 

In a discuasian with Jarry l'robaugh .. TRW Subcontracts, the f~lowlD9 in
formation came to light: 

1. TRW expects an .ct.FF calling for system production ill the next 30 
days. 

2 If Unless there 18 c drastic change in AF requiralnents, the PC~l Data. 
Handling Equipment will be procured using the presen.t proposals. 

3.. TRW will be glad to review our technical approach with US~ bowever, 
it would be beat to do this after they receive the AF RFP. 

4. The IBlv1 b1d is high when compared to other. they have received .. 
possibly caused by the uae of a computer in the system. (rhls 
indicate. that the use of a computer 1. the exception rather than 
the rule,.) 

;) .. Jerry d1d not want to say more untU he bas seen the engineed.n.g 
recommendations" 

Assuming that item 4 1s correct I we will have to re-exanl1neour approach 
and llst the advantages va. the disadvantage. ftS the customer would see 
them.. If the comparison is favorable, the resulta should be presented to 

TRW at the aarllest possible time. t1.i. arv-.,t/'J:, 
BLR/1eb 

cc: 1\1r. J. P. Jones 
r.il". G.. T. l~oCIU1"e 
Wd'.. J. J. Selfridge ~ 

Section 3.3. 1 
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Date: 

~~.~l (Dept, Loc): 

'"- ,elephone Ext.: 

February 9, 1966 
MOL Project - LA Aerospace 

Subject: Model 44 Programming Translation IBM CONFIDENTIAL 

Reference: 

To: Mr. W g B. Gibson, MOL Proj ect 

Per your suggestion, I contacted Otto Alexander in Poughkeepsie. Our 
discus sion brought forth the following: 

o BPS FORTRAN, Assembler and utilities were analyzed on a Model 40 
using a hardware monitor to determine the frequency and use of non
Model 44 instructions. Analysis of the results indicated that brute 
replacement of these instructions would suffice in the generation of 
M44 software. 

o These programs were converted using 46 man/months at a cost of 
about $60 I 000 including machine time. 36 of the 46 man/months 
were student (new) programmers. 

o The resulting FORTRAN compiler was 99 I 200 bytes in length while the 
original is 74,400 bytes in length. 

o Degradation of compiler execution time is about 10%. 

o The instruction production rate came out to about 1800 instructions 
per man/month. 

o He will be sending the code substitutions, usage analysis and a 
technical paper on the topic. 

Mort Needle 

MBN/lr 
cc: Mr. C. Brown 

Mr. B. Cabaniss 
Mr. W. Derango 
Mr. G. West 

Section: 3. 3.1 

NOTE: 

The above indicates the 
feasibility of supplying 
JOVIAL compiler and/or 
PL 1 compiler for Model 44 
if required. 

WBG 
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February 11, 1966 
MEMORANDUM TO FILE: 

TRIP REPORT TO SATELLITE TRACKING STATION 
at New Boston, New Hampshire. 

IBM ATTENDEES: AIR FORCE: 
W. Derango 
R.G.Krause 
W. Patterson-Cambridge 
J. J. Selfridge 

Colonel Srrotherman (Commander) 
Lt. Col.Hammond (Tech. Ops .Director) 
Lt. Welch(Data Systems Coordinator. 
Sgt. Delaney(Computer Operation) 
Others, approx. 8 officers, 
10 senior non-comms . 

Colonel Smotherman and staff spent most of the day with us. A System/360 
briefing was followed by a description of our Tracking Station and STC 
real-time data system design. From the questions we believe the audience -
followed the briefings completely and were interested in giving us ideas to 

-- improve the design or use. Exarpples of Significance were: 

-_I ~ - Possible use of one computer at a single site and 
two computers at a dual site, 

2. Maintaining security at a dual site if only two 
computers were us ed, 

3 .. ErQvidinga_:::program-for orbit updating at site I 
pos sibly in real-time with inputs from t he first 
several numbers of pass, 

4. Provide a capability for supporting multiple 
command op~rations in one computer at a dual 
site, 

5. Provide a means for assembling telemetry modes 
from a number of standard tables. 

A good deal of interest was expressed in System/360 FLT techniques and 
machine diagnostic programs. 

Section 3. 3 . 1 Page H/7 _ 
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Trip Report - STS __ _ February 11, 1965 
New Boston, New Ramps.-

During the last half of the day we toured the site (main buildings and 
antenna subsystems) and sI10wed th-e- System/360 Graphics Film. 

It was learned that at New Boston the basic CDC system now is leased 
for $30,000 per side, $4,000 is required for additional core now being 
installed and $6, OOQ--is required for extra shift -maintenance. Total cost 
is $40,000 per month. 

It was an extremely worthwhile trip, in that it confirmed our design 
and previous rna rketing data. 

Philco wanted to attend the meeting--and seemed to believe they should 
have been included. One Philco man attempted to discuss potential 
teaming with W. Derango. Will pleaded ignorance. 

Win Patterson, Cambridge, will follow up by delivering a set of our 
briefing charts to Colonel Smotherman and showing the_ Gemini film 
(2250) at the Tracking Station. 

Section 3.3.1 
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. 0' / A~~' ufk( 

t.;' J. Se!tridge (J 
Manager~./SCF Project 
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Date: 

f"rom (location 

or C>Qil address): 

Dept. & Bldg.: 

Telephone E:xt.: 

Subject: 

Reference: 

May 23, 1966 
P.O. Box III 7 
Lompoc, California 
93436 
(805) RE6-7594 

DCA I s Communication Satellite Series 

To: Charles Brown, FSD, Los Angeles 

Dear Charlie: 

You will recall that you asked me for information on DCA I s forthcoming 
communication satellite series. The first is the IDSCP (Interim Defense 
Communications Satellite Project) I the second is the ADCSP (Advanced 
DCSP). Unfortunately I only the IDCSP is defined (by hardware) so that 
capabilities can be defined. The ADCSP will be let as an RFP sometime 
this Fall. 

The parameters that describe the system are attached I but in a nutshell, 
links can be established between the Mark 1 B ground terminals capable 
of 38,400 bits/sec or 16 channels at 2400 bits/sec. 

~iI'>I~~~~4t~ 

If you wish further information, the most recent can be found in Electronic 
News, May 9, 1966; and Electronics Magazine, May 2, 1966. 

whg:dp 

Attachment 

Section 3. 3 . 1 

Sincerely, 
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IDCSP SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

Satellites: 

Booster: 
Orbit: 
Prime Vendor: 
Weight: 
.. X" band frequ ency: 
RF power: 
Gain: 
Effective power: 

Ground Station: 

Titan III-C, 8 sats per booster 
Near s ynchronou s, random 
Philco 
100 Ibs. 
8 g.c. "Upll, 7 g.c. "down" (approximate) 
About 2.5 watts 
About 8 
About 20 watts (+13 dbw) 

2 
8 

12 

60 ft dishes (stations) at Fort Dix, and Camp Roberts 
40 ft dishes (stations) designated AN/MSC-46 or Mark IB 
15 ft antenna stations, designated AN/TSC-54 or Mark V 

Capacity for Mark 1 BLinks: 

2 high quality duplex voice (SNR = 53 db) 
or 16 vocoded voice channels (duplex) 
or 5 low quality voice channels 
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